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-the wonderful new low loss lead in cable definitely eliminates
crackle, background noises, mush and all man-made static. It
improves selectivity and increases sensitivity. Get one to -day. Yoa
can fix it in less than five minutes.

OF ALL DEALERS in lengths of 15 feet lot-
Longer sizes at proportionate prices.

BRITISH RADIOPHONE LTD., ALDWYCH HOUSE, LONDON, W.C.2
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British Radiophone Ganged Condensers
have consistently set the fashion. It
is imperative to employ scientifically
designed precision instruments as
surprisingly big losse-, can occur in
badly designed or poorly manufactured
Condensers.
Radiophone Condensers incorporate
many patented unique features, such as
Radial Wedge assembly of vanes, Spring-
loaded Tapered Bearings with " Keep
Plate " Anchorage. The Steel Girder
Frame method of assembly and three-
point Suspension guarantee freedom from
mechanical distortion.
Every Radiophone Condenser is matched
section by section at SIX points of the
tuning scale to within per cent. One
has only to balance out the stray circuit
capacities with the aid of the trimmers
conveniently provided at the top of the"
unit to ensure permanent MATCHED
PERFECTION.

SPECIALLY SUITABLE FOR " IRON -CORED"
COILS.

The delicate matching of " Iron Cored " Coils makes it more
necessary than ever to employ condensers matched to the
nth degree, hence the numerous occasions on which these
condensers have been exclusively specified in circuits using

these new coils.

ASK YOUR DEALER TO SHOW YOU ONE
INSIST ON RADIOPHONE

Write for list of components to :

HotCIPirtuning

diarsi,with f,, Price 22/6
TYpe 6U. s e r "lidget
C diacee ia3,,c)oe shyer

T Radio h "
British41" SOPA'

rg for the

complete,

BRITISH RADIOPHONEum.
ALDWYCH HOUSE, LONDON, W.C. 2 IITOELLBEOPPNa 6E7 I 4
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13ILIUIE SPOT MOVING MILS
for complete relialmfaq

A NOTE TO CONSTRUCTORS .
Hundreds of constructors have purchased moving -coil speakers and
suffered grievous disappointment with both the performance and the
service they have received. The. only wise and safe thing to. do is to
purchase ,a modern Blue Spot Speaker-Moving Coil or Moving Iron-and
be absolutely sure of satisfaction. Only the topmost grade of materials
and the most skilled workmanship are employed in the manufacture of
Blue Spot Speakers. When you buy Blue Spot you know you are buying
.the best at the lowest possible price for the highest possible:quality. Don't
risk disappointment. Don't risk wasting your money. Insist on Blue
Spot and be sure.

BLUE SPOT MOVING COIL SPEAKERS ARE ON SALE AT YOUR
DEALERS, PRICES to 87/6.

MOVING IRON SPEAKERS, 12/6 to 30/ -
For those listeners whose receivers, by reason of their output,
cannot provide really good moving -coil. performance, one
of the famous Blue Spot moving iron speakers is a sound
investment.
The famous 66R unit, illustrated here, is now 27/6 (Class B
model, 30/-), and is everywhere acknowledged the best
speaker of its kind. A cabinet model in oak,- 44R, costs
39/6 (Class B model, 42/-) 66R units when mounted -on
a Blue Spot Major Chassis, ensure complete satisfaction.
Price of chassis, 10/6.

NEW BLUE SPOT PICK-UP MODEL 33. Complete
with wire wound volume control . and rotating head.
Price 35/ -

Send to -day for illustrated catalogue No. P.R. 20S, fkoteing
the full range of blue Spot Loudspeakers; Units and new

Pick -Up 33,

THE BRITISH BLUE SPOT COMPANY LTD.,Blue Spot House
9146 Roseman Street, Rosebery Avenue, LONDON, E.C.1.

CVC'Phone : Clerkentr ell 3570. Telegrams " Bluosnot, 'sling, London."/ Distributors for NorthernEngland, Scotland and Wales: C. RAWSO\/ (Sheffield and London), Ltd., 100, London Road, Sheffield ; 22, St. Diayy's
Parsonage, Manchester; 177, Westgate Road, Newcastle-upon-Tyne;

37, 38, 33.1, Clyde Place, Glasgow.

The FIRST and STILL the FINEST
CLASS B CONVERSION UNIT
All the essential points
of superiority are
provisionally Patented.

Dance Hall Volume.
Less H.T. Consumption.
Suits all Speakers.
No alterations to your set.

There is no sub-
stitute for the
famous
SOUND
UNIT.
Suits Cossor, Mallard and
Mazda Class -B valves.

r717need to scrap the valves
I in your set-The SOUND I

I
UNIT will work from I

I Pentode or Triode Valves.

1
1 ' Price still only

351mi
(less valve)

Simply Plugs in.
SOUND SALES LTD., Tremlett Grove, Highgate, N.19

You can obtain the famous Sound Unit, or a Complete Kit of Messrs. E. J. HE RAUD, Ltd., No.1, Edmonton,
Sound Components to construct a Unit on EASY TERMS from: London, N.18. 'Phone: Tottenham 2256.

362 GUARANTEED VALVES
SAVE YOU 50°10

The 362
daps

B" Valve
gives Mains
volume from
any battery
set al neglig"ble
current drain,
and ran easily be

,added to any battery,
s el by anyone.

It your dealer does not stock, send for 362
post free direct from the makers. Post Free from
362 are NON-MICROPHONIC and are
definitely as good as any, and letter than
most. FULLY GUARANTEED and

BRITISH ALL THROUGH.

"362 " BATTERY TYPE VALVES :-H., HL. &
L. 3,'6. Power 4/-. Super -Power 4,6. S.G. 7/6.
Var-Mu 7/6. " Class B 9/-. Pentode type 10/-.

Metallised 3d. extra.)
COMPLETE 362 "CLASS B "KIT, including "Class
B " Valve, 7 -pin valveholder, Input Transformer
and Outp,ut Choke, with full instructions, 28/6.

Ditto, wired. complite with Moving Coil Loud-
speaker, 50/-.

Cash with order. Cheques and P.O.'s must be crossed and made payable to :-
THE 362 RADIO VALVE Co., Ltd. (Dept. W. 20), Stoneham Road, London, E.G.

1111111110111111=1111201Mall

Read this

QUALITY
Produces

EFFICIENCY
TESTED BEFORE DESPATCH

The original BECOL ebonite low loss formers are thoroughly
reliable. They are used in all parts of the world. Look for
the BECOL trade mark. Ask your dealer. If unable to
supply . write direct. SEND NOW, enclosing 6d. (post free)
for third edition up-to-date handbook -of tuning coils for DUAL
RANGE, BAND-PASS, and SUPER -HET. circuits. Fully
illustrated with data. A very interesting handbook.

RODS. SHEET, TUBES. PANELS
The BRITISH EBONITE Co., Ltd.,

Hanwell, London, W.7.
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KINGS
OF THE

AIR

COSSOR CLASS "B" BATTERY CONSOLE Model 3456
Complete Receiver, as illustrated, with Cossor 220 VS Variable -Mu Screened
Grid, Cossor 210 HL Detector, Cossor 215 P Driver and Cossor 220
Class " B" Output Valves. Single -dial tuning, selectivity control and
combined .volume .control and " on- off " switch. Wavechange switch
foi 200-530 and 900-2000 metres. Handsome walnut finished Console
Cabinet, 2 ft. 11 in. high, 1 ft. 2 in. wide, 11 in deep, giving ample
accommodation for batteries. Permanent Magnet
Moving Coil Loud Speaker of the latest type. Gramo- 1E9 0
phone Pick -Up Plug and Socket. PRICE
Price does not include Batteries or Accumulator, Hire Purchase Terms: so/- depositand

so monthly payments of 201,

COSSOR ALL -ELECTRIC CONSOLE (for A.C. Mains)
Model 3468
Specification similar to Battery Model 3456, but for operating from Electric.
Light Supply. Complete with four Cossor A.C. Mains Valves viz: M.V.S.G.
(Met.) Variable -Mu S.G., 41 M.H. (Met.) Detector, 41 M.P. Output and 442
B.U. Rectifier. Mains Energised Moving Coil Speaker. Illuminated tuning -
dial (Model 3468 only). For A.C. Mains only,
200/250 volts adjustable, 40/100 cycles.

PRICE Er IV* a 
Hire Purchase Terms: 2,51- deposit
and so monthly payments of 23/,

COSSOR ALL -ELECTRIC CONSOLE (for D.C. Mains)
Model 3469
As Model 3468, but for operation on D.C. Mains. Supplied complete
with three Cossor D.C. Mains Valves viz: D.V.S.G. (Met.) Variable -Mu S.G.,
D,H.L. (Met.) Detector and D.P. Power Output.
For D.C. Mains only, 200/250 volts (adjustable). £10 15 0PRICE

Hire Purchase Terms: 25/- deposit
and so monthly payments of 21/-.

Legs are detachable on all Console Models and the receivers
can be used as table models with legs detathed.

To A. C. COSSOR LTD., Melody Dept.,
Highbury Grove, London, N.5.

Please send me free of charge, Folder No. L99 which gives full particulars
of Cossor Console Receivers.

NAME _

ADDRESS -
rRAc. 30/9133.

D CIRCUIT,'

Handsome in appearance, simple to operate and economical
to use, these Cossor Console Models-due to their moving
coil loud speakers-give unusually true-to-life reproduction
Their performance is considerably above that which would
be expected from such moderately priced Receivers-theyprovide a wide choice of programmes with adequate
selectivity. Your dealer will be glad to demonstrate the
capabilities of these fine Sets.

OSSOR
BATTERY & ALL - ELECTRIC RADIO

Prices do not apply in I.F.S,
A. C. COSSOR LTG., Highbury Grove, London, N.S. boots at Birmingham,Bristol, Glasgow, Leeds, Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle, Sheffield, Belfast,Cardiff and DuNin,

c) 3701
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ROUND the WORLD of WIRELESS
Swiss Radiodiffusion Services
THE relay services by which subscribers
1 in many Swiss cities are given the

broadcasting programmes via the telephone
system have been so arranged that the
intervals in the Swiss studio programmes
are filled by taking entertainments from
'neighbouring countries. Such cities as
Berne, Basle, St, Gall, and Lausanne at odd
times relay concerts' and other radio pro-
grammes from Bremen, Leipzig, Frankfort,
Stuttgart, Lugano, and
Milan. In this trian-
ner the subscriber haS
music on "tap"
throughout the day
and evening hours.

Would You Recognize
Your Voice ?

IT has been the ex-
perience of many

broadcasting artists
and speakers to be told
by acquaintances who
have listened to them
that their voices were
not recognizable on
the air. Mit how
Many people would
recognize their _ own
talking voice as repro-
duced on a gramo-
phone record ? . In ex-
periments recently
made at the Physio-
logical Institute at
Berlin, " phonograms "
of a number of stu- -
dents were made, and
it was found although
production w as as
nearly perfect as pos-
sible, the original
speaker was seldom
able to pick out his own record. Similar

- tests were made with dogs, by playing
'a record of their master's voice ; in each
ease the animal showed recognition, but a
reproduction of his own bark merely raised
the idea that a strange dog Wag in the
room !

in spiral form. It was the forerunner of tiv. _
low-tension accumulator as used. to -day.

The Amateur Transmitter's Paradise
APPARENTLY Brazil fulfils these con-

ditions, for according to a recent
report radio fans -wishing to install trans-
mitting stations may do so " without let or
hindrance." The annual subScriptign is a
small one and the limit of power allowed
1 kilowatt !

POCKET TOOL KIT ?

station destined to take over the Bucarest
transmissions. According to the new
Lucerne Plan the exclusive wavelength of
1,875 metres (160 kc,'s) was allotted to
Romania with freedom to use in that
channel up to 150 kilowatts. It is hardly
likely that plant of such energy will be
installed, but as the wavelength is one
which Holland is not likely to relinquish,
it is expected that another position in the
waveband will be sought. The sharing of

HAVE YOU RESERVED YOUR
Turn fo pageP 90 and' 91 and DO IT NOW!

THE HANDIEST POCKET KIT OF TOOLS
This illustration shows the handy size and form of our Birthday Offer Tool Kit. It contains one four-

* inch Chesterman rule ; one steel pocket scriber with chuck ; one accurate 50 -degree steel set square ;
a pair of ebonite test prods ; one reflecting mirror for viewing obscure parts of the set ; one set of
trammels, with heads, for scribing, cutting holes in ebonite, etc. ; one steel centre punch, and one
handled screwdriver. The case is of metal finished in blue, and is especially reinforced with a metal.
recessed bed into which the tools snugly fit. Owing to the extreme care used in manufacture and the
length of time taken to produce these Kits, it is necessary for every reader to reserve without delay, as
the offer is only available for a short time. Turn to pages 90 and 91 and comply with the conditions now!

such a channel with the Kootwijk (Holland)
station would be out of the question.

Jubilee of the Accumulator
AN International Committee has been

formed in France to arrange for
centenary celebrations, in 1934, of the
birthday of the French scientist, Gaston

New High -Power Romanian Station Plante, the inventor of the electrical
BOD (Brenndorf), some seven miles accumulator. Devised by him in 1859, it

distant from Brasov, is the site was originally made up of two sheets of
chosen for the new high -power Romanian lead separated by rubber strips and rolled

Listen to the News
Reel

EYE R Y Saturday
evening .between

October 14th and De-
cember 30th, the B.B.C.
will broadcast a news
reel consisting of a
summary of the out-
standing events, of the
day, followed by a re-
production of the de-
tails of the events.
These will include such
items as eye -witness
accounts.

Muhlacker Temporarily
Closing Down

1
IN order to permit the

erection of new
aerial masts, the Muhl-
acker 60 kilowatt sta-
tion will temporarily
suspend its broadcasts ;
the programmes will be
put out by the older
11 kilowatt p n t .
Later, Muhlacker, of
which the power is to
be increased to 100
kilowatts, will ex-
change wavelengths
with Munich.

An Expensive Toy
ACCORDING to the French newspaper

the price paid by theL'Antenne,
French Ministry of Posts and Telegraphs
for the new Radio -Paris transmitter, which
is being taken over by the State in Novem-
ber, is some twelve million francs. At

change this works out atto -day's rate of ex
roughly £150,000. Yet if rumour is to be
believed, the Paris P.T.T. contemplates
erecting another high -power station in the
neighbourhood of the French capital.
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ROUND the WORLD of WIRELESS (Continued)
Radio -Paris P.T.T.
rROM November 1st, the high -power
r transmitter erected for Radio -Paris
at Remy St. Honore near the French
capital will be taken over by the State
authorities, and from that date will act
as a unit of the P.T.T. network. It has
not yet been decided whether and when
the entertainment broadcasts from the
Eiffel Tower are to be suspended, but if
and when this takes place the station will
solely carry out its official telegraphy
and telephony transmissions.
The Freedom of the Ether !

WITH the launching on the
German market of the

Volksempfaenger (People's 'Receiver),
which the wireless industry in that
country has been required to produce
at a low price, steps are to be taken
by the authorities to prohibit owners
of other types of multivalve sets
from listening to foreign broadcasts.
The VE 301 (People's Receiver) is a
two -valve battery or mains set de-
signed to permit its owner to listen
only to the Deutschlandsender, and
to his local transmitter. Every
effort is to be made to bring this
set into general use in Germany.
Persons convicted of listening to
foreign anti -Nazi broadcasts are liable
to a heavy fine, imprisonment, and
to immediate confiscation of their
wireless receivers !
Interference

THE.transmitter from which oc-
casional broadcasts'are to be

heard in the background of the
Hilversum programmes on 1,875
metres, is Moscow (RCZ), a new 100
kilowatt station used for telephonic
communication with other Soviet
cities. Another station in the Rus-
sian capital, RAX, on 1,760 metres,
with a power of 30 kilowatts, may
sometimes be tuned in when Radio -
Paris is silent. During the past few
months the Soviet authorities have
added many new stations, working on both
medium and short waves, to their ever-
increasing radio system.

Late Night Special
FOR the benefit of British listeners to

the night concerts -of Radio Nor-
mandie, the Fecamp studio now broadcasts
a special news bulletin in the English
language between midnight and 12.15 a.m.,
B.S.T. ; it is followed an hour later by a
French transmission of news from Paris.

A Weekly Ether Tour
IF, on occasion, you should pick up an
1 English or foreign programme on a
wavelength immediately below that of
Scottish Regional make a note that it
may emanate from Radio Lyons (France)
which as a weekly " treat " takes its local
listeners for a tour through the European
ether. The foreign broadcasts are captured
by the Radio Club of Lyons; and passed
over by land -line to its more powerful
colleague. In this call the announcer will
refer to the city as Lee -yon, and not Lyons
as we know it on this side.

Anti -Propaganda Measures
JOLLOWING steps, taken by the govern-

mente of Czechoslovakia and Lithu-
ania against the public broadcasts of

propaganda talks adverse to their respective
countries, Austria has also passed a similar
law prohibiting its nationals from listening
to foreign transmissions of that nature.
In the last country, where conviction is
obtained, the culprit may be condemned
to three months' imprisonment.

A Popular Relay
ON September 30th, the B.B.C. will place

its microphones at the Sadler's Wells

THE LATEST RADIOGRAM

11 piano -shaped radio -gramophone, priced at £110.10.0,
shown at the recent Radio Show at Olympia.

SE1 WYE 11111
Problem No. 54.

Whitaker decided that he would build up
a three -valve mains receiver, and accordingly

I wound a mains transformer and choke, using
data obtained from our data sheets. He decided

I to use a Mullard V.P.4 for the H.F. stage,
an Osram M.H.4 for the detector and a Mazda

I A.C. Pen, for the output stage. All these
I valves are rated at 200 volts maximum H.T.,
.1 and he accordingly wound his transformer to

suit the Westinghouse H.T. 7. All his figures
and workings were correct ; and when the
receiver was finished and checked it was
found to be. perfectly O.K. Results were,
however, very disappointing, volume being
sadly lacking and quality very poor. All good
components were employed and all were
tested and found in order. What was wrong ?
Three books will be awarded for the first
three correct solutions opened. Address your
envelopes to The Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELESS,
Geo. Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2, and post to reach
here not later than October 2nd. Mark your
envelopeeProblem No. 64.

SOLUTION TO PROBLEM No. 53.
Elenkinsop made a mistake in the formula, which

requires that the nominator of the equation should be
the optimum valve load, and not its_ impedance.

The following three readers received books in
connection with Problem No. 62.

F. Rooke, " Clyvdene,' Bramstan Gardens, Bramley,
Leeds; H. A. White, $9, Royston Avenue, Wallington,
Surrey ; A. E. Boozer, 125, Butt Rd., Colchester, Essex.

Theatre (Islington) for the relay of Act. I
of Gounod's opera Faust, for the benefit of
listeners to the National programme.

Japan's Broadcasters
THE number of registered listeners in

Japan has already reached
the majority of licensees using crystal or
small two -valve receivers. Eight of the
bigger stations in daily operation are
JOAN, Tokio (345 m.)  JOBX, Sendai

(394.7 m.) ; JOIK,. apporo (361
; JOBQ, Osaka ( m.) ; JOCK,

Nagoya (370.3 m.) ; JOGK, Kurua-;
moto (380 m.) ; JOFK, Hiroshima
(353 m.) ; and JODK, Keijyo (435
'n.) ; with the exception of the. lase
transmitter all are rated at 10 kilo-
watts. In view of the great sue-;
cess achieved by the broadcasting
system, the authorities are consider-,
ing the installation of a kilowatt'
station in the neighbourhood of the
capital. Without doubt, on favour-
able nights broadcasts at such power
would be heard in Europe.
Entertaining the Troops
IN Italy, a special radio -cinema
1 motor lorry has been attached
to the Army during the summer
manoeuvres. It is fully equipped
with electrical turntable, pick-up;
and ,amplifiers, as well as with a
talkie projector and wireless re-
ceiving apparatus. The entire in-
stallation is worked by a picked
staff of engineers. The lorry follows,
the troops on the march, providing
them with martial music en' route,
and in the evenings furnishes both
cinema andradio entertainments. By
means of a public address system of
multiple loud - speakers entertain-
ments, including broadcasts of news
bulletins, are given to a very large
military audience:
Vaudeville and Revue
FOR the autumn and winter months

the B.B.C. announces great plans
for the development of the lighter kind of
entertainment. From the end of September
under the title of First Time Here, a
vaudeville matinee will be broadcast every
Saturday afternoon to which will contribute
a number of artists appearing for the first
time before the microphone. Billy Merson
will appear in and present his own revue,
and Elsie and Doris Waters will take the
principal parts in a new show written by
Ashley Sterne. The Follies of the Air,
in future a regular feature, is a new concert
party working on the lines of performances
devised by the producers of Songs from'
the Shows and The White Coons. Musical
plays, such as the great Drury Lane
success The Desert Song, will also be adapted
for ether transmission, and Kalmann's
operetta, The Circus Princess, will be
heard for the first time in English during
the same month. The main, item of the
Christmas entertainment will be a grand
pantomime, of which the subject is still
being kept a secret.

Austria's Fifth Relay
CONTRARY to the original plan, the

Ravag will build in the neighbour-,
hood of Bregenz, on Lake Constance, .a
2 kilowatt relay station, as the Vorarlberg
district appears to be beyond the range of
the Innsbrueck broadcasts.
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A Practical Article
Dealing with the
Possibilities of the

Different Types

THE last twelve months have seen an
increasing tendency towards the
use of multi -electrode detectors,

and a review of the receivers employmg
this form of rectification suggests that
50 per cent. of them would work far
better with an ordinary 3 -electrode valve,
while a large percentage of the remainder
'fail to justify the extra expense involved.
There are a few commercial receivers
employing such an arrangement, but in
,all the cases that have come to the
;writer's notice there is reasonable
!justification for such a procedure.

Before going into the matter farther,
the advantages and alleged disad-
vantages of multi -electrode detectors
will require considerable investigation.

There are only three possible ad-
vantages:

(1) Greater gain.
(2) Superior quality of reproduction,

and
(3) Less damping on the

immediately preceding the detector
valve.

Take first of all the question of
gain, where the greatest justification
for this form of detection has been
found. A valve such as the Cossor
MS/Pen-A has considerable possi-
bilities. Readers will probably be
aware that this valve is classed as a
high -frequency pentode, although a
far better idea of the valve can be
conveyed by describing it as a screened -
grid valve with an extra grid interposed
between outer grid and anode to straighten
out the kink in the characteristic, which
is inevitable with the ordinary screened-
' grid valve. This valve will give 29 volts
output when .55 volts are applied between
grid and cathode. This represents a
stage gain of just over fifty-four times, or,
assuming a 3 to 1 transformer, a total gain
of over 160.

It is difficult to see how such a gain could
be obtained by the use of any 3 -electrode
valve, and where the number of valves is
of paramount importance this valve might
appear to be a candidate for the detector
position. On the other hand, these valves,
having practically no Miller effect, the
danaping on the preceding tuning circuit
will be small.

The Miller Effect
At this juncture it will be' as well to

explain exactly what is meant by the
Miller effect. Fig. 2 shows a triode valve
with its preceding tuning circuit and sue-

' seeding coupling in the form of a 50,000
ohm resistance. The condenser shown in
dotted lines is representative of the capacity
existing between anode and grid, and it
will be seen that a path can be traced

el

lc>O
c>

By PERCY RAY
throughthe condenser,through the resistance,
through the H.T. battery or power pack
to the other end of the tuned circuit.
Consequently, the capacity and resistance
in question are in parallel with the coil,

tolro000

15000
OHMS

0001
MFO.

3gHENRIES

-0003ro
-001
MFG!

IMFD.

TRANSFORMER

0
CENTRE TAP

Fig. 1.-Circuit diagram showing a Cossor
MS/Pen-A used as a power grid detector.
This arrangement was employed in the A.C. Twin.

and will reduce the efficiency and selec-
tivity considerably.

With a screened -grid valve the capacity
between grid and anode is very small ;
consequently this effect is proportionately
immaterial.

This explanation of the Miller effect
would seem to indicate that the high -
frequency pentode, had the advantages
of gain and extra efficiency, but unfor-
tunately this extra efficiency is often a
serious disadvantage, because modern com-
ponents force the constructor to use
everything screened except the short
wires between one terminal and
another. When the pre -detector coil
is heavily damped by the detector
valve, everything is all right, but
when this damping is removed the
average set becomes hopelessly unstable.

To achieve stability with such a
valve extravagant screening is neces-
sary, and infinite care must be bestowed
on the actual layout of the chassis.
Furthermore, if the set is to be used
with reaction, the Miller effect 'is of
no 'consequence, as the irea,ction will
more than overcome the damping
arising from this source.

This valve either requires an ex-
ternal anode voltage of 400 or else the

inter -valve transformer must be choke -fed,
and the total cost of the stage will be
about equal to the cost of an ordinary
detector, plus an L.F. stage with R.C.
coupling between them, which would give
greater gain than the high -frequency pen-
tode by itself.

Summing up the high -frequency pentode
within the meaning of the word at the time

of writing, it would appear that al -
0 though it probably represents one of

if not the most advanced form of
power -grid detector technique, it is
doubtful if its presence is desirable
under normal circumstances.

Following the lines of thought that
we have just explored, the possibility
suggests itself of using an ordinary pen-
tode valve as a power grid detector, but
much the same arguments can be applied,
particularly in the case of a battery
set where the relatively high cost of
a pentode valve makes the use of two
stages a definite economy ; and further-
more, the difficulties of straightening

out the peak in tie middle of the
0 speech band of frequencies practi-

cally throws away anything that
may have been gained.

Screened -Grid Valvesc8- The next multi -electrode detec-
tor that presents itself is an
ordinary screened -grid valve,
which automatically branches into

two classes, the use of a high impedance or
low -impedance type.

The high -impedance type offers remark-
able gain and has great possibilities in
receivers not employing any high -frequency
stages ; but when one or more such stages
are used a
high -impe-
dance S.G.detector
valve will
overload far w

too easily.
(Continued

on page 116)

V

VIA MI
BATTERY

V

.4. - - -V
Fig. 2.-Showing how the component in the anode
circuit is in parallel with the preceding tuned
circuit via the grid to anode capadkof the valve.
(Represented by ghost condensers). This condition

is known as the " Miller Effect::
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An Informative Article, by our B.B.C.
Correspondent on the Way in which the
B.B.C. Experts. Design and Operate their
Receivers and Amplifiers. This Article will
help you in Designing your own Apparatus

yOU can learn much from B.B.C.
receivers and amplifiers, and many
of the circuit arrangements used and

component values  chosen are a help when
you come to designing apparatus for your-
self. Examine the circuit diagram of the
check receivers used at Broadcasting House
and you will see what I mean.

These receivers are, of course, a little
more elaborate than you would use for
ordinary B.B.C. reception, as they are real
quality jobs, and no expense is spared nor
economy in valves studied. But they are
planned for a rather special job, namely,
the reception of local transmission with
knife-edge selectivity and the best possible
quality.

After all, this is what is wanted in any
receiver.

In the case of the B.B.C. receivers at
Broadcasting House, there are three. Each
is tuned definitely to one station. Thus
there is one for Daventry, one for London
Regional, and one for London National.
The tuning circuits are pre-set, and the
adjustments checked over every morning.
The sets themselves consist of a screen -grid
H.F. stage and push-pull detectors. The
output is coupled to an ordinary low -
frequency amplifier to bring the volume up
to loud -speaker level. However, each of
the B.B.C. loud -speakers is _fitted with a
two -stage mains driven L.F. amplifier in
addition.

H.F. and Detector Stages
We will first concern ourselves with the

H.F. and detector stages of the check
receivers. The timing circuit is normal.
There is a tuning condenser of .0005
microfarads and a series condenser of
.0002 microfarads. The tuning condenser
is not directly in parallel with the coil,
but there is a fixed resistance in series with
the coil as part of.the tuning circuit: The
value of this resistance depends on the
wavelength to which the set is tuned and
is not the same in both the Daventry
National and London National receivers.

A hundred thousand ohm potentiometer
is placed across the whole tuning circuit
as a pre -detector volume control. This is
used to adjust the rectified current output
from the detector and is always adjusted
to the same value for all the receivers, so
that there is the same output to the L.F.
amplifiers from all of them.

An indirectly heated screen grid valve
is used, and the bias on its normal grid is
obtained by a 1.5- ohm resistance in the
heater lead shunted by a .01 microfarad
condenser. In the anode circuit of the
screen grid valve is an H.F. choke and
a by-pass condenser of 1 raicrofarad.

There is a common high-tension supply of
300 volts to all stages of the check receiver.
There is a 20,000 ohm resistance in series
with the screen grid valves to cut down
the voltage for the anode.

A split primary H.F. transformer coupled
between the screen grid valve and the
push-pull detector stage. The coupling
between the- two primary sections and the

-

secondary section of this H.F. transformer
is variable, and both the primary and
secondary are tuned. There is a .0003
microfarad condenser across the primary
and a .0005 across the secondary. Inci-
dentally the screening grid voltage for the
screen grid valve is obtained by dropping

Two of the check receivers at Broadcasting
House.

resistances. There is a 35,000 ohm resist-
ance between the main high-tension terminal
and the screening grid itself.

Ordinary triode valves are used as
push-pull detectors, and as there is a
common 6 -volt low-tension supply to the
valves in the check receivers, 35 ohm
resistances are placed in the filament leads
to cut down the voltage. Half megohm
grid leaks are used in both grid circuits
of the push-pull detectors. A by-pass
condenser of .0001 microfarads is used and
there is resistance and condenser output to
the L.F. amplifier line.

The mounting and arrangement of these
check receivers is on conventional lines.
The controls are carried on metal panels
at the front and the main components are
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on. brackets .at right angles, but actually
these panels are mounted in the control
room racks at Broadcasting House. There
are ' three tuning controls and a volume
control on one panel, and the loud -speaker
output arrangement and switches are on a
separate panel beneath.

The output of each of these cheek
receivers is taken to two separate L.F.
amplifiers, one feeds the local headphones
used for quality checking, and the other
goes to the mains operated amplifiers
installed in the engineers' listening rooms
and in other points of the building. The
purpose of the check 'phone amplifier is
to prevent any feed back between the
'phones and the H.F. side of the circuit.
As there is an intermediary L.F. amplifier
the 'phones can be cut in or out of circuit
as required without causing clicks to be
heard on the loud-speakei line.

However, I do not want to take up too
much space with a description of the way
in which the B.B.C. uses its apparatus,
but rather I want to show you how this
apparatus is constructed.

L.F. Amplifiers
Now let us consider one of the ordinary

low -frequency amplifiers which the B.B.C.
engineers use for microphone and gramo-
phone pick-up amplification. These are
what is known as the " A " type amplifiers
and are for the first stages of amplification.
Power amplifiers, known as " B " amplifiers,
are used for the later stages.

There are three stages in each " A "
amplifier, but four valves. This is in order
to suit the rather special B.B.C. needs of
two separate outputs from each amplifier,
and so there are two separate output valves,
each with its own output transformer.
Although the coupling between the valves
and the amplifiers is by means of resistances,
the coupling to the amplifiers in the first
place is by means of an iron -cored trans-
former shunted with resistances.

The iron -cored input transformer to the
" A " amplifiers is shunted on the primary
side by a 374 ohm resistance and on the
secondary side by a .25 megohm resistance.
There is a 10,000 ohm resistance in series
with the slider of the potentiometer con-
nected across the secondary side of the
transformer. This potentiometer, of course,
acts as a volume control.

All the four valves in the " A " amplifier
are of the indirectly heated type and are
triodes. Each valve is separately de -
coupled, and, of course, there are in addition
the ordinary resistances of the resistance
coupling. The anode resistance- of the
first stage has a value of 25,000 ohms and
the decoupling resistance is 20,000 ohms.
The decoupling condensers in both cases
have a value of 2 microfarads and the
coupling condenser between the first and
second valves has a value of .5 microfarads.
There is a .5 megohm grid leak and, of
course, the usual automatic bias resistances.
There are separate grid bias supplies of
2, 12 and 24 volts. The anode resistance
in the second stage has a value again of
25,000 ohms, but this time the decoupling
resistance has a value of only 10,000 ohms.
The coupling condenser to both the output
valves again has a value of .5 microfarads,
and in the anode of each of the output
valves there is a 6-microfarad condenser
coupling an iron -cored choke to the output
transformer for each stage,; in series with
the iron -cored choke in each anode circuit
there is a 1,200' ohm resistance.

A 4 -volt supply is given to the heaters
(Continued on page 116)



Interesting Points Concerning. A.C. Mains Rectifying Valves

By H. J. BARTON CHAPPLE,
Wh.Sch., B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E,

due to vastly different reasons. The metal
rectifier consists essentially of metal plates,
usually copper, one side of each being
covered by a very thin film of copper
oxide, arranged alternately with plates of
lead.

I do not know if any satisfactory scientific
explanation of the process ha's yet been
found, but, at any rate, the fact remains
that such an arrangement has the property

of permitting current to pass
inone direction but not in the
other.

The valve rectifier, how-
ever, operates on the well-
known principle that a heated
filament emits electrops, these
electrons being attracted
across the vacuum in the

alternating voltage with equal positive and valve by a positive charge on
negative pulsations. a metal plate

or anode. In
the half -wave rec-
tifier valve, the
filament or cathode

, is heated by a four -

Fig. 2.-The resultant current through the rectifier as a result volt A.C. supply
of applying the voltage of Fig. 1. taken from a separ-

ate low tension
two electrode valve rectifier. Both operate
on the same principle, namely, that both
pieces of apparatus will permit a current to
pass in one direction but not in the reverse
direction. Thus, if an alternating (that is,
rapidly reversing) voltage as Fig. 1 is applied
to a single rectifier, the actual current
passing through the rectifier will consist of
a number of impulses all in
one direction, separated by
quiescent periods correspond- ,'"0-
ing to the negative halves of n
the A.C. cycles (Fig. 2). By a
modified arrangement, using two
or more rectifying units, the gaps
between the half -wave impulses can MAINS

be, filled up as in Fig. 3. This 7imivs'R-
method is known as full -wave rec-
ti ieation and is almost universally
employed in modern A.C. receivers. Fig. 6.-Using a voltage doubler circuit for full -

wave rectification with metal rectifiers.
Rectifier Operation

Although both metal and valve rectifiers
operate on the same principle, namely, that
of unilateral conductivity, or, in simple
English-one-way traffic, this property is
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EVERY owner of an A.C. mains set
realizes that one of the most important
elements in his equipment is the

rectifier, the duty of which is to convert a
portion of the alternating current supply to a
uni-directional current so that, after it has
been smoothed, it will serve as high-tension
current for the various receiving valves.

Two types of rectifier unit are available,
the electrolytic or metal rectifier and the

Fig. 1.-An

Arm

METAL RECTIFIER.

MAINS TRANS;'2..

Fie. 4.-A half -wave metal rectifier scheme.

winding on the power trans-
former, while the A.C. high-
tension voltage is applied be-
tween the filament and the anode. During
positive half -cycles, when the anode has

a positive potential,
electrons will pass

through the valve from filament to anode ;
thus, as far as the output is concerned,
the filament will be the positive side of the
high-tension supply and the anode the nega-
tive side. During negative half -cycles, of
course, no current will pass through the
valve because the anode, being negative,
will not attract the electrons emitted by
the filament.

Circuit connections
Figs. 4 and 5 give the circuits of simple

half -wave metal and valve rectifiers,
respectively. For full -wave rectification the

usual circuit for metal rectifiers is that known
as the voltage doubling arrangement
(Fig. 6). Here, during positive half -cycles,
the circuit is from the top of the trans-
former winding, through rectifier A to the
H.T. positive terminal, through the receiving
valves, etc., and back to the H.T. negative
terminal and thence through the condenser
02 to the bottom end of the transformer
winding. During the; negative half -cycles
the circuit is from the bottom end of the
transformer winding, through condenser CI
to the H.T. positive terminal, through the
load (valves, etc.), and back to the H.T.
negative, then via rectifier B to the top
end of the transformer winding.

In the case of the.full-wavevalve rectifier,
it is usual to employ a valve having a single
filament but two anodes. connected as
shown in Fig. 7. The H.T. winding of the

A /
/

Fig. 3.-Resultant
t

X

1

current in a full -wave rectifier
arrangement.

transformer is centre tapped, and the
transformer is so designed that the voltage
developed across the whole of the high-
tension secondary is twice the voltage it is
intended to apply to each anode. It will
be seen from the connections in Fig. 7, that
while one anode, say A, is being fed with a
positive half -cycle, a negative half -cycle is
applied to anode B, and vice versa. It
follows, therefore, that a load, such as the
anode circuits of the various receiving
valves, is connected between the filament
of the rectifier and the centre tap of the
high-tension winding, and high-tension
current will flow from the filament
connection (H.T. positive), through the
load, and back to the centre tap (H.T.
negative) through each rectifier anode in
turn.

(Continued overleaf)
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Fig. 5.-The arrangement for a half -wave
valve rectifier.
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Fig. 7.-The connections for a full-wave
rectifier.

Some Interesting Points
Now there are several interesting points

about this full -wave rectifier system which,
_although well known, are not generally
realized to the full. In the first' place, it
must be clearly understood that the rectifier
does not supply a direct current. Uni-
directional current, yes, but a steady direct
current, certainly not. The output from
such a rectifier is of the general form shown
in Fig. 3-a series of impulses, all in the
same direction, but dying down to zero every
one hundredth of a second (for a standard
50 cycle supply). In this form, the rectifier
output, is quite unsuitable for high-tension
supply in a broadcasting set, and its use
would only result in an intolerable hum.

Fortunately, however, there are simple
means available for improving matters,
namely, the use of a smoothing circuit.
This is, in essence, an arrangement of con-
densers and chokes, and its action may best
be studied by examining the result of
connecting a fairly large condenser of at
least 4 microfarads across the rectifier out-
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tion of full -wave rectifier and " reservoir
condenser," as it is called, is definitely
more uniform than that from a rectifier
by itself. Moreover the average value of
the voltage is definitely higher than the
effective mean in the case of the rectifier
alone. The relation between the effective
voltage of a full -wave rectifier and the volt-
age from a rectifier plus condenser is given in
the curve reproduced in Fig. 10-which
shows, incidentally, that little improvement
is obtained by increasing the value of the
reservoir condenser above 4 microfarads.

Further Smoothing
But the smoothing provided by a single

condenser is not sufficient to give a satis-
factory high-tensien supply, so the smooth-
ing circuit is completed by the inclusion
of the iron -cored choke in series with the
load, and a further condenser as indicated
in Fig. 8. The effect of the choke is to
Oppose changes in current-it may be
considered as forcing back the peaks still
existing in the output, and
causing them to be dealt with
more fully by the reservoir
condenser ; the second
smoothing condenser plays a
similar part to that of the
first, but of course -it has to
deal with very much smaller
variations, which may be
described as mere ripples.

It has already been explained that the
voltage obtained from a smoothed rectified
supply is greater than the effective value
of the voltage applied to each anode of the

rectifier. It must not
be thought, however,

Fig. 9.-The effect of the reservoir condenser on the rectifier voltage
is illustrated here.

put, as Ci in Fig. 8. What happens
is this : As the rectified voltage grows (a -b
in Fig. 9) the condenser begins to charge
up, resulting in a slowing up of the rise in
voltage (a -c). Then, when the rectified
voltage begins to fill off, i.e., as soon as it
becomes less than the maximum, the
condenser commences to discharge and
supplies energy to the circuit, thus partially
making up for the reduction in rectifier
output (c -d). Dining the next impulse
from the rectifier the charge on the con-
denser is replenished, and the cycle of
operation commences again. It will be seen
from Fig. 9 that the voltage from a combina-

350
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F., 200
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Fig. 110.-Thetvariation in output voltage
reservoir condenser capacity.

7

that a rectifier gives an
absolutely constant
H.T. voltage whatever
the load applied. On
open circuit, a rectifier
will give a direct current
voltage substantially
greater than the R.M.S.

value of the alternating voltage applied to
each anode. By the way, in case any reader
has forgotten, stands for " root
mean square," and is the effective value
of an A.C. voltage.

Thus, the open circuit voltage of the
usual type of 250 volt milliarap. rectifier,
when an alternating voltage of 250 volts
R.M.S. is applied to each anode, is very
nearly 350 volts. When, however, current
is taken from the rectifier, the voltage
begins to fall. With a 15 milliamp.
drain, the D.C. volts will have dropped to
about 300 ; at 35 milli -
amps to about 275 volts,
while when the valve
is giving its rated out-
put of 60 milliamps,
the voltage will have
fallen to the rated
value of 250 volts.

Performance X200
The performance of 1,

a typical full - wave
rectifier valve is given -in,the graph repro- ,?/06.
duced in Fig. 11 which "4
gives the output voltage
corresponding to various
output currents for different
values of anode voltage.
This falling off of voltage
as the brain on the rectifier

with increases is, of course, due
to the fact that the rectifier

8

300

4.C/4105

Alwave.,
rsmsysF:e.
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valve itself hasatlefuaite resistance, and the
fall in voltage is in fact the voltage drop in
the valve resistance and can be,calcula.ted
by the well-known formula, voltage drop
equals current multiplied by resistance.
Of course, in a receiving set the output
current is substantially constant, so that
the actual H.T. voltage will also be of
practically constant value, and the valve
makers' curves, similar to that reproduced
'in Fig. 11, will enable any listener, Once
he has measured the amount of H.T.
current taken by his set, to ascertain very
closely what 11,T. voltage he is getting.

I have said that the H.T. current taken
by the set is prattically constant, 'but we
will see now the extent to which the
modulatiort of the anode currents in the
various valves affect the performance of
the rectifier and, through the rectifier, of
the whole set.

ALve

( iremoirt

HT+

HT-.

;Lipp c-2

Fig. 8.-Add a smoothing circuit to a full -wave rectifier.

At the beginning of this article I explained
that the output voltage available from the
rectifier depended upon the current taken
by the receiving set. As, however, the
mean anode current of the valves remains
substantially constant all the time the
receiver is in operation, the actual high-
tension voltage is also to all intents and
purposes constant, as, of course, it should
be, if the set, is to give satisfactory opera-
tion. I qualified this statement, however,
by saying that there were certain cases in
which the high-tension voltage was caused
to vary. and I want now to deal with these
special cases. The first instance to be
discussed is that in which a variable -mu
high -frequency stage is incorporated in
the receiver. It will be clear that when
the grid bias of this valve is increased
for volume control purposes, the anode
current of the valve will be decreased, and
as the anode current of the variable valve
forms a part of the output taken from
the rectifier, the actual output will in-
crease, and this will .glean a rise in the
high-tension voltage.

(To be continued)

10 20 30 40
D.C. OUTPUT MILL/AMPS.

Fig. 11.-The variation in D.C. output voltage of a typical
rectifier at various loads and for various anode voltage*.
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An Article describing how Several Useful Components can be Made with Scrap Materials
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ATYPE of indoor aerial popular at the
moment is that which has some
sort of foil as a conductor. A very

good aerial of this type can be made from
something that is usually found in every
constructor's junk -box. A fairly large
Mansbridge condenser, of 1 mfd. or even

Fig. I.-Softening the pitch in an old condenser.

5 mfd. capacity, would do fairly well.
As readers are no doubt aware, the Mans=
bridge type of fixed condenser consists
of two long strips of metal foil insulated
from each other by a thin greasy -looking

of paper. If, therefore, we get these
long strips out of the case without unduly
damaging them we have the very thing
required. It does not matter even if the
condenser is burnt out or shorted in any
other way ; unless the damage is excep-
tionally bad, it will work just as well.

Uses for an Old Condenser
The easiest way to get the condenser

out of its case is to stand it upside down
in a cup of boiling water for a few minutes,
when it should be possible to get it out
without trouble. It is sometimes easier
to chip the pitch out first and then use
the hot water to melt the wax inside.
If this is done, do not let the water get
into the condenser if it can be helped, but
have the water only as high as indicated
in Fig. 1.

Having got the condenser out we find"
the foil is in the form of a closely packed
roll. Find the end and unroll carefully,
taking care not to tear it. If it should be
badly. burnt out in any part, so that it
is in two pieces, or nearly broken, cut the
bad part out and join the ends together,

3.-A simple tone control unit.

ALFRF,D jr)
making sure, of course, that metal touches
metal. If this strip is attached by drawing -
pins or, if preferred, glued to a picture rail,
it will result in quite an efficient aerial,
owing to the fact that the surface of pickup
area is large and that H.F. currents travel
on the surface of a conductor. So much
for the internals of that old condenser.
Now what's to be done with the case ?

Many listeners have a tone control, for
compensating a pentode valve, already
in their sets and consisting of a resistance
and condenser wired as shown in Fig. 2..
Surely it would be more convenient if
this were one self-contained unit ? Very
well then. Disconnect them from the set
and then connect them together inside the
condenser case, as in Fig. 3. Practically
any size of condenser case will be large
enough to take these two small components.
Seal up the bottom with a little pitch and
you have a neat, self-contained tone -com-
pensating I control -unit ready to be recon-
nected in the set. Another use for the

LT.- 2 MFD
C.a.-

Fig. 4.-Circuit diagram showing connections
for decoupling components.

condenser case is to mount two fairly
large terminals in the top, or more if
desired, to act as a terminal mount.
There are several other uses for these old
cpndenser cases, many of which depend on
special individual circumstances.

Old coil holders are useful in many ways
as plugs 'and sockets for extensions to
loud -speakers, etc., and have one very
important advantage over other forms of
extension plugs and sockets. This advan-
tage is that they are all standardized and,
therefore, no difficulty is experienced in
changing over from one connection to
another.

Many amateurs,,no doubt, have by them
an old type transformer, and no
self-respecting radio amateur
needs to be told what the
wire can be used for. The

bobbins and
HI+ laminations are

not particularly
useful things but
they can , in
certain circum-
stances, be found
to be of, use to
the experimenter.

Fig .2.-
Circuit
diagr a m
of tone
controlfor a

pentode Calve.

F o r instance,
the case has many
uses. The com-
ponents of an
R.C.C. stage can
easily be accom-
modated inside
and the con-

nections can be brought out to the ter-
minals which were previously used for the
connections to the transformer. Or a
complete decoupling device can be equally
well accommodated in most ordinary
transformer cases, and can conveniently
consist of a 2 mfd. condenser and a 20,000
ohms resistance with the connections
brought out to the H.T. and plate and
earth terminals. A diagram of the con-
nections is given in Fig. 4 for those who
are not sure of them. This by no means
completes the possibilities Of using the
old transformer case, but it is not difficult
to adapt these suggestions to suit your
own requirements.

Coil Formers from Old Ebonite
Old ebonite panels are probably the

most persistent hangers on in the junk
line. Uses for them are often rather lacking.
If not in too bad a condition the holes can
be filled up with Chatterton's compound,
cobblers' wax or in some cases even pitch.
Or they can be cut into useful terminal
strips and insulating strips by carefully
missing the holes. A rather good use,
however, is to cut two pieces shaped as
shown in Fig. 5, remembering that the
central slots must be the same thickness
of the ebonite used. The slot A must be in
the position shown by the dotted lines
marked B in the second piece. In all other
respects both pieces are alike. The two
parts are pressed into each other, as
depicted, and attached by four small
screws to a base of the same ebonite
measuring about 4in. by 3in. If this former
is wound with the requisite amount of
wire a low -loss coil will result owing to
the liberal quantity of air spacing= and
very little insulating material being close
to the wires. The deeper slots can contain
the long-waVe winding and the shallow
one the short and reaction windings. The
design can be altered to suit any particular
type of coil required.
Useful Fitments made from Metal Panels -

Old or damaged metal panels and screens,
if unsuitable for their proper purpose,
will provide the material for a strong pair
(Continued at foot of page 76.)
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Fig. 5-Details of coil formers.
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SOME JUGGLES WITH JUNK
(Continued from previous page)

of- panel brackets by cutting them to the
elape shown in Fig. 6 and bending over the
flanges at right angles on the dotted lines.
A circular plate put from an old screen,
And having a hole in the centre, vill make

THE short-wave oscillator described in
these notes recently can very -easily
and efficiently be put to a number -

of uses other than that of a mere test
oscillator. With very little alteration we
can bring it into service either as a one -
valve short-wave receiver, a one -valve
"straight" adaptor, or a one -valve super-
heterodyrie converter. The diagram on
this page shows how the unit can be used
in the latter manner, the only extra com-
ponent necessary being a spaghetti or
flexible resistance (R2) of about 30,000
ohms. Alternatively, a high=frequency
choke (not a short-wave type) can be used
here, but the resistance is very effective
in this instance. The condenser C4,
instead of being earthed on one side, as in
the original diagram, is brought out to an
extra terminal (A). From this point a
wire is taken to the aerial terminal on the
receiver and the result is now a com-
plete short-wave superheterodyne outfit.
Enough has already been said concerning
this type of adaptor, so that it is un-
necessary for me to go into the details of
operation here. Suffice -it to say that the
receiver must be tuned to as high a wave-
length as possible for satisfactory reception
on the converter. This unit is easily used
as an adaptor of the " straight " type,
merely by omitting the high-tension battery,
and taking a wire from the H.T. plus terminal
to the plate socket of the detector socket
in the receiver. Two stages of L.F. are
required to, operate a speaker with the
arrangement so, that this metikod of wiring
will prove the most satisfactory with

Further Practical Points on the
Technical Side

By MANDER BARNETT

t Wave
ection

receivers of the defector and L.F. amplifier
type: If the receiver itself has a screened-
grid stage, however, we can Make full use
of the amplifying properties by wiring up
the unit as in the circuit herewith. -

This circuit shows how the oscillator described
can be used as a short-wave converter

Short Waves and Interference
The fact that the short waves, at any

rate, ,those below about fifty metres, are -
scarcely subject to atmospheric disturbance
is, very little consolation for the fact that
these naves 'are very much more subject
tointerference' by " man-made " sources-
a fact which the newcomer to short waves
will very soon discover for himself. It is

certainly rather puzzling, and not a little
exasperating, to find that reception is liable
to be spoilt at intervals by a series of
noises mildly resembling machine-gun fire,
until one realizes that such interference
happens just when a motor-ear passes the
house I The difference between operating
a short -Wave receiver in the middle of a
busY town and then out in the open country
is really amazing, reception in the country
making' one realize that short waves can
provide a really very quiet background !

' There is, unfortunately, really very little
that the amateur can do to reduce the noise
level in a location where such 'noitie is
produced mainly by local- interference.
Here, of course, I am referring strictly to
short-wave reeeption-on the medium
bands, by careful attention to certain aerial
'and other details, the noise level can be very
materially red -aced.; With' a short-tvave
-receiver it is sometimes possible to use a
`very short aerial,- and this can sometimes
be shortened to such a point where the
amount of signal strength picked up is
still quite reasonable, but the local inter-
ference is very much reduced.. When using

-.heterodyne. type 'of short-wave
adaptor with 'a powerful receiver, it is very
advisable to use only a very short length of
wire connecting the adaptor. to the receiver,

-

otherwise, if this wire is too long, the
ieceiyer itself will start _picking up. outside -

noises on the long waves-the intermediate
frequency amplifier in this case=and thus
the background level would be unnecessarily
increased. Probably the worst type of
interference on the short waves comes from
various types of motor -cars, and where one
is unfOrtunate enough to live very close to
a main road the problem becomes rather
acute. - Probably the best procedure is to
install the whole of the -apparatus, including
the aerial itself, as far away from the
road as possible and then hope for the
best !

a very neat escutcheon
plate for, switches, vol-
ume contrels, etc. A
pair of good examples of
simple yet neat desipas,
which' can be used for
these escutcheon plates,
are shown in Fig. 7.
A very simple yet neat
shield and reflector can
be 'made for use with'a
bakelite or porcelain

Fig. 8.-A reflector or fuse  bulb -holder, so
a fuse bulb. ' that when mounted

it will throw a very
useful, light over the set

sd that adjustments can be Made_ with
ease. The shape for cutting the metal
and diagram
reflector is fixed are given in Fig. 8. It '

showing how the finished: of ot

should be noted that the two
wopdscrews which fix the bulb -
holder in place also hold the reflector.

Fig.6.---(Left) Mark-.
ing 'out the shape of

a panel bracket.

Fig. 7.
(Right) Two
designs for
escutcheon

plates.
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LIT -LOS CONDENSER
A very carefully constructed instrument, compact
in size and efficient in design, with accurately
gauged bakelite dielectrics and solid brass pig-
tail connection to moving vanes. Made in all
sizes up to '0005 mfd. (500 cms.) in log mid line
and_ straight line capacities. Used
by many leading manufacturers
and specified in sets by famous
designers. One hole fixing ;
supplied complete with terminals.
Particularly low 'loss. PRICE

Advertisement

Preferred
and
praised
by
every
Expert

LIT -LOS
DIFFERENTIAL CONDENSER
A highly efficient condenser, similar
in general construction to the Lit -Los
Variable type, but having two sets of
fixed vanes, enabling the rotor plates
to engage differentially between them.
The terminals are somewhat different-
ly disposed, but otherwise the instru-
ment is identical in construction with
the Log line and Reaction types. All
capacities up to '0005 mfd. 21(500 cms.) PRICE

ZELOS
AIR VARIABLE CONDENSER
A superb component possessing
extreme rigidity of construction.
mechanical perfection of moving
parts, and high electrical efficiency.
Negligible H.F. loss, large accessible
terminals, floating shaft for easy gang-
ing and adjustment of spindle IMf
length. PRICE '0005 mfd. *JP

Ensure a safe and efficient Aerial and
Earth. The new AEROFICIENT
KIT provides all you need. Complete,
6/8.

Send a postcard for our new catalogue,
which descr,bes all our producis.

of GRAHAM FARISH LTD., Masons Hill, BROMLEY, Kent. A
Export Office : 11,12. Fenchurch Street, E.C.3.
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Your complete guide fo the con-
struction of Radio Power Units. A
32 -page publication which deals
fully andclearly with the theory and
practice of the subject, giving full
working instructions and diagrams
for the building of eight different
units-AC and DC-from modest
to super -power output.

Published by Ferranti, it may be
looked upon with confidence as
a responsible and authoritative
treatise. As such, it is only
natural that the components re-
commended are of unsurpassed
quality and unquestioned relia-
bility. The fact ti at many of these
components bear the Ferranti
name will be taken as a guarantee
that the completed Power Units
are entirely safe and exceptionally
efficient.

This Booklet W522 will be sent
post free on receipt of 3d. in stamps.

List We522/1 (16 pages) gives
details of all Ferranti Mains Com-
ponents and will be sent on
receipt of fld, stamp.

See the range at Stand No. '20,
Main Hall, at the Northern National
Radio Exhibition, City Hall,
Manchester.

FERRANTI Ltd., HOU. INWOOD, LANCASHIRE.
London: Bush House. Aldwych,
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ASSUMING that you have connected
up the batteries as explained last
week, the next thing is to attach

!the loud -speaker. This is fitted with a multi -
'ratio output transformer with tappings
brought out to a rotary switch, so that the
Correct ratio can be
obtained immediately
py rotating two switch
contact arms. When
the two outside (black)
ierminals rare joined
to the receiver the
'proper ratio ;will be
secured by putting the
two arms on contacts
marked " B and

F " respectively.
Should you desire,
however, it is not a
bad plan to; try various
'ratios by moving the
two arms, finally using - C6

'the one which pro-
duces what appear to
be the best results.

The aerial and earth
must, of course, be
connected to their
respective terminals,
and it has been found in experimenting
with this receiver that the earth connection
is very important and has a great influence
on the results to be obtained. The aerial
is. not so important, and may consist of
any arrangement from a thirty-foot length
'of wire round the picture moulding of the
room to an efficient outside aerial such as
will be produced by using the " Aeroficient "
kit specified.

" Trimming " the Three -gang Condenser
When all the necessary ;con-

nections have been made, set the
wavechange switch (on right of
set) to the long (anti -clockwise)
or tmedium-wave (clockwise)
position, turn the volume con-
trol knob to its maximum (clock-
wise) setting and slowly rotate
the tuning knob. We would
emphasize that word " slowly,"
since tuning is extremely sharp,
and it is thus quite easy to miss
even the local station Completely
if the knob is turned too quickly.
It will probably be found that
a number of different stations
can be received without diffi-
culty, although, on the other
hand, it is not very unlikely
that the first attempt at tuning
will seem rather unsuccessful.
It is all a matter of having

C2
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theA* SET AND THE BEST SUPER
HET EVER PLACED BEFORE

. HOME CONSTRUCTORS.

PREMIER SU ER
CONVERTING THE "PREMIER SUPER"

TO A BATTERY RADIO -GRAM.
and Full Particulars Regarding the Adjustment and Operation of

this Efficient Receiver.. By The Technical Staff.

the three -gang condenser accurately
"trimmed." In any case, a station on
about 300 metres should be carefully
tuned in and its volume reduced to bare
audibility by means of the variable -mu
potentiometer. Then, with a long screw -

2

5

R

RU.
0

is by far the most critical and should be
done with extreme care.

Long -wave " Tracking "
After these adjustments have been made,

the set will most likely operate perfectly
- well on the medium -

wave band, but a

L

01-17f further setting must
be made before it can
function at maximum
efficiency on the long
waves. We refer to
the .002 mfd. pre-set
" tracking " condenser,
which must be set to
its correct capacity
after tuning in a long -
wave station. Use a
long screwdriver again
to vary the capacity,
and slowly screw down
the adjusting screw.
You will find that a
very pronounced
" peak occurs at one
particular setting;
this is when the screw

P.7:

FuSe

474

6.81'-
068-1

ic

Here is the
completed Premier Super,
in its modern Peto-Scott Cabinet.

Theoretical circuit of the Premier Super.
. .

if necessary,
the. trimmer ( on the mid -ft
dle condenser r

v,c -ss section.
Lastly, do > UARANTEED< the same
with the REcalyiti trimmer for
the oscillator section ; this

driver, try adjusting the trimmer on that
section of the condenser remote from the
panel-this is the aerial tuning section
-until signal strength attains a maximum.
Slightly alter the main tuning control,

and then set

08.2
66-3
GB -4

is turned almost to the
end of its travel.

When this optimum position has been
found the locking nut should be tightened
so that the capacity will remain constant.

That completes all the preliminary
adjustments and the set should now be
ready to tune in almost any station required.
All that the operator has to do is to turn
the wave -change switch to the wave -band
required, set the volume control to maxi-
mum and slowly rotate the tuning knob.

There are no " snags " or difficulties
in either building or using the
" Premier Super," but there is
one little point which might
have been mentioned last week.
One reader found that the coils
which he had bought were ari
ranged in a different order to
that indicated in the wiring
plan, and thought that perhaps
he had been given a wrong com-
ponent. As a matter of fact,
the coils, when obtained, are
not in the correct positions for
this set ; it is, however, only
necessary to reverse the posi-
tions of the two end ones (aerial
and oscillator), and this can be
done in a few seconds by re,
moving the two screws which
hold the coils to the aluminium
baseplate. The method is also

(Continued overleaf)
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III

Simplicity is the keynote of the Premier Super.

'(Continued from prevtous page)

explained on the instruction sheet supplied
with the coils by Messrs. Lissen, so no
difficulty can occur here.

In Case of Trouble-1
So that you may be " forewarned "-

if that is necessary --we might just mention
one or two minor troubles which may
possibly be encountered. For instance,
if it is found that the set seems to be
prone to oscillation it is a sure sign that
either one of the coil screens is not properly
screwed down to make contact with the
base, or that one of the connecting wires
is short-circuiting to the screen cover.
You can easily check both these points

by touching the
screens in turn with
the fingers ; if this
has any effect what-
ever, one of the faults
referred to is present.

Lack of
stability,
after at-
tending to

the two
latter
i t e ms,
w i 1 1

gener-
ally be
traced

to a bad contact between some component
and the metallized chassis. Remember that
the chassis carries all the " earth return "
leads and, therefore, connections to it must
be sound. This also means that the com-
ponents must be screwed down firmly to
ensure that good] electrical connection is
secured. Should the fuse bulb. " blow " you
will know that either there is a make in the
wiring, or that a short circuit is occurring
at some point. The Wiring can easily be
checked over, whilst the most likely, loca-
tion of a short is between the, coil cans and
one of the connecting wires ; if the wires
are not arranged with some care it is possible
for the screen to rub against them and wear
away the insulation. We do not anticipate

that readers will
LIST OF PARTS FOR THE PREMIER SUPER. I of the difficulties
Don't depart from these specially selected components. to which - we

7 One Superhet 3 -gang Midget Variable One 5 -pin Chassis Mounting Valve- have made re -
Condenser, Type 693, with Straight holder (Clix).
Line Dial (British Radiophone). Three Terminal Mounts (Belling -Lee).; One Set Matched Superheterodyne Coils Six Terminals, Type " R,', marked " A,"(2 Bandpass and Oscillator) (Lissen). "E," " L.S--," " L.S.+," and twoTwo Intermediate Frequency Trans- marked "Pick Up" (Belling -Lee).formers (Lissen). Six Wander Plugs (marked " G.B.-F,"One 50,000 ohm Volume Control " G.B.-1," " G.B.-2," " G.B.-3,"
Potentiometer, Type V.C.36 (Bulgin). " G.B.-4," and " G.B.-5 " (Belling-; One 3 -point Switch, Type 48 (British Lee). kiRadiogram). One" Metaplex " Chassis (Peto-Scott).i One Push -Pull Radio -Gram. Switch, One Premier Super Cabinet (Peto-Type 50 (British Radiogram). Scott).Three Chassis Brackets, Type 21 One Fuse Holder and Fuse (Bulgin).
(British Radiogram). Two Coils Quickwire, length of Flex,! One " Pip " 3/1 L.F. Transformer Screws, etc. (Bulgin).(Graham Farish). One P.M.6 " Microlode " Moving Coili Six " Olunite " Resistances -2,000 Speaker (W.B.).
ohms, 10,000 ohms, 20,000 ohms, Five Valves Types 215 S.G., 210 H.L.,30,000 ohms, 100,000 ohms, and 2 220 V.S., 210 Det., and'220 H.P.T. ;megohms (Graham Farish). (Cossor).i Two .1 mfd. Condensers, Type B.B. One " Aeroficient " Aerial Earth Kit
(Dubilier). (Graham Fetish). i A

Two 2 mfd. Condensers, Type B.S. One Length Metal Screened Down Lead I: (Dubilier). (Goltone).
; One .0001 mfd. Condenser, Type 670 One 2 -volt 40 amp. - Accumulator i
1 (Dubilier). (Smiths).
I. One .0002 mfd. Condenser, Type 670 One 9 -volt G.B. " Anodes " Battery l'
1. (Dubilier). (Smiths).

Two .01 mfd. Condensers, Type 670 One 120 -volt ' Triple " Anodex "(Dubilier). H.T. Battery (Smiths).One .002 mfd. Pre -Set Condenser One Baffle Baseboard Assembly (Peto- '(Polar). Scott).Four 4 -pin Chassis Mounting Velve-
t holders (Clix).

; LIST OF ADDITIONAL ;PARTS REQUIRED FOR
THE RADIO -GRAM. CONVERSION.

t One Peto-Scott "Premier-Adapto.
I gram " Cabinet
!, One B.T.H. " Minor " Pick-up

with Track Arm.

One Garrard Spring Motor, Type,20.
One length ",,Goltone " Screen-

ing Braid (if R. -G. switch is to
be mounted on motor board).

ference, but we thought it wise to point
out what might happen, especially if one's
luck was out. -

Converting the Set to, a Radio-GiAm.
The " Premier Super " can be made

the basis of a really excellent and hand-
some radio -gramophone, as you can see__
by one of the accompanying illustrations.
A Peto-Scott " PremierAdaptagram "
cabinet is used and the front of this is drilled
in exactly the same way as the front of
the receiver cabinet-a drawing is given
to show the exact location and sizes of the
holes required. The Garrard spring motor
is mounted in the centre of the motor
board by making use of the template

supplied with it. The B.T.H.'
"Minor"pick-up, which is coin-
plete with track arm and volume
control, is also attached to the
motor -board by means of the three
screws which are included. ' Its
exact position is very important,
since correct "tracking " is essen-
tial if good _reproduction and
minimum record wear are to be

secured. This offers no difficulty what-,
ever because the thick cardboard base
to which the pick-up is attached when

bought serves as an accurate template,
so that the exact position for the pick-up
may be located in a few seconds.
' A 'hole must be made in the motor -board

directly below the pick-up flange, and the
screened leads are passed through this. It
will be- found that there are three leads,
although only two pick-up terminals are
provided on the receiver ; the third lead is
merely connected to the screening braid
and to the metal parts of the pick-up, and
should be joined to the earth terminal.'
Take care that the_ leads are kept fairly
clear of the receiver components and that
the metal braiding cannot possibly make
contact with the anode terminal on the
screen grid or variable -mu valVe, since if it
were to touch 'either of these the H.T.'
battery would be short circuited.

Of the three terminals on the radio-,
grain. switch mounted on the back of the
chassis, that in contact with the longest

(Continued on page 114)

The sub -chassis combonents and wiring.
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Wherever
wireless
terms are
understood

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

"Ohmite"
means

"The

OHMITE RESISTANCES

The most popular and efficient type of fixed

resistance for all general purposes. "Better

than wire wound." All values,

50 ohms to 5 megohms.

HEAVY DUTY TYPE 2/3

Advertisement of GRAHAM FA RISH LTD., Masons Hill,
Export Office : 11/12. Fenchurch Street E C 3

81

" Better than
wire wound."

Safe maximum current
carrying capacity of

Ohmites."
100° F Temperature Rise

Ohms. Milliamps. Ohms. Milliamps.
1,000 40 20,000 8
2,000 35 30,000 6'75
3,000 29 40,000 6
4,000 24 50,000 5,5
5,000 20'25 60,000 5

10,000 12 80,000 4'24
Other values

100,000 3'5pro rata

Safe maximum current
carrying capacity of
" Ohmites " Heavy Duty

Type.
100° F Temperature Rise

Ohms. Milliamps. Ohms. Mil!iamps
1,000 80 20,000 16
2,000 70 30;000 13'5
3,000 58 40,000 12
4,000 48 50,000 11

5,000 40'5 60,000 10
10,000 24 80,000 8'48
Other values

pro rata. 100,000 7

Ensure a safe and efficient
Aerial and Earth. The new
AEROFICIENT KIT prov:dn
all you need. Complete 6/6
Send a postcard for our new
Catalogue, which describes all

our products.

BROMLEY, Kent.
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FOR
R R

ASK T.S.D. Whenever you want advice about your
set or about your valves-ask T
Technical Service Department-always at your
service. You're under no obligation whatsoever. We
help ourselves by helping you. When writing,
whether your problem is big or small, give every detail, THE VALVHand address your envelope to T.S.D., Ref. D.D.P.

The Milliard Wireless Service Co., Ltd., Milliard House, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2

More than just making valves
During the past ten years of radio, m re
Mullard Valves have been sold than any other
make. This definitely proves two things : that
Mullard Master Valves must be the finest radio
valves obtainable, and that ten years' preference
by the radio public has been maintained by
continued research and experimenting.

Consequently, ever since Mullards first realised
that public appreciation of their product had
placed the responsibility of leadership on their
shoulders, they have worked continuously in the
interest of the public. Scientists are ceaselessly
at work in the Mullard Research laboratories.
Tests, vigorous and comprehensive, are carried
out on every valve before it leaves the Mullard
factory. There is a standard to be kept, a
responsibility to be realised. And it is this
realisation which results in three million aerials
leading down to Mullard Master Valves,
the finest radio valves in the world ; the
valves of the past, the present and the future.

ullaird
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Making Transformer Bobbins 1.-,,...,-, law 14=1-041,011,WI shown in the accompanying sketch :

A DIFFICULTY often experienced when I THAT DODGE OF YOURS ! _
most kitchen- tables have an underneatl

iwishing to wind a transformer or depth of 4 to ffins., which is sufficien
Every reader of "PRACTICAL WIRE- I

choke is that of obtaining a suitable ispace for a speaker cone and unit. Th<
1 LESS" must have originated some little

bobbin. I have on several occasions dodge which would interest other readers. I baffle board faces the floor, and is fixer`.
used a bobbin made up in the following 1 Why not pass it on to us ? We pay £1-10-0 A to the side framework of the table.
manner. A wooden former is planed up, for the best wrinkle submitted, and for every I. This arrangement gives excellent results

other item published on this page we will payabout double the length and the same , half -a -guinea. Turn that idea of yours to I especially when the table is against thc
I account by sending it in to us addressed wall so that the table acts as a kind of

B ----1 to the Editor, " PRACTICAL WIRELESS," I sound box. This method is definitel3
$ George Newnes, Ltd, 8-11, Southampton a superior to using the table -top as a baffle

---1 i TA
Street, Strand, W.C.2. Put your name and 2
address4m every item. Please note that every I board With the cone facing upwards.

$ envelopes "Radio Wrinkles." Do NOT No trouble was experienced with the
-1 r, notion sent in must be original. Mark

Fig. I. - enclose Queries with your Wrinkle. 1 drawer, which clears the unit.-ARTnui.
,.....,...,...,,,.................,k GREFFrrns (Blackwood, Mon.).

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

A- 'Wain,/ WIDER
'THAN STAMPING.

B - LENGTH OF LEG OF
STAMPING.

C -IS TO 20 S.W.O.

D -THICKNESS OF
CORE + 2C.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Details of cheeks for making transformer
bobbins.

size as the core. Two pieces of brass or
soft iron are made as in Fig. 1, and two
cheeks are cut from stiff card, or bakelite
sheet, and core, holes fretted as in Fig. 2.
The two metal strips (Fig. 1) are warmed
and a little Chatterton's compound rubbed
on the flanges. They are- then inserted
in the cheeks, drawn apart, and slid on to the
former. The cheeks are then drawn well
apart, Metal strips dabbed with Chatterton's
compound, and space wound with empire
cloth or insulating tape to a thickness of
about 3/32M. as in Fig. 3. Winding then
proceeds, and on completion the bobbin
is gently withdrawn and the core built in.
-b. BO.NES (Crayford).

A Multiple Switch
THE switch illustrated was designed

for a family set to save time and tEn-ERED

patience when returning to the local
stations. With the only addition of two (
pre-set condensers a turn of the switch .r& ROO,

brings in either of the two locals, and also
acts as wave -change and on -off switch.
The bed of the switch is a piece of 2in. by
1 lin. ebonite or fibre, and to this the
U-shaped frame of 4lin. by tin. brass is
bolted. The contacts are of springy brass,
3/16in. wide, fixed to the ebonite at 5/16in.
centres by means of bolts and nuts which
serve as terminals. These contacts are
closed by eam-shaped pieces of ebonite or g Roo
wood 3,116in. thick, spaced in. apart by
washers. glued, and tightly clamped with .f FRAME.

nuts and washers on a 3/16in. screwed rod.
Care should be taken that these are shaped
and placed as in drawing. After these
have been mounted on the frame, as shown,

the switch is fixed to the panel and a
lettered plate and knob fitted.

The only other components required
are two .0003 pre-set condensers of re-
putable make, and wiring to these and
the switch will be easily followed from
the circuit diagram. An extension rod
might, in many cases, shorten the wiring,
and if so, this could easily be arranged.
Checking up of the positions of the cams
and adjusting should be carried out as
follows. With switch knob in position 1
(off) all contacts should -be open. In
position 2 (Nat.) contacts 1 and 2, 3 and
4, and 5 and 7 should be closed and

C screwed up until the
shorter wave local is tuned. In position
3 (Reg.) contacts 1 and 2, 3 and 4, 5 and
7, and 8 and 9 should be closed and con-
dense: C1 screwed up until the longer wave
local is tuned in. Medium -wave stations -

can be tuned in on the dial in the normal
manner with switch in position 4 (Short),
when contacts 1 and 2, 3 and 4, and 5 and
6 should be closed, and in the same manner
long -wave stations can be tuned with the
switch in position 5 when contacts 1 and 2,
and 5 and 6 are closed. If the set employs
two tuned circuits a larger switch, with all
contacts except 1 and 2 doubled or two
switches as described ganged together, should
be used.-WILLTAm MUIIIHEAD (Falkirk).

Concealing a Speaker
POSSESSING a speaker unit on a baffle

board 2ft. square, and being !desirous
of keeping it out of sight, I housed it as

,0119111111.111191111111,;
Cli US I*1 IN I.i
SA.TERMINALlf.

tooNcro

83

-m k

Method of concealing a

!III
loud -Speaker under a table.

A Combined L.T. and H.T. Trickle Charge!
for >Use on D.C. Mains

THEfollowing details apply to a charger
that was operated on supply mains

of 220 volts D.C.
The components required are two double -

pole change -over switches (suitable for
high voltage), two lampholders (batten
type), eight insulated terminals, and a
wood block, approx. 12in. by 9in. The
parts are placed on the wood block and the
holes marked and drilled for receiving the
insulated wire. In my ease I used two
D.P.C.O. switches mounted on porcelain
and coupled them together by means of a

strip of ebonite, one knob
being fixed midway be-
tween the two switches as

(Continued overleaf)

Two views of a multiple switch and details of operating cams.
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RADIO WRINKLES

(Continued from previous page)

in Fig. 2, and the other discarded. If this
type of switch is used a cover should be
made for each one, as shown :in Fig. L
The switches and lampholders are fixed to
the block and wired as in Fig. 4. The lamp
used for the resistance for the H.T. side is
an ordinary 220 volt, 15 watt lamp, and for
the L.T. a 60 watt, 220 volt. These give
charging rates of approx. 60 milliamps for
H.T., and .27 amps. for L.T. These rates

Etoorritoznar Role For Flex

lo Set
H.T.

Hrw
-

Battery /20 Volt
Rceianulcrtor

Fig. 4.-Diagram of connections for
D.C. trickle charger.

ToSet

Cover Akre& htth
Presphan Board

erh Ilano'/e
77.'5Tvcg'iraged

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. Fig. 3.
Details of switch and cover fox a D.C. trickle charger.

Two Sides blade Of
neoce Or Fthre For

.supportmq Cover

can be increased by putting in larger lamps
or, of course, reduced by fitting analler ones.

It would be best if the firkding of the
polarity of the main fuses is left until the
board is fixed in position, and the adaptor
or plug put in the socket and the supply
switched on. Now, with the lamps in place,
first dip into, a jar of diluted acid the two
wires connected to the left-hand terminals,
or H.T. charging terminals, and mark the
terminals with the plus and minus signs as
they are ascertained. Next do the same
with the low-tension leads and mark the
terminals. The accumulators are then
connected to their respective terminals
and wires are run to the set from the
terminals on the charging board. The
charger is now ready for use. When the
switch is down the batteries are connected
to the set, and when in the uppermost
position they are given a small trickle
charge. Of course, if the switch knob
is left in midway position the batteries are
disconnected both from the set and also
the charger. Both' the H.T. and L.T.
accumulators should be properly charged
up before they are connected to this trickle
charging system. It is only
necessary to top ,up the
batteries with distilled water
at very long intervals, and
it is best to keep the charging
rate very low and make a
practice of always changing
over to !charge Tositicin after set is finished
with. I might add that if theicharging board
is fitted near the set the change -over switch
can be used to switch the set on and off. It

should be noted that if you are
connected on the positive live side
of the main, this arrangement can
be carried out with only one
D.P.C.0: switch, provided that
H.T.- is connected to L.T.- on
the set hi. use. In this case all wires
marked x would be joined together
and the three wires on the positive
side of Switch No. 2 are trans-
ferred to the right-hand contacts
of switch No. 1. It is important
also to note that when lampholder
adaptor or two -pin plugs are used to obtain
the supply, they must be left in position,
or care taken to see that they are not
put in the reverse way round after tests
for polarity have been carried out.-
C. T. COOPER (Barwell).
A Range -increasing Device

ON installing my set (a commercial one)
I found I was unable to tune as low

as Fecamp or as high as Radio -Paris, and
evolved the attached gadget which might
be of : use to other readers. The box,
which stands on the window ledge inside
the room; is made of ordinary thin wood,
the top being a piece of ebonite strip in
which are fixed four sockets: A banana
plug is attached to the aerial lead-in, and
when plugged into socket Al, the preset
is brought into use enabling me to tune

lower. A2 gives the usual
tuning, and A3, with the two-

point switch closed, enables me
to reach above Radio -Paris.
When plugged into E the
aerial is earthed. The gadget "

has been in use for some
time now and answers the
pUrpose very satisfactorily.
-EDWARD JEFFERSON (St..
Boswells).
A Simple Tester

ALTHOUGH this neat
little device will prove

invaluable to the -service
engineer, the amateur constructor will
also find it extremely useful when
oarrying out various circuit tests. As
may be seen from the illustration, an
ordinary telephone headpiece is adapted
to accommodate a small 1.5 volt cell. A
An extra hole is drilled in the metal
'phone case, and a small terminal or nut
and bolt fitted into this hole. One lead
from the 'phone bobbins is left in position,
but the other is removed and wired to
one of the battery terminals; the return
being made by means of the zinc container
of the battery and its contact with
the metal frame of the 'phones. The
battery is thus in series for continuity

LEAD IN Tux THROUGH
WINDOW FRAME

re E. On set
To A.onSEr

A range -increasing
device.

inellummintmmmloit

diiiiiliiiiillUll RI/

Method of adapting
'phones for a useful

testing device.

tests, and the lead may be removed and
replaced in its original position to enable
the 'phones to be used in the ordinary way.
The illustration should make the arrange-
ment quite clear.-R. CRICHTON (Glasgow).
Earthing a Short-wave Set

ADVANCED short-wave practice con-
demns the use of long, straggling

earth leads. Annoying hand -capacity and
general instability, even in elaborate and
well -designed receivers, may be directly,
traced to this source. Removing the earth
lead entirely may sometimes render the'
exasperating " signal -shifting " a little
less acute, but a short, direct earth connec-
tion is usually a complete cure. In
instances where it is impossible to provide
an ideal earth, an ordinary household
bucket, partially filled with water and
placed directly under the receiver, will
answer the purpose admirably. When
used  on the ground floor, results are equal,
if not superior, to those obtained with
short -connection earths employing buried

f-AIAT1-1
A_EAD.

useful earth for a short-
wave set.

tubes ; this applies to short-wave reception
only. Connecting lead is taken to the
bucket handle -hole, previously scraped
bright.-F. J. GOUGH (Ellesmere).
A Pick-up Hint

WHEN connecting a pick-up to a set
having two L.F. staged, many

amateurs simply mount two extra terminals
on the terminal strip, connecting one to
the grid of the first L.F. valve and the
second to the 1/ volt, tapping on the G.B.
battery. In most cases it will be found
that about 4i volts G.B. are already applied
to this valve through the transformer
secondary. In this way, when the pick-up
is connected, the 11 volt tapping is
connected to the 41 volt tapping through
the pick-up and transformer secondary,
even although the set is switched off.
The two cells thus shorted become exhausted,
the total voltage of the G.B. battery

Bar's falls and distortion is caused 'through
the valves being insufficiently biased.
As long as the pick-up is connected,
therefore, the G.B. plug connected to the
transformer secondary should be pulled
out from the battery. Of course, if a
proper radio -gram. switch is used this point
does not arise.-J. J. SCULLION (Glasgow).
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The

`Rolls Royce'

of

Condensers

ZELOS THREE -GANGED

CONDENSER - - 19'6

ZELOS FOUR -GANGED
CONDENSER 27'6

Ensure a safe and efficient Aerial and
Earth. The new AEROIFICIENT

KIT provides all you need.

6/6 Complete.

Send a postcard for our new
Catalogue which describes all

our products.

Advertisement
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ZELOS TWO -GANGED CONDENSERS

The Condenser supreme for the modern Receiver, giving precise

and simultaneous tuning for two circuits. Accurately spaced,

carefully matched and efficiently screened. Fitted with low -loss

trimming Condenser and star -wheel adjustment. Each set of

fixed vanes attached to its own terminal,

moving vanes connected to terminal on

case. Rigid frame. Beautifully finished

in frosted aluminium.
2 -GANGED

of GRAHAM FARISH LTD., Masons Hill, BROMLEY, Kent
Expert Office . 11;12 Fenchurch St., E C.3.
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imagine it I
60v. 5000 m a h 14'445-ax54 high 161bs 37P6

3®V. 5000 m a h 816".4%),54 high 8lbs. 211

accumulators
half the size!

.140 NEED NOW FOR DRY BATTERY EXPENSE
OA new era opens. Gone are the costly dry batteries. Gone DOUBLE CAPACITY

are the bulky H.T. accumulators. To -day comes a new kind of
H.T. source-a plate -less accumulator hardly bigger than the old 1..T.
dry battery itself. 0 Startlingly low in first cost, it costs you nothing
after except for occasional re -charging. The secret is the Block
plate -less cell, that does away with the old weight, space and
weakness of accumulator plates. 0 Non -fragile. Elegant (the case
is coloured bakelite). More durable than the plate type; inex- What a boon!
pensive. Demand is overwhelming-order at once for early delivery. Cut away view of

Block cell. - First
the coloured bakelite
that covers the L.T.
type; next a lead
cylinder ( both the
`negative'and the
cell's container.) In-
side it, active paste.
Last is the central
' positive ' colunm
and separator.

PLATE -LESS ACCUMULATORS
Block Batteries

T.A.S.03b. 43a
Ltd, Abbey Road, Barking, Essex.

Price of a fka.h.a
L.T. 0102.v. I I /1120

Grangewood 334617
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By H. J. BARTON CHAPPLE, Wh.Sch., B.Sc. (Hon.s.), A.C.G.I.,

RILE I appreciate that the prime
interest of PRACTICAL WiRELEss
readers is in the constructional or

practical side of television, from time to
time it will be necessary to, place on,
record certain developments Which may
have a far reaching effect on the science
itself. An occasion of that character has
just transpired at the British Association
Meeting. held at Leicester, Where demon-
strations were given daily of 120 -line
cathode ray tube television. In PRACTICAL
WIRELESS dated 19th August, I dealt at
length with the problemS associated with
cathode ray television, and interested.

Fig. 2.

A special large ended cathode ray tube,
developed in the Baird laboratories and giving

a 9 -inch image without lens magnification.

readers should refer to that article for
further details.

Previous Demonstrations
Television demonstrations have been

staged at four previous British Association
meetings, namely, Leeds -1927, Glasgow-*
1928. South Africa -1929, London -1931.
At each of these a very definite stage in
the progress of Mr. J. L. Baird's work
was seen. Simple  disc equipment formed
the basis in 1927, while in 1928 both
colour and stereoscopic images were shown.
Images on a large screen, showing for the
first time a modulated arc, were featured in
1931, and now, in 1933, a big step forward
is, portrayed, namely, a 120 -line _ image
scanned mechanically at the transmitting
encl by means of a rapidly rotating disc,
but shown at the receiving end on a cathode
ray tube.

It may not be known generally, but on
April 6th, 1933, the first demonstration
of true television on the cathode ray tube
was given to the Press in the Baird labora-
tories. Hitherto, the demonstrations of
cathode ray television had been confined
to the transmission and reception of cinema
films, but on the day referred to, not only
were cinema films shown on the cathode
ray- tube's fluorescent screen, but also
actual living pers-sns.

Apparatus Details
Regarding the actual apparatus used

for the leieester television demonstration,

this is shown in simple schematic forbi
in Fig. 1, and it may be stated briefly
that a standard film projector was employed
with the Maltese Cross removed. An image
of the pictures on the film was thrown on
to a disc revolving at the high speed of
3,000 revolutions per minute, and as -one
pieture on the film is scanned by two revolu-
tions of the disc, it will be seen that the
combination gives twenty-five pictures
per second. Instead of the disc having
the more usual spiral, of holes, the scanning
apertures, which total sixty in number,
are set round the periphery of a circle,
and in: this way it was possible to obtain
a 120 -line picture with horizontal scanning.

Located behind the disc was a single
photo electric cell, the light variations
passing through the disc holes being
changed to equivalent voltage variations
according to the normal functioning of this

device. After amplification
through the " A " and " B "
amplifiers, the 'signal was,
fed to the cathode ray tube.

These demonstrations created
an enormous amount of interest at the
British Association meeting, a variety of
well-known cinema films forming the subjects
for transmission purposes. Referring
to Fig. 2, we see the special large -ended
cathode ray tube which has been developed,
having a fluorescent screen size of one foot
diameter and giving a nine inch image
without lens magnification, and having
an image area ratio of approximately
six horizontal to five vertical. One
important feature of this tube is the pleasing
sepia colour of the image.
Hitherto, cathode ray tele-
vision images have been blue
or green in colour, and some-
what unpleasant to the eyes,
but with this new tube the
cream high
lights and the ARC LAMP
soft sepia half -
t ones are a
delight to watch.

The Ultra -Short
Waves

It is very
important te.
note that thet elevision
images demon-
strated revealed
a whole wealth
of detail and
were almost
flickerless. To
the uninitiated
it may seem
strange, there-
fore, that a tele-
vision service
embodying all
these improve-
ments is not yet
available 'to the
public. The
problem is

FILM SPOOL

AMPLIFIER
AND

TRANSMITTER

to find a medium whereby the signals
can be transmitted, The . employment
of Ultra -short waves appears to be the most
natural solution, but at the moment
the difficulties associated with any form

-of service- through this radio channel are
considerable. First of all, we have the
restrictions connected with the area of
reception due to the fact that these waves,
at -least as far as can be ascertained with
present knowledge, travel in straight lines,
and are somewhat like a searchlight beam,
inasmuch that obstacles in the wave path
screen the radio receiver.

On top of this we have the deleterious
effects of outside interference, which badly
impair the received image. Then again,
the amplifiers have to be designed to cover
a frequency range of at least a hundred
kilocycles, while phase changes are another
item which has to be guarded against.

Naturally, intensive research technique
is being applied towards a solution of these
problems, which it should be noted arc
radio and not television difficulties, but
it is likely- to be some time before the full
fruits of this work are made known. The
Baird Company, fully cognisant of this,
are pursuing a bold policy, and have rented
one of the high towers at the Crystal
Palace fora period of four years, so that they
can conduct independent ultra -short-wave
experiments. A special experimental
licence has been granted by the Postmaster -
General for this purpose, and every advan-
tage will be taken of the valuable height
given by this unique situation- for an
experimental transmitting station, and
in due course it is hoped to supply readers
with fuller details. In the meantime,
there is the established thirty -line B.B.C.
television service, and the fullest advantage
should be taken by readers of these trans-
missions to gain an insight into television
reception, as it is unlikely to be superseded
by ultra -short waves for an indefinite
time. It is more than probable that
eventually the two services will be supple-
mentary to one another, owing primarily
to the limited range of the transmissions
in the ease of the ultra -short waves.

FILM S POIX,

WIRELESS
RECEIVER a

PHOTO ELECTRIC CELL.

Fig. 1.-A simple schematic diagram showing how a 120 -line mechanical
tele-cine transmitter works, and employing cathode ray tube reception.
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THE FILAMENT CIRCUIT INo.11

MAINS
IT may be thought that the much -spoken- By H. I. ConEY A.Rad.A.of " grid -system " of A.C. distribution, , filaments arc wired in series and not in

parallel as in a battery -driven set. Thewhich was to supply alternating;current -4:44.....0+e**4."4n.."'"611.11S1+421.4.**4.D.41041D+ yalve-filaments possess, o f course,to everyone all over the country within a ohmic resistance, and being in series withfew months, has rendered the design of reduced 'owing to the fact that the choke 'the sthoothing Chokes and the mains-D.C.- receivers of little importance, and, in is being_ partially short-circuited by the resistance, form part of what is virtually afact, I think it may be said that the design smoothing -condenser -and the earth con= "-potential-divider" across the mains. Thisof this type of set has, in consequence, denser; _which are in series !  Therefore, is Clearly shown in Fig. 4, this circuit merelybeen allowed to stagnate to some extent. , when. designing, a set or mains -unit f9r use being that.in Fig. 3 drawn in another way.Unfortunately, perhaps, the " grid -system " on- D.0:. mains it is essential -first to ascertain
has not proceeded quite so rapidly as was which side -of the main is earthed, and then Mains Resistance

take rare to see that the smoothing cheke  The Mains -resistance must, 'of course,
is in- the other lead. - be of such a value that
If yon ;-omit to take this it will 'allow only the
preeaution, the chances required filament currentare that you will hear to pass, no more and no
practically nothing but CHOKE:- less. (IncidentallY, as the+ hum! filaments- are wired in

2ooi
200 /

r, - In commercially- series, the voltage ratings
?-"' designed D.C. receivers, are of no importance

it is, courise, necessary MAINS except for calculating
resistance values, but in _to provide' for adequate RES.
order to avoid excessivesmoothink_regardless of

2 /250v 400 which side of the main 4- use. ofshunt resistances,thall ireFig. 1.-Showing the arrangement of the three- earthed, and conse-
MAINS t pee sameshould filamerequ ntwire supply system. quently, it is the usual

- current.) Assuming, forpractice to -insert, a
our set, the valves areat first anticipated, with the. -result that a choke in each side, with FILAMENTS
rated at .1 amp., then invery considerable number of amateur a 4 mfd. condenser

constructors now on D.C. mains are likely shunted across before order to pass this current -
from 250 -volt mains, weto remain restricted to a couple of hundred the chokes. In this way,

volts or -so for some time yet. Actually, smoothing efficiency is should have to use a
this restriction in available voltage is the assured, as, of course, one resistance having a
only real grouse of the D.C. user,a CHORE value a 2,500 ohmss generally of the chokes must be
speaking the construction of a D.C. set doing its job properly Voltageis less- expensive and, to some extent, less even if .Lvthe - 'other is Amps )' but as
complicated than its A.C. -counterpart, as, partially short-circuited. the filaments. and chokesin any event, a simple mains resistance Fig. 4.-The circuit givin in -Fig. 3 have ohmic resistance, wetakes -the place of the expensive mains Types of D.C. Valves is here shown in simplified form, must decide what actualtransformer and rectifiers, essential in an Now there are three - - , _ total resistance - theyA.C. set. Furthermore, if types of valves which can have and deduct - it from our requireda large, undistorted output Qt44440---r--0-1". ba;used in an " all -mains total resistance of 2,500. - The nianufac-is required, the lack of D.C.- set," as the manufac- turers of the choke will, of course, adviseavailable high -plate volt- tillers Rut it ! Firstly, the you -of the choke resistance, or it can beages can be overcome by- ordinary : battery valves,-- determined by a suitable measuring instill-using two pentodes in acondly, the indirectly- ment, such as the " Avometer "-theyparallel, by which means heated- .D.C. valve, and may very probably have ,a resistance ofan output of some two'th i r dly, the recently- 200 alias each, which we will assume iswatts can be obtained introduced Ostar-Ganz the case. Now for the resistance of thewith high-tension voltages - universal. valve, ,which can filaments. We use for this purpose theof only 180 volts or so. - . he used on eithr D.C. or Ohms Law formula already given, i.e.,A.O.

mains lead its
Voltage.current,- Fig. 2.-If the smoothing choke isD.C. Distribution.to the earthed I will deal firstly with a Res.which,in the 'ca. se of a

The title of this article three -valve set designed for 2efficiency is reduced.should restrict me entirely -- - D.C. mains using ordinary 2 volts .1 amp valve, becomes Res = =
to filament and heater, circuits, but in battery valves, S.G. Det. , and Power. 20 ohms. Equally, -the six -volt. filament
order to make the .later text clear, I Assuming that the first two -valves are resistance :will be: 60 ohms. Therefore,
am obliged to enter into a short explan- two-volters and the last one a six-volter, the total filament .resistance is 100 ohms,
ation of the method in general use of we must first debide- by what means, we Plus the total choke'resistance of 400 ohms,

'distributing D.C. Current is generated by can obtain filament current at the -Correct being 500 ohms, which we must deduct from
the n-power station at twice the potential voltages. the total resistance of 2,500 ohms.
actually supplied to the consumer (i.e., if As we cannot step-down the voltage (To be continued) -your input is 230 volts, then the current by means of a
is generated at 460 -volts). This generated mains-tran s -
output is separated into two branches by former, as' we
what is known as the." three -wire " system, would in an A.C:
the method being shown clearly in Fig.. 1. set,- all - we can

it will be seen that one side of the mains do is to dissipate
in Always earthed, but not necessarily the the unwanted two
negative side. Usually; on one side of the hundred volts or
street, the negative leg is earthed, and so in the form, of A
on the other side, the positive. It will heat _ through a
be clear from Fig. 2, that if the smoothing suitable resis t-
choke_happens to be in the earthed- mains-- ance. . Reference
lead (whichever side it may be), then the to Fig. 3 will Fig. 3.-The filaments of D.C.
opoothing efficiency is being. _-seriously- show that t h e valves are wired in series.. _

Nisagain
MAINS,

RES.
d HOK ES
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NON = INDUCTIVE CONDENSERS

Designed for years of good service. 500 -volt test,
250 -volt D.C. working. Insulation resistance, 5,000
megohms per mfd. Handsome Bakelite moulded case,
providing both upright or flat mounting
(Reg. design 723271), with large
terminals. A handsome and extremely
efficient component at a modest price.

'25 mfd.

"5 mfd. 1/9 1 mfd. 2/- 2 mfd. 3/ -

Send a postcard for our new Catalogue
which describes all our products.

Advertisement of GRAHAM FARISH LTD., Masons
Export Office : 1112 Fenchurch St., E,C,3,
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The

Condensers

with an

inner

difference

TUBULAR CONDENSERS
Wire ends anchored by means of
eyelets in tube, avoiding any strain
on the insert, 250 -volts working,
500 -volts D.C. test. Very high in-
sulation resistance, hermetically
sealed, high quality bakelite tubes
made in various sizes.

'0001 mfd, to '005 1I'
l

1 /6:01 mfd.
ift

'02 to '25 mfd

FIXED CONDENSER
In a complete range of capacities,
upright or flat mounting, Every
condenser is tested on 750 volts D.C,
Capacities accurate within fine limits,

-00005 mfd, to '004 mfd. 1 /-
.005 mfd. to '01 mfd, - 1/6

Ensure a safe and efficient Aerial and
Earth. The new AEROFIGIENT

KIT provides all you need,

6/6 Complete,

Hill, BROMLEY, Kent:
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HAVE YOU RESERVED
YOUR KIT?I IF NOT, TIME IS

FLYING ACT NOW. .... .. .  . . ...     .0
you have not yet reserved your PRACTICAL WIRELESS Pocket Tool Kit
to which, as a reader (new or old) of this paper you are entitled, you
should lose no time in doing so.

Never before has a technical paper made such a generous offer
and many thousands of readers have already availed themselves of it.

Every home constructor will appreciate the value of this Kit-which if sold
in the ordinary way would cost at least Its. 6d. Each tool is specially
designed, made from best quality steel and fits snugly in its place in the
neat metal case-which slips easily into the pocket.

In addition to accommodation for the tools mentioned in the accompanying
list, recesses are provided for the three Gift Spanners presented with last
week's and this week's issues of PRACTICAL WIRELESS.

A glance down the list of Tools and at the illustration opposite will show
you that it is, just the thing you, as a practical man, have long needed. A Kit
will be reserved for you directly your Application Form is received. Don't

delay.

4

4

J.,

LIST OF TOOLS
IN THE "PRACTICAL
WIRELESS'. -r

One 4in. spring Steel Chester -
man rule No. 3ooD-2.

One special steel scriber
with adjustable chuck for scrib-
ing point renewal.

One pair of special ebonite
test prods- with wander plug,
socket ends and brass test
points.

One special 4in. trammel
with one fixed and one sliding
head enabling circles to be
scribed from 0 up to 31 in.
in radius. This tool may
also be used for cutting holes
in ebonite and bAseboards
too large to be drilled in the
ordinary way.

One 6o degree 16 -gauge
steel set square with finger
fret, for easy use.

One special viewing mirror
for inspecting obscure parts
of the set. This viewing mirror
fits into the scriber chuck.

One steel screwdriver with
brass ferruled handle, extremely
useful for locking screws, secur-
ing components to baseboard,
etc.

And the three steel spanners
0-B.A., 2-B.A., 4 -BA., 6-
B.A., 8-B.A., io-B.A., given
Free to every reader of
PRACTICAL WIRELESS fit in a
special recess beneath the
set -square.

READ THESE SIMPLE
CONDITIONS

All you have to do to obtain your
Pocket Tool Kit is :

(a) Read the simple conditions. (b)
Complete the Forms on right in ink.
(c) Post Form No. i and stamped address
label. (d) If not already a regular reader
hand Form No. 2 to your Newsagent.

On receipt of Form No. 1 and the
address label, we will send you a special
Subscription Voucher on which to
qualify for your Pocket Tool Kit. Your
Kit will be reserved for you, and will be
despatched immediately we receive the
completed Subscription Voucher.

Affix to the Subscription Voucher
which we post to you 13 Gift Stamps
cut from the bottom left-hand corner
of the back page of PRACTICAL WIRELF.ss
for 13 Consecutive weeks commencing
this or last week.

When your Subscription Voucher
is complete, send it, together with
a Postai Order for 3s. 6d., to include
registration, postage, packing, insurance,
etc., to PRACTICAL, WIRELESS Presentation
Department, and your Pocket Tool
Kit will be despatched to you immediately.

No reader may qualify for more
than one Pocket Tool Kit.

This offer applies to persons residing
in Great Britain and Ireland. Readers
in the Irish Free State must pay any
duty imposed.

USE THESE
APPLICATION
FORMS TO -DAY!
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RECEIVERS naturally drop into varions
classes, but this compact set stands
more or less alone,- as it provides a

Console receiver using a modest number of
valves, and priced at an equally modest
figure.

Generally speaking, the man who wants
a Console must have five or more valves
whether he wants them or not; which is not
always desirable to those w,ho want a set'
of normal proportions, but prefer it to stand
on its own legs as a complete unit.

The Cossor Model 3468 exactly fulfils
these requirements, and the excellence of
the general design will be more readily
understood if the internal arrangements are
touched upon.

It comprises a three -valve receiver built
on an all -metal one:piece gun -finished
chassis, and represents the latest manufac-
turing principles. - -

The first valve is a metallized Cossor
MVSG variable -mu screened -grid valve,
equipped with the usual bias volume -
control upon which this type of valve
depends if its advantages over the ordinary

- screened grid are to be realized. Coupling
between this valve and the; detector takes
the form of a tapped: auto -transformer, the
coupling condenser being abnormally-low-
.000025, which is presumably used to avoid
risk of stray hum reaching the detector grid
from the S.G. anode.. The fact that volume
at the top of the long -wave dial is fully up
to standarkl, notwithstanding this very low
coupling condenser, is a great tribute to the
efficiency of the coil.

The detector valve is the Cossor 41 Mil,
working with a grid -leak that would nor-
mally be associated with a leaky grid
detector, but the anode voltage is higher
than normal, resulting in rectification some-
where midway between leaky grid and-

power grid, which is probably the very best
compromise between quality and sen-
sitivity when preceded by only one screened -
grid stage.

The output is taken care of by the Cossor
41 MP which, though classed as an ordinary
power valve, is capable of an output of over
1 watt, and with the abnormal slope of 7.5
mA/V it possesses sensitivity equal to, if
not greater than, that of an indirectly
heated pentode.

The power pack is built round the Cossor
442 B17, a rectifying valve of exceptionally
robust construction that will give abnor-
mally long service. The smoothing asso-
ciated with it is heavy, incorporating the
field coil of the loud -speaker as the smooth-
ing choke- with generous smoothing con-
densers. The mains transformer is a
particularly massive construction, and

UR
ECEIVERS

THE COSSOR ALL -MAINS
RECEIVER MODEL -3468. i -

among. other, advantages, it enjoys that of_
an earth shield between, the- primary and
secondary windings to prevent modulation
huin.

The Cossor All -Mains
Receiver Model 3468.

The exterior of the set is both pleasing
and simple, of walnut clear finish with a
very slight matt, the main part of the
cabinet being supported on four short legs.
The total- height is 2ft. 1 lin. The general
proportions and ap-
pearance of the cabinet
may be readily seen
in the accompanying
illustration.

Th e' controls are
those normally associ-
ated with -a three -valve
variable -mu set, and
include one -knob tun-
ing, combined L.T.
switch and_volume and
reaction controls.

The wave -change
switch is delightfully
light in action, and
the wave bands, when
checked with a heter-
odyne wave -meter, ex-
tended from 200 metres
to rather more than 230
metres on the medium
waves, and from
rather less than 900
metres to 2,000 metres
on the long -wave band.

Refinements include combined on -off
switch and volume control, one -knob
tuning _with _dial light, and provision for
gramophone pick-up. An outstanding
feature is the mains energized moving -coil
loud -speaker, which is naturally -more sensi-
tive than a permanent magnet type could:
be, in addition to superior tonal qualities.

On test the receiver was found to -be
simple to use and came fully up to expecta-
tions, providing a wide choice of European
stations. No difficulty was experienced in
getting below Feeamp. An imposing liSt of
stations received could be easily given, but
owing to the variation between one locality
and another it would mean very little ; but
it may be mentioned that at twenty-two
miles from_ Brookmans Park all the usual
worth -while European stations were re-
ceived at excellent strength, and with more
than pleasing quality and entirely without
any trace of objectionable mains hum. On
the ' long waves Racli&Paris was easily
cleared from 5XX, and with careful adjust-
ment KOnigswusterhausen could be almost
entirely cleared from the former stations.

The selectivity is of a high order, and the
.variable -mu -.gives the perfect control of
volume with which it_ is identified.

Mains consumption was measured and
found to be 45 watts, which means that the
set may be run for twenty-two hours for one
unit of electricity, which is a little more -

than seven hours for id., assuming the
electric current to cost 3d.- per unit. The
transformer is tapped to accommodate
mains voltages from 200 to 250 alternating
current, only (40 to 1,00 cycles), and the
receiver orepresents unique value at the
modest, price of E10 15s.

Using the gramophone, the receiver was
found to give good quality with a somewhat
brilliant top register, which is also true when
working on radio. Owing.to the sensitivity
of the 41 1V11-1 it is essential that the pick-up
be fitted with a volume control, the volume
control on the receiver being out of use
when reproducing gramophone records.

The latest version of the well-known Cossor Melody
Maker. The neat chassis construction is shown in this

illustration.
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PETO-SCOT
Peto-Scott are pioneers in Radio and Television. Our service to the British public
was introduced in 1919, and during fourteen years of Solid Service and Satisfaction
we have established a reputation for fair dealing that defies competition. Customets
in all parts of the globe come to us regularly for all their radio requirements -
Sets, Kits of all descriptions, Part Kits, Miscellaneous Components, Speakers,

MANUFACTURERS

KITS IN SEALED
CARTONS

NEW LISSEN SKYSCRAPER FOUR ALL-
WAVEin

Sealed Carton. Cash or C.O.D. Car- MU
CONSOLETTE CABINET MODEL gi

Car-
riage Paid, 28/2/6.

1

only
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 15/-. Send
NEW LISSEN 7 -VALVE SUPER -HET. in
Scaled Carton. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage 15/.
Paid, £13/17/6. onlyBalance in 11 monthly payments of 16/6.
NEW LISSEN 7 -VALVE SUPER -HET CON- Send
SOLETTE MODEL, in Sealed Carton. Cash 01 /!.
or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 511/10/0. 1.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 21/, only

NEW COSSOR, MODEL 341. S.G., Detector and, Send
Pentode, and Balanced Armature Speaker, 1 1 /0
complete with Cabinet. Cash or C.O.D. a g / .1
Carriage Paid, 56/7/6. only
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 11/9.
TELSEN CLASS B 4 CHASSIS KIT in -Sealed Send
Carton, less Valves,. Cabinet and Speaker. 7/...
Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 13/17/6.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7/-. only

- BARGAIN -KIT -
GUARDIAN Q.P.P. 4 -VALVE RECEIVER, Send only
formerly £3/19/6. KIT "A." -Complete ig...
Kit of Parts in sealed carton with full Vp;;:,h1;
instructions, less valves and cabinet. py,,,,,,fq of
Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 59/6. 5/6

SHORT-WAVE KIT
DISCOVER 8.G. THREE Send

The fine,t S.C. 3 valve receiver ever designed exclusively 8/3
for short-wave reception.

KIT " A." Author's Kit of Specified
ce on

only
IsParts in sealed carton, less valves and 11.0wy

Cabinet. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, p,,,1, of
54/10/0. . ' 8/3

NEW LISSEN SKYSCRAPER FOUR ALL -YOURS
WAVE CHASSIS MODEL, in Sealed Carton. FOR
Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, £5/12/6. 1 n /01
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 10/3. ay/ ay

Send

GRAMO MOTORS
AND PICK-UPS

GARRARD CLOCKWORK MOTOR, No. 30, Send
with automatic stop. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage 4/6
Paid, £1/5/0.
Balance in 5 monthly payments of 4/6. only
NEW GARRARD MODEL 202A. 12 -in. Turn- Send
table. Electric Motor for A.C. mains. Cash ni
or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, £2/10/0. v/
Balance in 8 monthly payments of 6/, only
GARRARD ELECTRIC MOTOR A.C.4, with Send
32 -in. Turntable. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage 5/9
Paid, £2/2/6.
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 5/9. only
B.T.H. SENIOR PICK-UP AND TONE -ARM. Send
Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, £1117/6. 5/.
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 5/-. - only
B.T.H. MINOR PICK-UP AND TONE ARM. Send
Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 51/1/0.
Balance in 4 monthly payments of 4/6. only

4/6

afiroP ELIMINATORS
NEW REGENTONE A.C. 1.:LInaLel A -TOR, Type W.I.F. 7 voltage, Tappings.
120/150 volts at 12 m /A.. Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid, £2/15/0.
Balance in 9 monthly payments of 6/-.
ATLAS C.A.25, for Mains, " Class B and
Q.P.P., four tappings: 60/80, 50/90, 120, 150,
25 m / A.- Cash or O.O.D. Carriage Paid,
£211916.
Balance in 10 monthly payments of 6/-.
NEW OLDHAM H.T. ACCUMULATOR
(Block, type), 120-v.,' 2,750 rri/A., complete
with crates only. Guaranteed 3 years. Cash
or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, £3/15/0.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of V,

Send

6/.
only
Send

6/..
only

-Send

7/.
only

# ',tents of 201Incas of 17/9 8'

EVERIITHING,
R AD 10 - CAS H'
C.O.D. or EASY TERMS

Eliminators, and Accessories. Purchases can be made for cash, C.O.D., or on
Easy Payments. WE DEAL WITH YOU DIRECT. Peto-Scott's Easy Way
System, with its strict pyivacy and no third -party collections, will bring radio to
your home by convenient monthly payments. Send list for quotation ; no
obligation.

PREMIER SUPER

PILOT AUTHOR KITS
KIT g Author's Kit of

FIRST SPECIFIED
Parts. including Peto - Scott
METAPLEX Chassis, but less
valves, speaker and cabinet. Cash
or C.O.D., Carriage Paid, 56/12/6.

YOURS FOR

12/3
Balance in 11
monthly Pay-
ments of 12/3.

,.I. BIT "B." As Bit ,, A .,: II' ICIT " C." As Kit " A "II

i but with valves only. Cash! f but Including valves and!,
t PETO-SCOTT cabinet with:

I or. C.O.D., Carriage Pai,1,1 ; baseboard and balre assem-,
59/14/0. : , bly but less speaker. Cash or

, C.O.D., Carriage Paid, £11/216./

I TITT' 1 7 / 9 li

I(Balance in 11 monthly pay-. : Balance in 11' monthly pay-,
- I

W.B. P.M.4.A MICROLODE SPEAKER,' as specified.
DCash or C.O. Carriage Paid, £2/2/0.

Or 8 payments of 5/9.

These are the parts the Author.. used :
1 PETO-SCOTT " Metaples " ChaSsis, 12in. by 12in.,

witlaboles for walee holders ready drilled  3
1 BRITISH RADIOPHONE..No. 711 - Dial . 8. ..
1 BRITISH RADIOPHONE Superhet, 3 -gang Midget

var. condebser,,No. typo 693 , ..   1 2
1 set of LISSEN Matched Superheteiodyne Coils (2Band-

pass and Oscillator) - .., _.. .. .. 1 10
2 LISSEN Intermediate Frequency Transformers ... 15
1 IGRANIC 50,000 ohm Volume Control Potentiometer 3
1 BRITISH RADIOGRAM 3 pt. switch, type 48.. .'. 1
1 BRITISH -Pull Radio Gram.

switch, type 50 2
3 BRITISH RADIOGRAM Chaesis Brackets ' .. .... - 1
1 GRAHAM PARISH, "-Pip " 3/1 L,F. Transformer ... , 6
6 GRAHAM FARMS - Ohmite " Resistances  .  . 9
2 DUMMER .1 mid. non -inductive condensers, type B.B. - 3
2 DIMMER 2 mid. condensers, type B.B. .. . ,,.. 7
1 DIMMER, type 670,-.0001 mid. condenser 1
1 DIMMER, type 670, .0003 mid. condenser  1
2 DIIBILIER, type 670,..01 mid. condensers -  4
1 POLAR .002 mfd. pre-set condenser .. 2
4 C11% 4 -pin chassis mounting valveholders .. 2
1 CLI% 1 -pin chassis mounting valveholder .

3 BELLING LEE Terminal Mounts .. . 1
6 BELLING -LEE Terminals, type " It" marks., 1
6 BELLING LEE Wander Plugs, marked 1
CHUG -RI Fuseholder and Fuse .. .. 1
2 Coils connecting wire, 'length of Iles, screws, etc. 2

Kit "A " Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid .. .. f6 12
EXCLUSIVELY SPECIFIED

PETO-SCOTT Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage PaidPREMIER SUPER

WALNUT CABINET 251-
Peto-Scott "Premier Super" Baffle and

Baseboard. Assembly, 3/6 extra.
SEND FOR 1934 CABINET CATALOGUE

PETO-SCOTT 1934 WALNUT ADAPTAGRAM
RECOMMENDED FOR THE PREMIER SUPER

See Page 115, this issue.

Exact to Specification
AVOMINOR TEST METER. Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid, 52/0/0.
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 5/6.

Send

5/6
only

Converts your present Battery Set to " Class B "
Amplification. 'Complete with all necessary
components. including driver transformer,
" Class B " output choke, W.B. 7 -pin valve
holder, B.V.A. 240E valve, wire and screws, etc.
Pnll-size Blueprint, assembly instructions and
diagrams. Cash or C.O.D., 8710. Balance In 7 only
monthly payments of 5/6. ALL "CLASS./3" Components
and other Parts unobtainable from your local dealer SENT C.O.D.
We have, the largest stocks in the country.. Orders over 10/ -
sent Post Paid. (Easy Terms available on orders, over £2.)

Quotations by return. No obligation.

Pilot Class " B" COnversion Kit
Send

r.

SPEAKERS
RECOMMENDED FOR THE PREMIER SUPER.-..-

PETO-SCOTT PERMANENT
MAGNET

MOVING -COIL SPEAKER
Cash or C.O.D.

Carriage Paid, 15/-

" CLASS B " SEND ONLY

Type. Cash or
C.O.D. Carriage
Paid, 22/6, or 4 Balance in 2
Monthly pay- monthly payments
ments of 6/3. of 5/6.

516
NEW BLUE SPOT PERMANENT MAGNET Send
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER 29. P.M. With

goinput transformer. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage /
Paid, 51/12/6. only
Balance in 6 monthly payments of 5/-.
NEW BLUE SPOT 99 P.111. PERMANENT Send
MAGNET MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. Com-
plete with tapped input transformer. Cash 6/
or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 52/19/6. only
Balance in 10 monthly payments of 6/-.
NEW LISSEN P.M. MOVING -COIL SPEAKER Send
with input transformer. Cash or C.O.D. Car- 5/6
riage Paid, £1/5/0.
Balance in 4 monthly payments of 5/6. only'

, NEW LISSEN WALNUT CABINET MOVING- Send
COIL SPEAKER, with input transformer. 5/6
Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid. £2/10/0.
Balance in 0 monthly payments of 5/6. only

NEW W.B. P.M.4.A.
MICROLODE PERMANENT
MAGNET SPEAKER
complete with switch Sendcontrolled multi -ratio
input transformer. 01V.
Cash or C.O.D. Carriage onlyPaid, 52/210.
Balance in 7 monthly payments
of 5/9.

EPOCH MODEL 200, 20013 and 20CQ PER-
MANENT MAGNET MOVING -COIL SPEAK- With
ER for ordinary power, " Class B " and Q.P.P. /6
respeetively, complete with input trans- 11/
formers. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid. 51/15/0. order
Balance in 6 monthly payments of 6/6.
EPOCH MOVING -COIL SPEAKEMAND CLASS Send
" B " UNIT, with Valve. Cash or C.O.D. 519
Carriage Paid, 53/3/0.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/9. only
NEW AMPLION SONNETTE PERMANENT
MAGNET MOVING -COIL SPEAKER, with Send
Universal - Transformer. Cash or C.O.D. 5/.
Carriage Paid, £1117/6.
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 5/-. only
NEW FERRANTI MOVING -COIL SPEAKER Send
(type 11,15.T.) with input transformer suitable cf.

- for. Power; Pentode or " Class- B." output. V
Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, E1/17/6. only
Or 7 monthly plyments of 5/-.
NEW FERRANTI "GLASS B" SUPER-
POWER CONVERTOR. Instantly converts Send
your set to " Class B." Complete with Valves. 5/9
Ready assembled. Cash or C.O.D:
Carriage Paid, £3/3/0. only
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/9.
IMPORTANT.- Parts, Kits, Miscellaneous Compo-
nents, Finished Receivers or Accessories for Cash,
C.O.D. or 1.1.p. on our own. System of Easy Pal I Inents
Send us a list of your wants. We will quote you by
return. C,O,D, orders value -over 10/- sent carriage
and post charges paid.

PETO-SCOTT CO., Ltd., '77, City Road,
London, E.C.1. Telephone: Marken well 9406-7.West End Showrooms: 62, High Holborn,

 London, W.C.2.. Telephone: Holborn 3248.
Dear Sire, -Please send me OASH /C.O.D. / H.P.

for which I enclose £ 8 d.

CASH/ H.P.

NAME

ADDRESS

Pr. IV. 20/9/3

ANY ITEM SUPPLIED SEPARATELY -ORDERS OVER 1 0 /- SENT C.O.D. CARRIAGE AND POST CHARGES PAID
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Does your radio

The KB "Rejectostat" helps you to suppress those

interfering noises caused by trams, signs, sweepers

and other electrical machinery, without any alteration

to your set. Ask your local KB Authorised Dealer

how a KB "Rejectostat " can be fixed to your aerial.

KB "REJECTOSTAT" UNITS-£1 .5s. Od.
Special shielded lead-in cable - 42d. a yard

For radio at its best-you must hear K B-THE NEW RADIO
rat NMI aMIL IIMM elM MEI MK ......
CUT OUT AND POST THIS COUPON
to Kolster-Brandes Ltd., Cray Works, Sidcup, Kent.
Please send me full particulars of KB "Rejectostat"I

I Name
3
t Address
I K3

Post, in an akd .envelope uthzg }d. stamp 1

A simple *
class "B"

mains unit

* Excellent voltage regulation
without using stabilisers or
ballast resistances

Mains -driven Class " B " provides super volume with
excellent quality. And here is an inexpensive A.C.
Mains unit which has been specially designed to cope
with the wide variations of current of a Class " B "
valve and yet provide a nearly constant voltage output.

It is built round the new H.T.13 Westinghouse Metal
Rectifier in a half -wave circuit, and no stabiliser or
ballast resistance is necessary. The regulation obtained
results in a variation of only 10 volts between the
minimum and maximum values of anode current
required by the Class " B " valve. Get a copy of " The
All Metal Way, 1934," which tells you how to build it.

meta rectifiers
THE WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SAXBY SIGNAL CO. LTD.,
82, YORK ROAD, KING'S CROSS, LONDON, N.1

Coupon
Please send me " The All Metal Way, 1934," for which I enclose
3d. in stamps.

Name

Address

Prac. 30933.
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HOW YOUR RECEIVER WORKS.-IV

In this Instalment the Author Explains the Function of a Detector
Valve and Deals with the Principles of Reaction Control.

(Continued from page 50, Sept. 23 issue)
013-11 detector valie is connected, to the

tuned grid circuit as shown in Fig
- and- he fluctuating signal voltages

supplied to it can be represented graphically
in the.manner shown_ in Fig. 1.6. These
voltages are of precisely the same nature
as those whicli -we previously- saw were
applied to the . circuiti, but are of
greater amplitude, Now as they are -applied
to the grid of the detector valve, they will
cause More or less current, to Pass from
the filanient to the anode -; any moment
when the grid receives a positive voltage
more anode current will flow, and when the
voltage is negative, the current will be
reduced. So far, then, the detector per-
forms in exactly the same manner as our
H.F. valve. But-when the grid becomes
positive it will attract a certain amount of
the anode current (some of the electrons
emitted by the filament) to itself. When

1ff

the grid -leak causes one end to be -
Come negative in respect to the other.
This negative potential is applied to
the grid in the forth of grid -bias, the
actual value of the latter being depen-
dent upon the current flowing and
thus, in turn, upon the " strength "
of the signal voltages causing it.
This grid -bias voltage quickly attains
a steady value, and although
it is always very small (since
the grid- current never ex-
ceeds a few millionths of an
ampere), it is sufficient to
serve a very useful purpose.

The steady grid -bias vol-
tage is " added" to the fluc-
tuating signal voltages, with
a result that the positive
half -cycles are reduced in
amplitude, and the negative
half - cycles are increased.

pO
C>

MEAN GRID

TT
Fig. 16-This diagram represents the signal voltages as applied to the grid circuit of

I t

the detector,

VOLTAGE

this occurs that current, being of a negative
character, will flow through the grid -leak
back to the filament from whence it came.
And whenever current is passed through
a resistance a " voltage drop " occurs
between the ends of the latter component.
This fact is made use of in obtaining
automatic grid -bias and might be more
readily appreciated by making reference
to that excellent stand-by, Ohm's law,
which states that the voltage drop across
a resistance is equal to the product of the
current and the ohmic value of the resis-
tance. It can thus be seen that if the latter
remains constant the V.D. is proportional
to the current flowing.
TO ANODE We can now understand that

OF 5 0,VALVE. the flow of current through

dRID dONKR

The net effect of this is that the mean or
average value of the signal voltages is
caused to fluctuate in sympathy with the
variations in amplitude, as shown in Fig.
17. The latter fluctuation is, therefore,
applied to the grid and produces corre-
sponding variations in anode current.
In other words, the anode circuit of
the detector valve will contain not
only the current fluctuations caused
by the carrier wave (called high fre-
quencies), but also others corre-
sponding to the modulation and known
as low or audio frequencies. It is
the latter which we require to
operate our loud -speaker after they
have been amplified sufficiently for
that purpose.

DETEdTOR
VALVE.

CURRENT FLOWING
CAUSES VOLTAGE

DROP.

15.-The principal connections of a leaky -grid detector.

Throwing Away the H.F. Component -
The high -frequency "component " is

no lqnger required, so our first object must
be to " throw it away " and prevent'
it from reaching the L.F. amplifier, where'
it, could do no useful work and would be a'
nuisance. But how ? There are two ways ;
one is to feed it back to the filament circuit,
by means of a condenser (0) connected as
shown in Fig. 18. Here it should be noted,
that a condenser has the interesting
property of passing high -frequency currents,
much more easily- than those of lowi
frequency, and if a, suitable capacity is
chosen for 0, it will allow easy passage
of all H.F. without having any effect
whatever on the audio frequencies. By
calculation we can find that the most suit-:
able capacity lies between about .0001 mfd.`
and .001 mfd. Incidentally, if the capacity

'zee

Fig. 14 (b).-The tuned grid circuit, which
is really a modification of the circuit shown

in Fig. 14 (a):

were greater than this it would allow some
of the higher audio frequencies to leak
away and would consequently reduce the
strength of the higher musical notes and
thus spoil -the "quality " of loud -speaker
reproduction.

Reaction
In the method of " throwing away " the

high frequencies which we have discussed,
those currents are literally wasted, but
we can put them to valuable use by feeding
them back to the filament by the path

(Continued overleaf)

Fig. 14 (a).-Tuned anode coupling : this is similar to
choke-capacitp., except that the choke is replaced ty et

tuned circuit.
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Fig. 17.-A diagrammatical representation of the combined signal voltages and steady bias
voltage supplied by the grid leak.

THE BEGINNER'S SUPPLEMENT L.F. Amplification
(Continued from -previous page) We can now revert to the audio -frequency

component again and see what is to happenillustrated in Fig. 19. They are now sent to that. In all probability it will -requirethrough a variable condenser and a coil to be amplified' (or increased in amplitude)which is situated close to the tuned -grid before it is capacoil. The currents are still returned to the
, ble .of operatingfilament circuit, but in passing through the the loudspea-coil they cause a magnetic field to be set ker, so another valve will"up and this links " with the field of -thee be required for this pur-tuning coil and strengthens it. Expressed pose.' Our -first problemin other words, some of the current Teasing is to devise a means ofthrough the first coil is " induced " into feeding the low -frequencythe second. This results in an increased currents into the nextcurrent flowing through the tuning coil, -valve. As a matter ofwhich means that a greater voltage will be fact, there are threeapplied to the grid and hence a larger available methods whichsignal output is obtained from the detector are not unlike those we Fog. 18.-H.F. currents in the anode circuit of the detector are

valve. The process of feeding back energy considered for passing fed hack to the filanrent through' a condenser.
into the grid circuit is known as reaction, the amplified signal voltages from the t drop in high-tension voltage, and so nnlessand the degree of feed -back can be varied H.F. to the detector valve, there is a fair amount of " reserve " in theby altering the capacity of the reaction H.T. supply, the, detector valve will becondenser or the distance between the Inter -Valve Coupling prevented from functioning efficiently.reaction and tuned -grid coils. It is most con- Let us make a start by using a resistance We can, however, replace the resistance

by ,a low -frequency iron -cored choke
which will offer the necessary resistance
.(or more correctly, impedance) to low- .

frequency currents whilst at' the same
time having only a small resistance to
steady direct current.

We have not yet said very much about
the coupling condenser marked C. This
has to pass low -frequency currents without
hindrance, and so must have a capacity
of from about .005 mfd. upwards.
The L.F. Grid -leak

Both of the methods of coupling referred
to-resistance capacity and choke capacity
-are used in practice, and in each case a
grid -leak must be connected between the
grid of the L.F. valve and a grid -bias
battery. The purpose of the grid -leak
is to apply a steady negative voltage to the
grid of the valve. We will leave an explana-
tion of the reason for applying grid -bias
until next article, when we study the
action of the L.F. valve, and dismiss the
matter for the present by saying that
the leak should have an ohniic value of
about four times that of the resistance R,
or of the impedance of, the L.F. choke.

(To be continued)

venient to fix the position of the reaction R as shown in Fig. 20 and passing t h ecoil and vary the amount of currentpassed HIGH FIAERUENdii dHOKE L.F. voltagesinto it by means of the reaction condenser, 4, developed
REACTIONdONDVA. --->" I -F. -the grid of the am -

across it to

plifying valve
through condenser
C. As we saw in
respect to the
H.F. valve, a
higher voltage will
be developed
across R' as its
resistance is in-
creased, and it
would therefore
appear that best

FIELDS LINK COIL Fig. 19.-This circuit shows how the H.F. results would be.
currents are made to do useful work by passing them through a reaction obtained by mak-

coil. Also notice the effect of the H.F. choke. ing R of, say, 1
megohm. Thisand although there are several variants would itot work out in practice, though,of this method they all depend upon the because the resistance has to carry thesame principle. steady high-tension current to the detector

valve as well as the audio frequencies
The High -frequency Choke thus, if its value were so high as the figure

mentioned a high-tension battery of undulyAlthough we have- provided an easy high voltage would be required to supplyleakage path for the H.F. currents, there a working voltage to the anode of the
detector valve. Moreover, it is found
that the improvement effected by increas-
ing the resistance beyond a certain value

MAGNETIC REACTION . - - -

is 'still nothing t prevent their passage
into the L.F. amplifier, so we must fix
some ldnd of " barrier " past which they
cannot escape. Our barrier consists of a
high -frequency ,choke Connected in the
position shown in Fig. 19, between the
anode of the detector valve and the L.F.
amplifier. The choke is a form of induc-
tance coil, which behaves In precisely
the opposite manner to a condenser. In
other words it does not restrict the passage
of low so much as it does the high
frequencies. By choosing a suitable value
of inductance we can almost entirely prevent
the passage of H.F. currents without offer-
ing any appreciable restriction to the audio
impulses. By calculation it is not difficult
to find that the best value of inductance
for the choke is in the region of 200,000
mi crohenries.

H.F.C.

is so slight as to be of no consequence.
That' value is from two to three times
the iinpedance of the detector valve. Thus,
if we were using a detector valve having
an impedance of 10,000 ohms, R should
have a resistance of between 20,000 and
30,000 ohms. It is not difficult to proVe
'by calculation that an efficiency of some
ninety per cent, is obtained by employing
a resistance whose value lies between the
two limits quoted.

Choke Coupling
But whatever

employed it will
value of resistance is

of necessity cause some

RESERVE YOUR
POCKET TOOL KIT NOW !

SEE PAGES 90 and 91

LE VALVE

Fig. 20.-The circuit of a resistance-caPacita coupled L.F. valve.

L

L .T.-
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Never before has there been any receiver for Home
Constructors on such an ambitious scale as this new
Lissen " Skyscraper " Seven -valve Superhet. It
embodies every up-to-the-minute advance and
refinement of the most luxurious factory -built
superhets-it gives the constructor the opportunity
to build a £20 receiver for less than half that price.
The circuit of the Lissen " Skyscraper " Seven -
valve Superhet incorporates a 6 -stage bandpass
filter, giving exact 9 -kilocycle channels and there-
fore providing a standard of selectivity never before
achieved by a home -constructor's kit set and very
rarely found except in laboratory apparatus.
Amplified Automatic Volume Control is provided,
a special valve for this purpose having been pro-
duced by Lissen for use in this receiver.

The use of this Amplified Automatic Volume Control constitutes an entirely
new experience in listening ; no " fading," no " blasting "-you will find
yourself enjoying every word of every programme, however near or however
distant, without the slightest temptation to interfere with the receiver once
you have tuned it. This is radio listening as it should be enjoyed !
Lissen Class -B Output through a new full -power Lissen Moving -coil Loud-
speaker-glorious rich tone and majestic volume, actually more faultless in
its reproduction than anything you ever heard from even the most powerful
mains receiver, yet working economically in this Lissen " Skyscraper " from
H.T. batteries.
Lissen have published for this great new " Skyscraper " Seven -valve Superhet
a most luxurious Chart which gives more detailed instructions and more
lavish illustrations than have ever before been put into a constructional chart.
It makes success certain for everybody who decides to build this set ;
shows everybody, even without previous constructional experience, how
they can have a luxury receiver and save pounds by building it themselves.
A copy of this Chart will be sent FREE in return for coupon on the left, or
your radio dealer can supply you. Get your FREE CHART now !

A SEVEN VALVE SUPERHET
8 STAGES IN ALL AND A 6 STAGE
BANDPASS FILTER EXACT 9K/c
TUNING CHANNELS WITH
AMPLIFIED AUTOMATIC VOLUME
CONTROL CLASS B OUTPUT FULL
POWER MOVING COIL SPEAKER

To LISSEN, LTD.,
Publicity Dept., Isleworth.
Please send me FREE CHART
of the " Skyscraper" Seven -valve Superhet

Name

Address

P.R. 834.

HOME
CONSTRUCTORS
MOST AMBITIOUS
DREAM

REALISED
AT LAST!

ISSP4

(OmPtt 1 t

SKYSCRAPER7
SEVEN VALVE SUPERHET
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RETUNING COILS
Varley again! Leaders in the new tuning technique as in the old .

Varley NICORE Coils mark the biggest advance in radio tuning since the
introduction of "Square Peak."

Consistency has been the great aim, and the characteristics of NICORE Coils
will not alter in use. These New Coils combine maximum efficiency with

maximum selectivity and are suitable for all circuits.

The use of powdered metal cores is not new to Varley. As far back as 1926
Varley produced some Constant Inductance Chokes with powdered iron cores.
Varley NICORE Coils are an outstanding result of years of research. Write
to -day for FREE illustrated literature. B.P.30-Aerial or Tuned Grid with
Reaction 10'6 B.P.31-H.F. Intervalve Transformer with Reaction 10'6

Set of 3 coils ganged on base 33.

VARLEY FOREMOST AS PIONEERS
Advertisement of Oliver Pell Control Ltd., Kingsway House, 103, Kinrway, Tx -don, W.C.2. Telephone: Holborn 5303
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TITE title which I have
chosen for this article
may at first sight seem

rather peculiar, but I want
if possible to try and show
how we can arrive at an
approximate cost (L.S.D.)
for running our wireless sets
(L.C.R.) from the mains.
Almost daily I am con-
fronted by some worried
listener who feels that his
electricity bill is going to
soar in leaps and bounds
because he has built or
bought a radio receiver
which is to derive its power
from the mains. Although
after a time it is possible
to convince each individual
that this is entirely a wrong
impression I feel that the
subject is of suffi-
cient interest to
readers of PRACTI-
CAL WIRELESS to
warrant an explanation of
the items_ which are in-
volved.

Unfortunately, a c t u a 1
cost figures cannot be given
as the various electricity
supply companies upon
whom we are dependent for our lighting
and power requirements are 'singularly
lacking in uniformity in their tariff charges.
In some districts the cost per " unit ' of
electricity rules high, while in others the
reverse is the case, but no doubt when
the " Grid" scheme comes into full opera-
tion we shall all be able to obtain electricity
at quite moderate charges.

The B.T.U.
Irrespective of whether the supply is

direct or alternating in character, the
charge is so much per " unit," that is, per
kilowatt hour. Here is the first difficulty,
what is meant by a kilowatt hour ? It is
the legal unit of electrical energy fixed by
the Board of Trade (hence we sometimes
speak of the kilowatt hour as the B.T.U.)
for public supply services, and is the quan-
tity of energy supplied in one hour by a
current of electricity at such a pressure
that the product of volts, amperes and
hours equals one thousand. Thus, suppos-
ing we worked a piece of domestic apparatus
which consumed a current of 2 amperes
at a pressure of 250 volts for 6 hours, we
should have a total consumption of :-
2 x 250 x 6 = 3 kilowatt hours or three

1,000 units in that time. This
statement is strictly true when we are
dealing with direct current, but, as will be
shown later, needs to be qualified when we
come to alternating current.

To
MAINS

D.C. Sets
When the individual is using D.C. mains,

and has instruments at his disposal he can
very accurately measure the consumption
of his radio set, and then calculate his
running costs. This is shown in Fig. 1,
and consists in connecting a voltmeter of
the high resistance type, and an ammeter
between the mains supply and the input to
the set, and noting their readings. By
multiplying these two figures together we
obtain the power in watts and can then
calculate how long the set may be run in
order to consume one unit. For example,
the voltmeter V may read 240, and the
ammeter A say, 0.3 amp. The wattage is,
therefore, 240 x 0.3 = 72 watts, which

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

IL.0 and L.SD.
Notes on Power Requirements for All -Mains Working

By H. BEAT HEAVYCHURCH

To SET
VALVE FILAMENTS

HT

Fig. 2.-A representative rec-
tifier arrangement for use with

A.C. mains.

gives us nearly 14 hours radio for one unit
consumed, and knowing the cost per unit
in your own district the running costs per
hour is only a matter of simple division.

In the absence of any meters, then a
knowledge of the characteristics of the
valves employed is called for, so that the
figure for the current consumption may be
computed, the mains voltage itself being
stated on the supply meter. Generally, the
bulk of the current drawn from the mains is
used to supply the valve filaments which
are wired in series. These may be of .the
0.1 amp., 0.18 amp., 0.25 amp., etc., class,
but a reference to the data sheet found in
the valve cartons will soon settle this
point. To this filament, current must be
added the total anode current drawn from
the mains by the valves.

For example, we may have a three-
valver with a high -frequency pentode or
screened -grid valve taking 5 milliamps, a
detector valve adding another 4 milliamps
with a pentode taking a further 25
amps, thus giving a total of 34 milliamps.
Adding this to the filament, current ,of say
0.18 amp., we have a total current of
0.214 amp.  If, for the sake of illustration
we take a mains voltage of 200 volts the
watts consumed are 42.8; giving just over
twenty-three hours use, before one unit is
registered on the supply meter.

Readers will learn from this, therefore,
that as far as' D.C. mains working is con -

Fig. 1.-Making simple measurements for
finding power consumption.

corned, the relation between L.S.D. and
L.C.R. is a very simple one, but when we
Come to alternating current mains matters
are a trifle more involved.

99

The Problems of A.C.
First of all, owing to the

very nature of the elec-
tricity supply, that is alter-
nating, the current pulsates
first in a positive direction

I and then in a negative
direction, maintaining this

I double positive and nega-
tive effect (called a cora-

! plete cycle) indefinitely.
As it stands, this is use-
less for feeding our mains
receiver so recourse is made
to some means for rectify-
ing the current or making
it unidirectional, and we
then proceed to smooth it
by means of inductances
and condensers before pak-
sing it to the valve anodes.
Added to this we have to
supply the valve filaments,
generally of the indirectly -
heated cathode type, and
included in .the combined
power unit or power pack
which iF required for A.C.
mains sets we have a trans-
former acting as the inter-
mediary link between the
unit and and mains.

Looked at as a whole
this seems somewhat complicated, and
before we can begin to talk of running
costs we shall have to analyse the scheme;
and then the method of computation will
follow automatically. First of all, then,
can we multiplylamperes, volts and hours
together to obtain our kilowatt hours as_we
did in the case of D.C. ? The answer is
No ! To attempt to give a full explana-
tion of this interesting phenomena would
take too much space here so I must try
and deal with it briefly.

The Importance of " Phase "
If we take an alternating current supply

and place across it separately a pure
resistance load, a pure inductive load and,
finally,  a pure capacitative load, three
different effects will take place. This
arises from the fact that with alternating
current we have to take account of the
difference in phase between the voltage and
current, both of which are pulsating. In
the case of a pure resistance load both
current and voltage are in phase, and the
numerical value of both the current and
the voltage can be multiplied together to -

give the power. With a pure inductive
load, however, the current lags behind the
voltage -by 90 degrees, and for a. pure
capacitative load the current leads the
voltage by 90 degrees. Here, then, we
have our phase difference creeping in and
when a complicated load is made up from a
combination of resistance, inductance and
capacity the phase difference between
current and voltage will vary according to
the values of each item.

Now when Ave speak of the power hi an
alternating current circuit, without in any
way qualifying the expression, we under-
stand by this term the mean, value of the
power over a complete period. Mathe-
matically, it can be shown that the power
is not simply equal to the product of
voltage and current, but that it is equal
to the product multiplied by a factor
which is dependent on the phase difference
which has just been mentioned. Actually,
the multiplier which converts volt-amperes
or apparent power into watts or true power
is termed the power factor of the circuit.

(To be concluded next week.-Editor.)
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rtifi dal Aerial Transmitting",
Os. eon. Am. 4ms.oalm. By D. P. TAyLoR ...,.111141551.1.11.4.1=1.0.11I

IN a recent article published in
PRACTICAL WIRELESS it was stated
that a beginner applying for a

transmitting licence is usually allotted a
licence to transmit with ."-Artificial Aerial"
only for a probationary period, and the
purpose of this article is to -describe 'some
experiments which can be ,dbne with an
artificial aerial transmitter. -

Fig. 1.-The Hartley circuit.
First, let us consider the term artificial

aerial. It is defined by the Postmaster -
General as " A closed, non -earthed' oscil-
latory circuit, possessing ,inductance,
capacity, and resistance, and functioning,
in the place of the usual aerial -earth
system." It must be as nearly non -radiat-
ing as possible.

The inductance must be of one piece, and
of small dimensions-as distinct from an
inductance of large dimensions such as a
frame aerial-the maximum area formed
by the turns of the inductance not ex-
ceeding three square feet. -

The artificial aerial shOuld have the
same values -of inductance, capacity, and
resistance as the aerial for which the
transmitter is intended for use on, when
the transmitter will function in exactly
the same way as if it were coupled to the
aerial.

In practice it is difficult for the amateur
to measure these constants, but if experi-
ments are to be performed on the short
waves (below 100 metres) suitable values
are-inductance 10 microhenries, capacity
.0003 mfd. variable, and resistance 15 ohms.

By the choice of these values the aerial
circuit ban be brought into resonance,
although, if it is desired to work mostly
on waves lower than 50 metres the values
of inductance and capacity could be
reduced somewhat.

Instruments Required
In series with the closed oscillatory

circuit is connected a hot-wire ammeter
to measure the current passing through the
artificial aerial. The other pieces which
are essential for experiments are-wave-
meter, milliammeter, voltmeter, and listen-
ing device or monitor.

The wavemeter can conveniently be one
of the absorption type consisting of a coil
shunted with a variable condenser,
and this is calibrated on the receiver
from known stations and a graph
plotted of wavelength, or frequency
against condenser dial readings.

A lanip of the flash -lamp variety is
included in the wavemeter circuit for
the purpose 'of detecting resonance
with the transmitter, or alternatively,
resonance can be detected by the flick
of the milliammeter needle in the

anode circuit of the transmitter valve when
the condenser dial is rotated with the
wavemeter coil held in coupling with the -
coil in the transmitter.

A milliammeter is an essential piece of
apparatus, and a good value for use with
low power transmitters is 0.25 m/A. and is
used for reading the anode .current of the
oscillator valve.

A voltmeter is also a useful
mr# piece of apparatus for use with

the nailliammeter in measuring
the power input to the trans-
mitter.

A monitor is required for the
purpose of listening to the trans-
missions, and this can consist of
a small single valve receiver,
using a pair of grid -bias bat-
teries as high tension, alterna-

L.7:- tively a screened receiver could
be used with the aerial discon-
nected, and if the received

signals- are too powerful such as to overload
the detector valve the harmonics of the
transmitter -should be tuned iri.

Hartley and Armstrong Circuits
Two of the most useful circuits of the

self -oscillator variety are shown in Figs. 1
and 2. They are the Hartley and
Armstrong or tuned -plate, tuned -grid
respectively.

In the Hartley circuit the chief merit
lies in the fact that there is only one tuned
circuit, but it suffers from the disadvantage
that both sides of the' tuning condenser
are at high -frequency potential above
earth. In this circuit the amount of
coupling between the anode and grid
circuits is varied by altering the position
of the earth clip on the coil.

The two fixed condensers have values
of .001 mfd. and should be of the mica
dielectric type in the interests of safety,
whilst the grid leak can be a 50,000 ohm
volume control type variable. resistance.

The high -frequency choke in the anode
circuit of the valve is a component of some
considerable importance, and experiments
should be made to determine the best
value for this component starting with a
single layer winding of 200 turns on a
one -inch former of 30 S.W.G.

The adjustment of the Hartley trans-
mitter is as follows :-

The earth clip
on the induc-
tance should be
set at a point
approximately
one-third from
the grid end of
the coil, and the
tuning conden-
ser set to the

Fig. 2.-The Armstrong circuit.

Hr-

L.T

L.T-

required wavelength, this being measured
by means of the wavemeter.

-The exact position of, the earth -clip can
now be located, and circuit adjustments
such as the value of the grid resistance
made, the 'objectbeing to obtain thegreatest efficiency.-
The Armstrong Circuit

The circuit shown -in Fig. 2 is the Arm-
strong or tuned -plate tuned -grid, this
circuit depends upon the inter -electrode
capacity of the valve for the coupling
between the grid and anode circuits.
Similar values of components can be used
in this circuit as described for use in ta.e
Hartley circuit.

The adjustment of the Armstrong circuit
is as follows

The grid tuning condenser _ is set at
approximately the required value and
the anode condenser. rotated, noting at the
same time the. anode current as shown by
the milliammeter. -

As the two circuits come "into resonance
it will be found that the anode current
" dips " sharply and 'falls to a small value
at exact resonance, the correct operating
point being where the anode current is
about 10 per cent. higher than the minimum
value.

The wavelength is now measured, and,
if necessary, readjustments of the con-
densers' made to tune the circuit to the
exact wavelength required.' The artificial
aerial circuit can now be coupled and the
current in this circuit noted and adjust-
ments made to obtain the greatest possible
efficiency without - imparing the stability
or purity of tone of the transmitter.

- It is essential that in thetwo transmitters
described that the timed circuits should I e
of a rigid and low -loss construction, as
large circulating currents will flow -around
this circuit, even in low -power, transmitters
this current may be as large as an ampere.

The use of low -loss well-built condensers
together with coil's rigidly built and using
heavy -gauge wire is necessary.
Suitable Valves " ---

Suitable for use with the previously
described circuits are small power receiving
valves and particular mention might be
Made of the LS5 type of Valve for poWers
up to 10 Watts. The anode supply can in the
case -of low power transmitters conveniently
be either dry batteries, or high-tension
accumulators, but those having the
facilities to do so are advised to use the
electric supply mains. A further useful
addition which can be produced cheaply
is a small flash -lamp bulb having its
terminals -bridged with a loop of say bin.
diameter, this is 'used for detecting oscilla-
tions and is brought into proximity with
the tra.rismitter coils, when the poWer
induced into the loop causes the lainp
glow.

Keeping a Log
It is required` by the Postmaster -General

that a log shall be kept of all transmissions
which take place, and in this log should be
entered a record of the power used, wave-
length, circuit details, etc. The experi-
menter is advised to enter the fullest
possible details of all experiments 'in the
log, which will be found of great use
when the radiating licence is granted.
This is by no means the limit of the experi-
ments which can be performed with an
artificial aerial transmitter ; many more
could be described using transmitters of
the crystal control type, of the master -
oscillator type, or the use of telephony,
but this is beyond the scope of this article.
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WITH
DOUBLE
BALANCED
PENTODE
OUTPUT

AN D
MOVING

COI L
SPEAKER

I WITH
WALNUT CABINET
&MOVING COIL

LOUDSPEAKE R

To LISSEN, LTD.,
Publicity Dept.,

IJLEWORTIL MIDDLESEX.
Plerse send me FREE CHART

of the An -Wave All -World "Sky-
scraper."

P.11,834

Metres. 31.3. DAVENTRY,
38, BANDOENG, G.S.C.

Sara 31.28, SYDNEY,
-50. VATICAN Australia,

CITY, -Rome. ON ULTRA
50. MOSCOW. SHORT WAVES.
49.83. ZEESEN, Metres.

Berlin, 1)30. 30. MADRID Spain.

49.67. Miami Beach, 23.63. PARIS,
Florida: Radio Colonial:

49.5. CINCINATTI, 21.6. WINNIPEG,U.S.A. Canada.
49.1 NAIROBI, 20.4. ROME, 25.0.Kenya.
49.18. BOUND- 35,08. DAVENTRY

BROOK, New G.S.E.
-

49.18. CHICAGO,
Jersey. 202,72.RPKITTSBIJRC

U.S.A. 23.39. RABAT,
49B.URJG0,HANSNoEuth Morocco.

Africa, 19.48. VATICAN
49.96 PITTSBURG CITY, Rome.

19 82

491.j=ABII.VA8NXC.11., 19.73. ZEESEN,
Morocco. D.J.E.

32,26. RABAT, 19.72.PITTSBURG,
Morocco.

31.55 DAVENTRY 19.56. SORE.
3,(1aBm-E. wNE2CxTADAD Y,

BOURNE, Ans. 16.89. ZEESEN,tram D.J.E.
31.48. SCRENE''' 16.88 DAVENTRYTADY, New York G.S.G.
31.18. ZEESEN, 16.87. BOUND -

Berlin, D.J.A. BROOK, N.J.,
31.30. SPRING- r WENAL.

FIELD, Massa- 13.93. PITTSBURG
ehusette. U.S.A., WORE

At last the day of All -World Radio
has arrived, and you can build with
your own hands the first receiver to
give you not only England and
Europe, but America and Australia
direct. The Lissen All -Wave All -
World " Skyscraper " 4 tunes
12 to 2100 metres. It brings two
complete new wavelength ranges
within reach of the ordinary listener
-stations and programmes which
before he was never able to receive
- Ultra -Short and Short -Wave
transmissions from the ends of the
earth. And, remember, you get
these stations through Double.,
Balanced Output giving brilliant
reproduction on a Moving -Coil
Speaker-as much power as a Mains
Set from ordinary high-tension

batteries. Lissen have'made this All -Wave All -World Radio available
to Home Constructors first, because it brings back the thrill of
conquest to, hear America and Australia direct on a set you
have built yourself, it makes you an enthusiast to realise what a
wonderful thing you have created !

And when you see the Great.Free Chart of the All -Wave All.
World " Skyscraper " 4, which tells you how to build it and how
to work it and why it gives such marvellous results, you will
agree at once that it will be wise of you to build for yourself
rather than buy a factory -assembled receiver which cannot give
you these new and intriguing short-wave stations. The FREE
CHART simplifies everything ; there are pictures of every part,
with every wire numbered, every hole lettered, every terminal
identified. YOU CAN'T GO WRONG ! But get the Chart and
see for yourself-then build the Lissen All -Wave All -World
" Skyscraper " 4, the SET THAT SPANS THE WORLD !

4
WAVELENGTH

RANGE
INSTEAD
OF TWO!
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Fig. 12-Measuring the
'L.T. consumption of a set.

HE correct choice and maintenance
of a set's power supply-by which
I refer to the low tension,

high-tension. and grid bias-is of far more
;importance than most amateurs believe,
and the exercise of a little thought on this
matter can easily be the means not only,
of improving the performance of the set,
but also of effecting an appreciable saving
Of hard cash in the way of running eXpenses.
BY way of amplifying and proving the
latter statement let us consider -the matter
in° detail by examining the three main
voltage sources.

Low Tension
The object of the low-tension supply is,

of course, to heat the valve filaments, and
for this purpose we generally use a 2 volt
accumulator of some particular " capacity."
We can take it that by capacity we mean: the
amount of electricity which the accumu-
lator will " hold." This is not scientifically
'correct, because an accumulator dbes not
really hold electricity, but by applying a
voltage to its terminals (charging) a certain
chemical action takes place within ; after
wards, when the accumulator is connected in
an electrical circuit (such as to the L.T.
terminals of a wireless set), the chemical
action is reversed and the accumulator
generates electricity. But to return to the
subject of capacity ; the accumulator is
said to be of so many ampere -hours, for
example, 30 a. -h. Broadly speaking a
30 a. -h. accumulator will deliver a current
of 1 ampere for 30 hours or of 3 auipetes
for 10 hours. Theoretically it should also
be _eayable of giving 30 amperes for 1 hoor
but in practice it is known to be handful.
to discharge or charge an accuirtulatdt
any current in excess of one tenth its am-
pere-hoin rating. Thus, the maximum
current which shoiild be taken from a
30 a. -h. accumulator is 3 amperes. With
any receiver having up to six or seven
modern valves there is very little likelihood
of, our putting too heavy a current load on
our accumulator unless it Is also being
used to supply high tension through one of
those excellent Battery Superseders now
on the market, or to charge a high-tension
accumulator of the well-known type made
by Milnes Radio Co. But the ampere -hour
capacity also determines the number of
hours of service that can be obtained per
charge, so we must take full account of it
even if our set is of the smalleFit type, con-

rillipONIN10..0411110111WININIWINEINIIIMIRIMIIINHISIIN)410110111.01=k14111.4mololtAm0..(1)..........H.ONA

1YOUR SET'S POWER
Some Useful Advice for the Beginner on

!...,14MOCIIMPt1411111PO4.0.1)41111041. H.T., and C.B.
suming only a fraction
of an ampere of low-
tension current.

Let us see how we
can determine the
number of hours that
an accumulator will
" last " on any partic-
ular set. First we
must find out how
much low-tension
current our valves
consume ; this can be
done by connecting an
ammeter as shown in
Fig. 1, or by adding
together the current

ratings of every valve in use. In the former
case 'the ammeter should have a full scale
reading of no more thin 2 amperes or else
an accurate result will be well nigh im-
possible. The latter method is just as good
when the valves are of reliable British make,
but should not be relied upon when foreign
valves are employed, for they frequently
consume far more than their rated current.
(I hope no readers of PRACTICAL WIRELESS
use foreign valves, because they are dear at
any price.) The L.T. current consumption
is given on the makers' instruction sheets
and is also used as a " cede figure " in the
valve's designation. For example, an S.G.
215 valve requires a filament voltage if
two and a current of .15 ampere, an H.L.210
requires the same voltage at a current of
.1 ampere, whilst a 230 pen. takes .3 of.an
ampere. If the latter valves were used in a
three valve S.G.-Det.--Pen. receiver their
total consumption of low-tension current
would be .55 (or rather more than. half)
ampere. When a 30 a. -h. accumulator
was used, the number of hours it would
last per charge is found by dividing .55 into
30 ; thus it works out at about 54 hours. In
the same way it can be deduced that a
40 a. -h. accumulator would operate the
set- for approximately 73 hours.

The " Economical " Accumulator Capacity
Following the same line of reasoning it

would appear that a 100 a. -h. accumulator
could be used to drive the set for over 180
hours, but this is where we meet our first
" snag." An accumulator should regularly
be recharged at periods of no more than
six weeks if it is to be kept in good condi-
tion, and it is actually rather better to
reduce the time between charging to four or
five weeks. It can be. seen that if the latter
accumulator were to be exhausted in six
weeks the Set would have to be in use for
30 hours a week or over four hours per day,
whereas I daresay the average daily use of
most receivers is not- much more than two
hours. ;Of course, it does not harm an
accumulator to be recharged before it is
completely run down, but there are very
few of us who like to pay for anything we
do not get. Consequently it is the most
satisfactory policy to choose an accumulator
of such a capacity that it will just drive the
set for upward, tkof a month on one charge.
One should not be " penny wise " in this
respect, because an accumulator is damaged
more by running it for three days in an

almost completely exhausted state than by
three years of normal use.

Whilst it is uneconomical to use a battery
of ten large a capacity, it is still more
wasteful to buy ne which is too small and
which will one last fora fortnight or so,
because the c of recharging is only slightly
more for the raver one and there is not a
great difference in initial cost.

Care of the Accumulator
Having decided on the most suitable

capacity "for the accumulator, let us form a
few rules regarding its correct use. At this
point it should be emphasised that a good
accumulator properly cased for should have
a life of at least five years, although I
could recite innumerable cases where
batteries have been ruined in less than half
that time. The most important rule of all
has already been dealt with, namely, re-
charge at regular intervals of not more
than Aix weeks whether the battery is rsenning
down or not. Another rule is that the accum-
ulator should be disconnected from the set
immediately its- voltage begins to fall, as
indicated by a drop in volume or the
necessity for the application of inore
reaction. After switching off the set the
accumulator tends to- recuperate to a cer-

6/ass 7i/be

Read Specific
Gray/Ey Here

Graduated
Float

Fig. 2.-A elydrometer used for measuring
accumulator acid density.
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taro extent and there is a most foolish
practice on the part of some people to use
it again after such recuperation. This is
distinctly wrong and might result in
irreparable damage.

It is not always appreciated that an accu-
mulator can seriously be damaged by allow-
ing it to stand in an uncharged state If it is
not required for some months, it is much
better to lend it to a friend who can use it,
or otherwise to have it fully charged and
then to pour out all the acid. After the acid
had been emptied, the plates and inside of
the case should be washed out with a small
quantity of distilled water ; the water
must not be left in the case, but should
be taken out after washing. When an accu-
mulator runs down more quickly than it
should, a fairly serious fault is indicated.
The cause might be incorrect charging or
careless discharging, but prompt attention
is necessary. If the battery is fairly new a
cure might be effected by having it charged
slowly by a competent electrician, but with
an old battery it is probable that the plates
are being short-circuited by sediment which
has collected in the bottom of the case. It is
possible to remove the -plates and wash out
the sediment, but with modern accumula-
tors this will be of little avail, because they
are so designed that when the space below
the plates becomes filled with sediment,
which drops from the plates, the latter are
of no further use.

The above rules apply to the user of the
accumulator but there are others which
concern the person who charges it. Many
amateurs now charge their own from the
mains, so a few pointers for them will not
be out of place. It is vital to the accumula-
tor that the plates should always be covered
with acid and it is usual to maintain the
acid level at least lin. above that of the
top of the plates. The fall in level whilst
the battery is in use is due to the evapora-
tion of water in the acid and not of the
acid itself. Consequently any drop should
be made up with distilled water, which
may be obtained cheaply from a chemist.
On the other hand, if any acid is spilt, the
level should be made up with more acid

Aidliammeter

Fig. 4.-Finding how much high-tension current your set consumes.

of correct
specific
gravity or
density.
The cor-
rect dens-
ity (often
indicate d
by theletters \
S.G.) is
al w a y s
stated on
the ac-
cumula-
tor and

Carbon Rod
Pitci or Wax Seal

,Zinc Cylinder-

Ta,oping Sack Containing
Sockets. Manganese Dioxide

Covering of
Pitch or Wax.

SatAmmontac
Paste

shouldac- Fig. 3.-Showing the constructioncurately
be maintained. It varies from about 1,300 to
1,200, and is measured by means of a hydro-
meter like that shown in Fig. 2. New acid
should be added only when the battery is
fully charged, beciuse the S.G. specified by
the makers does not apply under any other
circumstances. It is usual to buy pure
sulphuric acid of full strength (about
1,800 S.G.) and to let it down with
distilled water, although it is possible to
obtain battery acid ofcorrect density from
most accumulator service stations. If you
mix your own, remember that the acid
should slowly be added to the water, and
not vice versa, because chemical action
between the acid and water results in the
generation of great heat which might be
sufficient to crack the container if the
proportion of acid to water were too great.
This does not apply when adding water to
the, accumulator, because the acid inside
the latter is already diluted.

A voltmeter is practically useless as a
means of discovering whether or not the
accumulator is fully charged ; the only
satisfactory test is to measure the acid -
density by means of a, hydrometer. Pro-
vided the acid was originally of correct
density the hydrometer test will give a true
indication of the accumulator's condition.

How Long Shall I Charge ?
The length of time for which an accumu-

lator ninst be charged is found in ex-
actly the same way as the hours of dis-
charge, that is by dividing the charging
current into the ampere -hour. capacity.
For example, if the charger gives a
current of .5 ampere it must be kept

in circuit
with a 30
a. -h. accum-
ulator for 60
hours. This
assumes an
efficiency of
100 per cent.,
so it is best
to add about
10 per cent.
to the calcu-
lated figure
to ensure a
full charge.

The latter
calculation
takes it for

of a high-tension battery.

granted that the batte ryhas begin completely
run down, but actually this should never be
the case when a trickle charger is employed.
It is better in every way to charge the
accumulator overnight once or twice a
week, putting just as much current into it
as has been used by the set. As an example
let us suppose that we have in use a receiver
employing the valves referred to above, and
that we keep it going for an average of
21 hours per day or 171 hours per week.
Since the current consumption is .55 ampere
we shall use 171 multiplied by .55, or
nearly 10 ampere -hours, and to repiace.this
we must charge at, say, .5 ampere for 20
hours or at .25 ampere for 40 hours. As
explained, the charging may be done at a
stretch once weekly or for half the length
of time twice a week, whichever is more
convenient.
Safety First

Just three safety -first rules about charging:
(1) Stand the accumulator on a sheet of
zinc, rubber, glass or porcelain when on
charge, and keep it well away from fabrics,
etc., which might he damaged by the tine
spray given off when the battery approaches
" full charge " ; (2) Keep naked lights.
away from the accumulator, which- gives
off inflammable (not explosive or harmful)
gas ; (3) Carefully wipe the accumulator
after charging to avoid acid stains in the
receiver cabinet.
High Tension-Dry Batteries

Probably 70 per cent. of set users
derive their H.T. supply from dry batteries,
so we will consider these first. That we
may better understand later, remarks in
respect to dry batteries let us first get some
idea as to how they are made and how they
work. The sketch of Fig. 3 will simplify
the explanation. The battery consists of
a number of cylindrical cells, each giving
1.5 volts, connected in series and thus
providing a total voltage equal to one -and -a -
half times the number of cells in use.
Each cell is made up of a central rod of
carbon (fitted with a brass connecting cap)
surrounded by a quantity of manganese
dioxide contained in a small linen sacle or
bag. This fits in the middle of a cylindrical
zinc container holding a paste made up of
sal -ammoniac. The carbon rod forms the
positive pole and the zinc cylinder the
negative pole when the cell is in use.

(To be continued)
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THE SPEAKER ATFOVIR116A61
By Dr. F. W. LANCHESTER, LL.D., F.R.S.

THERE are two kinds of overload with
which listeners are familiar, namely,
the overloading of the amplifier or

set by the speaker and the overloading of
the speaker by the set. The latter, the
true overloading of the speaker, is very
rare indeed, the reason being that any
decent moving -coil speaker, even a
miniature, will take, under normal con-
ditions, anything up, to a watt or 1 w att
undistorted output at middle frequencies,
whereas there are a vast number of sets.
including all drY battery sets, which trill
not give more than' 200 milliwatts undis-
torted output. The., overloading of the
set or amplifier is a subject which I
propose to discuss in a later article : it
will suffice to state here that this class of
overload usually arises in the power stage,
though 'it may come through from
the detector. Such overload may cause
the most distressing symptoms in the
speaker; one of these is the well-known
" rattle " that sounds as if it must be of
mechanical origin, but which actually is
not. In this, in ,my early acquaintance
with radio, I have been deceived myself,
and the_general public can only be made to
realize the truth by the most rigid demon-
stration ; , it is not unnatural: the ugly
noise comes from the speaker, and the
speaker is' blamed. It is the same with a
man who swears and blasyhemes people
say he is " foul tongued," when it is his
mind (or brain) that is at fault !

In the present article I shall confine
myself to the real overloading of the
speaker such as is liable to occur hen the
amplifier output amounts to several watts
such amplifiers are being marketed to -day
up to 5 and 10 A.C. output, and there are
few speakers competent to handle so great
a load. Furthermore, as I shall demon-
strate, to ask, or to state, the power that a
speaker will receive without- some added
qualification is to put a -question (or make
an assertion) in a form that cannot be re-
garded as having any exact meaning.
Factors Relating to Overloading

There are, in any type of speaker -and
in any individual example, two limitations
or two factors that, limit the capacity and
determine the condition of overload. These
are the maximum, amplitude and the
maximum me6hanical force the diaphragm
or cone will stand without ultimate dis-

-ruption. And both these are related -to the
acoustical -emission. Another factor is the
02R loss in the speech coil, which might
come into the picture as related to the input ;
this is the part of the accepted input which
is not represenled by work done. If this'
were to come in as a limiting factor it
would mean that the speech coil would be,
distorted by heat orburnt out ; I have never
heard of such an incident being reported.

The watts energy accepted by the speaker
is disposed of in overcoming the impedance
of same, which comprises the ohmic resist-
ance of the speech coil (to which reference
has just been made) and the motional
impedance of the diaphragm or cone, The
latter, in turn, may be considered as
divided into the impedance due to acoust-
ical emission and that due to a dissipation
of energy in the cone and its mounting;
much of this latter is absorbed in the fabric

or leather peripheral surround. The mass
of the diaphragm introduces an impedance
of a different character, inertia forces due to
its motion are controlled by currents in the
speech coil, but these are wattless currents ;
there are also other wattless components
introduced from another cause. For our
present discussion these wattless currents
may be disregarded.

The motional impedance due to acoustical
emission (with which we may lump that due
to damping losses without serious objection)
is of the same character as ohmic loss; that'
is to say, the maximum volts and the
maximum current are in phase ; this is
counterpart to the fact that in the generation
(or propagation) of an acoustical, wave the
phase of maximum pressure is also that of
maximum forward velocity. Consequently
we' may -treat the impedance as made up
of two parts, the pure resistances whose
algebraic sum gives the total resistance

R=111+IL
where R1 is the ohmic resistance and R2
-the motional impedance., Furthermore, if
W ------total watts input, and W1=watts dissi-
pated in C2R losses, and W2-= watts output:

no good whatever, and a speaker that has a
good acceptance in this sense only has
nothing to commend it.
. So we are led to concentrate our attention
on the acoustical output, and here we have
to take into account the effect of frequency.
In this connection it is best to consider the
diaphragm as an incident in the trans-
mission of an acoustical wave ; we, could
regard the wave as traversing a tube and
postulate a weightless diaphragm or piston
moving with the air disturbance as the wave
progresses and exercising no restraint on
same. The diaphragm will transmit move-
ments and, forces from the air column (in
the tube) on the one side to that on the
other ; then if the frequency vary, but the
energy transmitted remain constant, it is
easy to demonstrate .that the amplitude x
frequency is a constant. Also the force
(across the diaphragm) for given power
transmitted is constant (we are not here
dealing with inertia forces due to the mass
of the diaphragm, only the forces due to
the acoustical output). Thus there is no
power limit imposed by high acoustic
frequencies ; the force transmitted to the
air, or force reaction on the diaphragm for
a given poWer output, is independent of the

--frequency-it is Rnly the amplitude we have
to consider.
Maximum Amplitude

Now in every actual speaker there is a
maximum amplitude, whatever the &re -

200
FREQUENCY

W2, and the efficiency (we might
say the mechanical efficiency) is given by
the expression

' W2

IF R

In view of the fact that the word sensi-
tivity is used in this connection ,where
efficiency would be more appropriate, ice
might term H2 the " sensitivity factor."

It
Wattage " Acceptance " of Speaker

The above is a necessary preliminary to
what folloWs, for the overloading of the
speaker is governed by considerations of
watts acoustical emission or output, namely
W5, 'whereas the usual form of expression
is " how.much power (watts or milliwatts)
will the speaker accept or handle without
overload," which is W and includes W1,
the watts lost in the ohmic resistance of
the speech coil. Obviously, a speaker with
a low efficiency or setistiyity factor would,
other things being equal, `I accept " more
watts than one whose efficiency was high,
so that really it is not the acceptance; but
the acoustical output which should be
specified. The acceptance of watts to be
converted into heat in the speech coil is

This graph shows the
relationship between the
frequency and power out-

put of the speaker.

3'00

quency that must not be exceeded; a point
is reached when the diaphragm (or cone)
reaches its limit of movement, whether
this limit is imposed by the surround ox
centring device does not matter-there
must be a limit. Sometimes the limit is
signalled- by the speech coil being blown
out of the gap, or conversely it may be
sucked in. And since amplitude x frequency
is constant for any given power output, a
maximum value of amplitude means (for
that output) a minimum value of frequency.
Thus, if with 1 watt acoustical output the
diaphragm amplitude reach its maximum
at 100 cycles per second, then for any
frequency less than 100 the speaket will
not be capable of giving as much as I' watt.
So we appreciate that when the wattage
output or input is stated, the lowest fre-
quency at which this applies should be
given in the same breath.

But we can go further ; we can express
the acceptance or output of the speaker
(as the case may be) in terms of the fre-
quency since the amplitude is definitely
limited; in brief, ,the maximum amplitude
is the constant of the speaker. Or, ir7tueL,
=constant. If we take the inverse of the

(Continued on opposite page)
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frequency, namely, the time required to
execute one complete cycle, and call this t,
then ( IV2=watts) we have : W2
where k is the constant, and k gives the
speaker power output. Thus, if the limiting
output of a speaker be two watts at 100
frequency, t=.01 and W2=2 Wet --.02 or
W2=k/t=.02/.01. And for any other

 value of frequency, say 50 ; and W2=
.02/.02=1 watt, and so for any other
low frequency ; the constant k, defines
the output or the acceptance as the case
may be, -and takes cognisance of the re-
lation of power (watts) to frequency. The
question naturally arises : What is k;
is it merely a numeral, constant, or is it a
physical reality ? " Now a watt is a measure
of power just as a joule is a measure of
energy; in fact, a watt is one joule (work
done) per second, W=J/t, arid since
k=W x t we have k=J or k is actually the
joules per cycle.

Acoustic Output
We have seen that it is more scientific

to specify acoustical output rather than
acceptance, which latter relates to the
electrical A.C. output of the amplifier,
because a low efficiency or sensitivity factor
would be a help to the acceptance, and tend
to make a poor speaker look like a good one
but it is not always practicable to specify
acoustic output. Authorities are not in
very close agreement as to the proportion
of energy supplied actually delivered as
sound. Hence the assumption is made that
the sensitivity in different speakers is up
to a certain level, which, owing to commer-
cial competition, is more nearly true than
might be expected. This being so, the
acceptance in joules per cycle may be
allowed as a measure of -the acceptance
power capacity of the speaker. We then
have W, the watts supplied in place of IP2,
the watts output ; the expression is 'the
same form as before, but the value of k
will be greater for W than for W2.

In.order to make sure that the meaning is
understood, we will take.a further example.
A speaker accepting 2.8 watts is found to
be just within its permissible amplitude at
50 cycles, the test being made at mains
frequency. Then

k=W x t=2,8 x.02=.056.
That is to say, the speaker will

accept .056 joules per cycle. We require
to know how many watts it will accept
at, say, 120 frequency, W-=k/t=.056 x 120
=6.72 watts.

It must not be thought that if an am-
plifier has an, output of 6.72 watts, the
speaker will be limited to 120 as- its lowest
frequency all that is implied is that for
frequencies below 120 in the example given
the amplifier must have a falling character-
istic, such that the A.C. output does not
exceed .056 joule per cycle. Referring to
Fig. 1, the acceptance graph of the speaker,
is a straight inclined line which at 6.72
watts cuts the 120 frequency ordinate.
Theory requires that the output character-
istic of the set does not at any point rise
above the acceptance curve.

Frequency and Impedance
The common or popular method of giving

the acceptance of a speaker in watts without
specifying the frequency, we have seen can-
not be justified. But if we were dealing
with some particular kind of music in which
the lowest frequency can be inferred without

(Continued on page 109)
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NO MORE
HAPHAZARD MATCHING

Seventeen transformei ratios for really
accurate matching to any power valve or
pentode and four ratios for Class B or
Q.P.P. all available on one speaker by a

simple switch adjustment!
Added sensitivity due to the 'Mansfield'

`MICROLODE' type

PM4a - 42/-
PM6 - 32/6
With the new "Micro-

lode feature and the
famous Mansfield.'

magnetic system.

magnetic system! Better balance through
really accurate matching! The difference
in performance must be heard to be
believed. '
Write for the new folder and ask your
deafer for a- demonstration.

We are exhibiting at the Manchester Radio Exhibition, Sept. 27 to Oct. 7.

ICROLODE' moviNcz COIL
SPEAKERS(Regd. Trade Mark)

Whiteley Electrical Radio .Company Ltd., Dept. D, Radio Works, Mansfield, Notts,
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MARCUS, OVERTON
RADIO, LTD.

62, Borough High Street,
London Bridge, S.E.1.

" PREMIER SUPER
DE - LUXE KIT

SPECIFICATION:- £ s. d.
1 British Radiophone 6uperhet 3 gang Midget

variable ' condenser, complete with full
vision disc drive. Type 582a ...- . 1 11 0

1 Set Lissen matched Superhet coils _ 3, 10 0
2 Lissen Intermediate Frequency Transformers 15 0
I Belling Lee w.w, 50,000 ohm Potentiometer 4 0
1 Bulgin 3 -point switch 1 0
1 Bulgin Push -Pull Radio -cram sw.itch 1 9
3 Chassis Brackets _ .. ' 9
I R.I. " New Ilypermu " L.P. Transformer ... 15 6
6 Erie 1 watt resistances, 20,000, 10,000,

20,000, 30,000, 100,000 ohms and 2

110,
or Populai type 15 6

Block New Plateless L.T. 'Accumulator 80
11

Block 120 Volt Plateless H.T. Accumulator
5,000 ma/hrs. .- ... 3 15 0

M.P.R. Eliminator with trickle charger for
5 -valve receiver type AC2T0.... ... 3 12 6

W.B. Typo P.M.6 Microlode Moving Cell
Loud Speaker 1.12 6

Belling Lee Unit Gramophone Pick-up ... 1 2 6
Belling Lee Volume Control for above 4 0
Garrard No. 30 Double Spring Turntable _ 1 5 0

60
Dubilier .1 mid condensers type BB. _ 3 8

2 Dubilier 2 mfd condensers tine BR. 7 0
1 Dubilier- .0001 mfd condenser type 670 1 0
1 Dubilier .0002 mid condenser type 670 .., 1 0
1 Dubilier .0003 mfd condenser type 670 ... 1
2 Dubilier .01 mid condensers type 670 4 0
1 Polar Preset condenser .002 mid . .. 2 -0
4 Clix 4 pin chassis valve holders (airspaced) 4 8
1-Clix 5 pin chassis valve holder (airapaced) 1 3
3 Belling Lee Terminal mounts _ _ 1 6
6 Belling Lee " It type terminals .. 1 3
6 Bellitqf Lee " Bowspring " wander plugs 9
1 " Ace ' drilled and foil covered chassis 3 0
1 Belling Lee fuse and holder 1 0
5 Cosner valves to specification .. 3 1 6

Conhecting wire, flea, screws, etc, 1 5

Kit B, including valves 110 1 0
Any component supplied separately.

Kit A, as above Specification, but without
... 46 19 6

or 12 monthly payments of 12 6
Kit B, as above Specification _ 10 1 0

or 12 monthly payments of _ 18 6
Kit C, as above Specification, with valves

and "ACE " Brand Super Cabinet '

in Walnut - ... 10 16
or 12 monthly payments of ... 1 0 0

Kit D, as above Specification; with valves
and " ACE " Brand SuPer Con-
solette Cabinet in. Walnut, fitted
with W.B.P.M.6 speaker 12 18 6

or 12 monthly payments of ... 1 4,0
PREMIER SUPER " ACCESSORIES.

Ever Ready 9 Volt G.B. Battery _ 1 0
Ever Ready 120 Volt E.T. Battery, Winner

Llssen All Wave Four complete kit with valves 5 12 6
Lissen 7 valve Superhet complete kit with valves 8 17 6
Telsen Super Six complete kit with valves ... 9 15 6
Sound Sales Class B Unit complete with

Class B valve ... 2 9 0
(Ready for use with any receiver using
2 Volt battery operated valves.)

Westinghouse A.O. Mains Superhet. Blue-
print, constructional details and prices
Post Free - 1 3

Scott -Taggart S.T.400 KIt A - ... 4 15 0
or 12 monthly payments of .

HERE'S A WAY TO SAVE MONEY- . . .
Old sets rewired and modernised.

Send full details of your present set and state approti
mate amount yon are prepared to spend and we will

give you free advice and quotations.
We stock everything connected with Radio.

Component parts-Speakers-Manufactured Receivers-
Mains Units, etc. Cash, C.O.D. and Easy Terms.

r MARCUS, OVERTON RADIO LTD.,
62, Borough High St., HopnLodon Bridge, S.E.1.

'Phone : 4431,
Please supply Cash/0.0.D./ Torras
for which I enclose B., . -

Cash /Deposit.

NAME
AppuuSS

- Pr.W. 30/9/33.
TRADE SOP-Peliti5.

"TUNING COILS."By "Photon"

ip core the practice with regard
RIOR to the introduction of the iron-

powderto
tuning coils had become standard-

ized on the basis of a single layer solenoid
winding, for the medium waveband, and,
generally speaking, bmich winding sub-
divided and accommodated in two or three
slots for the long -wave band.

Confining our attention to the medium
waveband solenoid wind-
ing, many formulas have
been given at different
times for the calculation
of inductance, but such
formulas only apply strict-
ly when the winding is well
clear of screening or other
conductor capable of
reacting on the winding
by induction. The theo-
retical basis is that the coil
is in the open, far removed
from any conducting body.
In. the case of potted coils
this condition is violated
to such an extent that the
ordinary equation or for-
mula is no longer applica-
ble.

The writer always
prefers to apply funda-
mental principles rather
than employ a cut and
dried formula, and in the
first section of this article
the subject dealt with is
the solenoid winding under
ideal conditions, that is, in
the open.

The essential, which it is

L

D = Sc rn
in Fig. 2, but for a winding

length.

and the measure of this in gilberts is 0.47g N.
If the whole of the reluctance of the mag-
netic circuit were in the core of the solenoid
all we should have to do to obtain the lines
of force per cm2 would be to divide 0.4.r N
by the length of the winding in centimetres.
But part of the reluctance of the magnetic
circuit is in the external field, and we must
measure this or assess it on some basis.
It is here that the complications of the
usual formula come in. We find some
constant has to be applied which is tabulated
and has a different value for every thaw-
teillength ratio. The writer's method avoids
ttlis, if 'a length equal to 0.45 of the coil
diameter be added to 1, the actual length
of the winding, it exactly (within 1 per cent.)
accounts for the reluctance of the external
field. So we proceed as follows :-
 We define t2 as equal to 1+0.45 D, 1 and

D being in centimetres.
Then the lines of force
per square centimetre
within the winding will
be .047r N±1.2 and total

.0

1-2

4:r
multiplie I

Fig. 1.-Diagfam illustrating the
magnetic field set up by a solenoid

winding.

by the area CDs=
4

0.1x ION EP'
so that

12

the inductance

1
I y

Fig. 2.-Showing
field accord-

- o the

ing to the " Ph

D2D
1 x 108 henries, or approximately N2

10
In microhenries-iT 2D2

The writer does not consider any formula
is properly presented to the practical man
unless accompanied by one or more
examples. In Fig. 1 we have a graphic
representation of the magnetic field set up
by a solenoid winding. Fig. 2 represents
the equivalent field according to the
" Photon " rule, namely, 1,=1±0.45 D.
Fig. 3 is a figure corresponding to Fig. 2 for

Fig. 3.-A field a winding of less relative length, and Fig. 4
c o r responding
to that shown
of less relative

necessary to calculate, is the inductance ; in
the first place we go over old ground. The
inductance of any given coil is the product of
the number of turns, and the number of lines
of force threading or interlacing same for
one ampere current flowing in the winding.
To give the inductance in henries, this must
be divided by 108, or in naicrohenries, by
102. The problem centres itself round the
calculation of the number of lines of force
in question, that is to say, the flux.

If N=the number of turns, then with
one ampere flowing N= --the ampere turns

II I =kin

Fig. 4.-Illus-
trating the field= cfn --)- for a winding

having a diameter five times its length.

shows a similar diagram for a short winding
whose diameter is five times its length.
About this point the " Photon" rule begins

(continued -on -furze- faml
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The Best LowPrieed
L.F. Transformer on

the market
BRITISH GENERAL

Beautifully made.
Superb performance.
Ratio 31-1, suitable
for single or double

stage.

416
From all dealers or
direct from the manu-

facturers :

BRITISH GENERAL MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.,
Brockley Works - - London, S.E.4

NORTHERN
NATIONAL

RADIO EXHIBITION.
Manchester, Sept. 27-Oct. 7.
STAND NO. 104. GALLERY.

1934
PICK -U P

Complete with
volume control
and connecting

leads.

20,-
Output nearly 4 volts. Average out-
put 2 volts. Base can be used in any
position. Impossible for pick-up
reed to go out of adjustment (patt.
applied for). Special ball -catch swivel
head for easy needle changing, In at-
tractive brown bakelite moulded case.
Ask your dealer for demonstration

or write us for catalogue.

COSMOCORD , CAMBRIDGE ARTERIAL RD. ENFIELD MIDDX.

MODEL No. 253. A very modern
Table Model radio cabinet with
speaker combined. Inside
measurements 24 in. long, 11 in.
high, and 11 in. deep. Ample
accommodation for H.T., L.T.,
and G.B. Batteries.
PRICES : Machined Kit of Parts,
Oak 12/6, Mahogany or Walnut
15/-. Assembled Ready to Polish,
Oak 17/6, Mahogany or Walnut
£1.0. 0. Assembled and Polished,
Oak El. 2. 6., Mahogany or Wal-
nut £1. 5.0. CARRIAGE PAID U.K

a new
modern
OSBORN
cabinet
NORTHERN NATIONAL RADIO
EXHIBITION, Manchester, Sep-
t ember 27-October 7. Stand No. 78,
Main Hall.

Solo manufacturers of the
OSBORN BAFFLE BOX, I8in.
by 18in. £1. 0. 0, 24in. by

24in. £2. 0. 0.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

CHAS. A. OSBORN (Dept. P.);
Regent Works, Arlington St., New
North Road, London, NJ. Tel.:
Clerkenwell -6(195: Showrooms:
21, Essex Rd., blIngton, N.1,

Tel.: Clerkenwell 6434.
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FROM EVERY

AMPLION MC.22
If quality is your aim then yoti will appreciate the pure
natural tone of the M.C.zz.
Equally is it sensitive to distant signals, thereby increasing
the usefulness of your receiver.
The provision of a universal transformer means that
you can fit the M.C.zz to any type of set, Power, Super -
Power, Pentode, Class " B," Q.P.P. and Push -Pull.
As an extension speaker to powerful sets it is eminently
suitable, having a power handling capacity of 5-6 watts,
undistorted output.
Finally, such a perfect all-round moving -coil speaker at
a price of 39/6 represents the finest value for money
ever offered to constructors ; and so from every point of
view your choice will undoubtedly be the Amplion M.C.2z.

FLIO
AMPLION (1931) LTD., 82-84 ROSOMAN STREET, LONDON, E.C.0

cLERKENWELL 5440-I.
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4( to men who
1-"'""'" want careers

in. RADIO

In the sign language
.of the

Rroadcasting Room.
symbol means

"Anno.uncement."

The I.C.S. Radio Courses cover every phase
of radio work, from the requirements of the
youth who wishes to make wireless engineering
his career to the man who wants to construct
and maintain a broadcasting set for his home.

The Radio industry- is progressing with
amazing rapidity. Only by knowing thoroughly
the basic principles can pace be kept with it.
Our instruction includes American broadcasting
-as well as British -wireless practice. It is a
modern education, covering every department
of the industry.

OUR COURSES
Included in the I.C.S. range are Courses

,..aling with the Installing of radio sets and,
in particular, with their Servicing, which to -day
intimately concerns every wireless dealer and
his employees. The Operating Course -is vital
to mastery of operating and transmitting.

There is also a Course for the Wireless
Salesman. This, in addition to inculcating the
art of salesnianship, provides that knowledge
which enables the salesman to hold his own
with the most technical of his customers.

We will be pleased to send you details of
any or all of these subjects. Just fill in, and
post the coupon, or write in any other way,
stating which branch of Wireless interests you
---,the information you require will be forwarded
at -once.

International Correspondence Schools, Ltd.,
Dept. 94,.International Buildings,

Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Without cost, or obligation please send me full
tuforination about the Courses I have marked X

r( COMPLETE RADIO
RADIO SERVICING

j:( RADIO EQUIPMENT
rt RADIO SERVICING AND SALESMANSHIP
11 WIRELESS ENGINEERING
1::1 WIRELESS OPERATORS

Name................ ..........

444ress _

AI)10
MBIINGS

Condenser Drives
EVEN the best Variable condenser cannot

give satisfactory service if it is not
fitted with suitable means of operation.
Tuning is so extremely sharp and critical
on short waves that the " spread " of a
station on 30 metres is only about a third
of a degree on the dial of a .0001 mfd.
condenser, so some form of reduction drive
is a practical essential. There is a good
deal of disparity, both inside the trade and
elsewhere, regarding the most suitable form
of reduction drive arid the mechanical'prin-
ciple upon which it should operate. Some
manufacturers prefer a 100 to 1 reduction,
and others favour a ratio of only 10 to 1 ;
some say a positive gear drive is essential,
and others swear by the frictional method.

I am of the personal opinion that a ratio
somewhere between the two is most pleasing
from the point of view of ease of operation.
A high ratio allows of accurate tuning, but
I find it very irksome to have to rotate the
tuning knob through fifty whole revolutions
to get from zero to 180 degrees on the
tuning dial. On the other hand, a ratio
of 10 to 1 is not quite sufficient to permit
of really accurate tuning, although it does
allow " searching " to be carried out more
rapidly. A well -made drive, giving a
reduction ratio of about 25 to 1 and having
a good-sized operating knob, seems to be
just about right. I don't think it matters
whether the operating mechanism employs
gears or friction discs. so long as it is really
well made and is entirely free from back-
lash.

The Reaction Condenser

As to the reaction condenser, the
capacity must depend entirely upon

the size of the reaction winding. Here
again opinions differ, for some designers

_prefer a small condenser and a . large
reaction winding, and vice versa. I always
prefer to use the smallest winding possible,
and this entails the use of a larger
condenser. As a general rule, I employ
about two-thirds as many turns for reaction
as for, tuning purposes, and this involves
the use of a reaction condenser having a
capacity of from .0002 mfd. to .0001. mfd.
When the reaction winding has more turns
than the tuned winding it is liable to
be tuned (by the series -connected condenser)
to the  same wavelength as the ' tuned
circuit; and this can cause all kinds of
queer effects. Not least of these is a
complete " dead spot " on the tuning dial,
over which it is quite impotsible to obtain.
reaction.

Aerial -Earth Systems
A LTHOUGH surprisingly .good short-
s 'I wave reception is often obtained
on what appears to be the worst possible
aerial, it is worth while to give close
attention to this item if maximum

efficiency is to result. When it can
be erected, a short vertical wire about

-20ft. long is best; but it should be
kept as far away from earthed objects as
the situation permits. If the normal
" broadcast " aerial must be used, a small
series condenser is essential, and the longer
the aerial the smaller should the capacity
of this be. It is often found that a short
indoor aerial gives better results than a
long outside one : such an aerial is certainly
worth a trial when the outside one is long
or has a high capacity. k

The earth lead should either be a first-
rate one, or should be discarded entirely.
Most short-wave sets will give better
results without an earth than with a poor
one, but the absence of an earth almost
invariably makes hand capacity more
troublesome. The ideal is one consisting
of a similar wire to the aerial and erected
below and parallel to the latter. This is
called a counterpoise earth, and although
it is not commonly used by amateurs for
receiving, it is  very popular with trans-
mitters. The wire should be insulated in
the same way as the aerial and
from 6 to 8ft. above the ground. A counter-
poise earth has a very low resistance, and
therefore does not add to the damping of
the tuned circuit.
New Polish Stations

POLAND,
one of the countries which did

not agree to the findings of the
LAceme Conference, is adding two more
transmitters to her wireless net. The
Poznan 2 kilowatt transmitter will be
dismantled and re -erected at Torun (Thorn)
ctrt no great distance from Dan.zig. It will
work on a common wavelength with Cracow.
in 1934, on 219.6 metres. Poznan, in com-
pensation, will be endowed with a 20 kilo-
watt station. Work is being hurried
forward, and tests may be made before the
end of this year.

Gutting Down Broadcasts
IN consequence of a " cut " in its ,revenue,

the I.N.R. responsible for radio trans-
missions from the two Brussels stations
has been compelled to curtail its pro-
grammes. In future there will be only two
broadcasts daily, namely, from midday
to 2 p.m. (week -days), or 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
(Sundays) and from 5 to 10 p.m. daily.

Alternative Channels
IT is often very difficult -to pick up

transmissions from such stations as
Belgrade and Ljubljana, and so far for
these programmes no alternative channel
has been available to the foreign listener.
In future, Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia
will exchange a series of evening entertain-
ments and in this manner the latter's best
programmes will frequently be heard
through Prague. This station is one of
the most powerful in Europe as its. 120
kilowatt broadcasts are easily receivable
on almost any evening.
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THE- SPEAKER AND OVERLOAD
(Continued from page 105)

being stated-for example, a string quartet
in which the lowest tone is approximately
sixty-six, the open C string of the 'cello ;
or if concerned only with the spoken voice,
as in public address, in which case -the lowest
tone is, in the region of 100 or 120-then in
either case it would be legitimate to talk in
watts acceptance, but only so on account
of the fact that the lowest tone is under-
stood without being expressed. If, however,
forgetting this limitation, the speaker be
called upon to receive- its declared watts
from organ music at a frequency of, say,
30 cycles, it will immediately be found
to be overloaded and the diaphragm will be
overswinging with the emission of anything
from a few unauthorized .harmonics to a
regular concatenation. Moreover, a speaker
treated in this way will sooner or later show
signs of disintegration.

The relation of the total watts supplied,
W to the watts .dissipated in the winding
TVl,- and the watts emitted acoustically,
TV2, depends upon the value of B, the num-
ber of turns in the field, and the ohmic
resistance of the winding ; these relations
will be discussed in a later article. It may
be stated here that the theoretical value of
W5 in terns of TV, which is the same as the
motional imAedance in terms of the total
impedance, is commonly in the region of
33 per cent. to 50 per cent., and this (if
the theory were complete) would represent
the mechanical efficiency of the speaker, or
otherwise express its sensitivity factor.
But authorities, generally speaking, give a
very much lower figure as based on acousti-
cal measurements. This is in part due to
the damping losses and in part due to the
" back -wash,"' i.e., the energy given out
from the back of the diaphragm ; this
latter may easily represent nearly half
of the motional impedance of the speech
coil and watts sound emission of the dia-
phragm. It is not actually lost, or not wholly
lost, in a speaker as used, but it is not
recorded in the measurements made by the
microphone in a padded room.. There is
also the question of the wattless component
or components of the working current ; it
is difficult to say how much this may
invalidate the conclusions drawn from the
elementary theory. .

FROM THE FLASHLAMP
(Continued from page 106)

to break down ; with a coil whose diameter
is eight to ten times its length, the adden-
dum to be added to the length 1 is about
10 per cent. lower, namely, .040 D.

Numerical Example :
Let N=65 turns ; N-2=4,20%
Let D=5 cm. ; D2=25.
Let 1=3 cm. ;
Then /2=3+ (0.45 X 5).

2.25=5.25.
Let L= --inductance in ith.
Then :

4,200 x 25L1-5.25
102 -200 microhenries.

The reader is invited to work out
examples and compare results with those
obtained from other published formulas.

Some formulas give the inductance in
centimetres. To those not accustomed to
absolute units, or c.g.s. units, this is mysti-
fying. All that is necessary is to remember
that 1,000 cm. go to the microhenry, or one

icrohenry=ten metres.

WIFORM RESPONSE
T EVERY FREQUENCY
SCRAP YOUR OLD TRANSFORMER

I Easy to fit. Connect as shown
I below in place. of old trans-

former and simply add an
earth connection.

TRANSCOUPIER
TRADE

Bring your set up-to-date by changing over
to a modern "Parellel-Fed" inter -coupling
unit. This change will give you improved
quality of tone and conspicuously uniform
amplification from bass to treble. The
"Transcoupler" is a universal type for use
after any valve and incorporates the
necessary wire wound resistances and
condenser in a handsome hakelite case.

Send for New 80 -page Catalogue No. 153 N.
Enclose 2d. postage.

A. F. BULGIN & CO., LTD., Abbey Road, BARKING, ESSEX.
Telephone - - - Grangezeood 3266.3267.

London Showrooms : 9.16-11, Candor Street. Chancery Lane, £.C.4.

HULLO/
- SOLD YOUR

RADIO?

(NO/
6ETTIN6
8TTER-
RfaPTIN
WISH AN

Instantly you get astonishing new clarity
of reception by connecting up the AIR-
CLIPSE in place -of your present aerial.
Selectivity is amazingly improved. The
Airclipse is not another gadget-not a con-
denser. It is an auto -inductive aerial
that filters incoming signals. It eliminates
lightning danger ; disposes of untidy wire,:
fits inside or outside the set.
A delighted user writes :-" Sensitivity
was far above what I expected from it. My
friends zre also much impressed."

PROV PAT 9)

A RC I. 1 P
AUTO -INDUCTIVE AERIA
FOR A.C.MAINS AND BATTERY YETI'

Of all dealers or direct from.

AIRCLIPSE LTD., 182, VAUXHALL BRIDGE RD.,
LONDON. F.W.1. 'Phone: Victoria 5022

" We're Flturite end Solder Allow as to eels yea -
-the reliable pair: when making tligt Sat ;

"Famous for Soldering- The iob will be  super '-
known evegywbere 1 ragracraar you'll get

See that Fluzite and Solder are always by yon
-in the house-garage--workshop--anywbery
where simple, speedy soldering is needed.

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE

FLUXITE
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
All Ironmongers sell Fluzite in tins t 4d., Bd..
1s. 4d., and Is. 8d. Ask to see the FLUXITE
POCKET SOLDERING SET-complete with
full instructions -7s. 6d. Ask also for our
leaflet on HARDENING STEEL with Fluzite.

FLU XITE, LTD.
(Dept. W.P.), ROTHERWTHE, S.E.16.

FOR ALL REPAIRS!
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SECRETS OF

cELESTION
Ig

NOSUPREMACY
ACCURATELY

`PROPORTIONED MAGNETS
he cobalt steel magnets fitted to

Celestion Speakers are accurately
proportioned. The proportions are
such that wasteful magnetic leakage
Is reduced to a minimum and the whole
,of the cobalt steel used to its fullest
`advantage. As a result, Celestion
Speakers are much more efficient=
are much more sensitive-than other
speakers fitted with far larger magnets
less accurately designed. It is such
attention to detail that puts
Celestion in the forefront of modern
loudspeaker design. The name
Ce1estion stands for high -quality
'reproduction combined with unfailing
efficiency. Celestion speakers can be
supplied to match any set or type of
output. Ask your dealer to demon-
strate,, or write for illustrated details.
PPM9 Chassis Model
PPM19 Chassis Model £2- 7-6
PPM29 Chassis Model 0-17-6
Celestion Ltd., London Road, Kingston -on -Thames.

eel
%he Very Soul o fiWusu

I: THE SUN. AND WIRELESS
(Concluded frompageSIGNALS 24,

September 23rd issue) I

FOR
good in 1917 and 1928 they will again

example, if reception conditions were

be good in 1939, and during no year
between those dates will the general level of
conditions rise as high as it does in 1917, 1928
and 1939. Conversely, there will be years
when the general level of conditions is
bad ; 1923 was the last of such, so that
we may expect bad conditions again in
1934. It must be realized that since
regular observations were only begun in
1915 the existence of this cycle cannot be
regarded as proved beyond all doubt, but
it has appeared quite regularly since 1915,
and the interesting thing about it is that
this cycle of variations follows very closely
the sunspot cycle of the, sun. Sunspots
are believed to be cyclonic whirlwinds on
the sun that show up black against its
disc, and these have the interesting property
that the number appearing in a year follows
a definite- cycle of eleven years ; if a maxi-
mum number of sports is observed in 1917,
the next maximum will appear in 1928, and
a minimum in 1923 will be repeated in'

'1934. It has been found that over the
period of time investigated the sunspot
cycle is accompanied by a parallel variation
in radio conditions on the earth, being at
their best at sunspot maxima and worst at
sunspot minima. It is believed that sun-
spots cause a great increase in the cor-
puscular radiation from the sun and hence
increase the ionization of 'the Heaviside
and Appleton layers. There is experi-
mental evidence to show that the ionizatn
at sunspot maximum is about 60 per cent.
greater than that at sunspot minimum.
The effect of such an increase in ionization
on wireless signals depends on the wave-
length: Short-wave signals will generally
be stronger because, owing to the increased
ionization, a greater part of the radiation
from a station will be returned to the
earth by the Appleton layer than is the case
at times of low ionization. At the other
end of the wireless spectrum Dr. L. W.
Austin showed that very long wave signals
also increased in strength at sunspot
maximum. Both long and short
waves therefore give louder signals at
sunspot maximum and their eleven year
period is parallel to the sunspot period.
The medium -waveband betkveen 150 and
400.metres, however, behaves in an opposite
fashiOn, 'giving loudest signals at times of
lowest ionization, i.e., at surtSpot minima.
This is because these wavelengths, known
as " critical wavelengthi," are much more
strongly absorbed in the - Heavisidet layer
thanwaves either above or below them, and
this absorption. increases with increased
electron density and therefore ionization.
Conilequentlyat time of sunspot maximum
medium -wave signals will be weak.

Reflection froni tlie Appleton tayei
In years pi sunspot minimum ionization

falls off with the result that short *ayes
are not completely refracted, a higher per-
centage escaping -from the Appleton layer
and consequently the range and signal
strength will, be reduced. Medium waves,
on the other hand, may give stronger

signals partly because attenuation is
reduced and partly because they may pass
through the lower layer, since it is much less
ionized, and be reflected at the upper layer,
with the result that the range is greater
since the height of the reflecting layer is
greater. Also it roust be remembered that
the earth acts as a not -very -efficient
reflector, so that a signal on a wavelength,
coming from the reflecting layer, may strike
the earth and be returned once more to the
layer whence the wave is again reflected
to the earth, and a signal may make several
hops of this kind, following a path such
as TABOR in Figure 1. Clearly the longer
the hop the less the attenuation, and
reflection at the Appleton -layer neces-
sarily results in a greater hop than from
the Heaviside layer ; the path TPR in
Figure 1 illustrates this point. This then
is a possible reason for improved conditions
on medium ,waves at times of -sunspot
minima and would explain the unusually
good reception from North America dming
the past winter, which is near a sunspot
minimum.

Another periodic change in conditions
has been shown to exist by Dr. G. W.
Pickard in some observations on medium -
wave broadcast stations:  In this case a cyclic
change from good to pool' conditions every
fifteen months was noticed, and it was found
that this cycle corresponded very closely
with what is called the subsidiary sunspot
cycle, a period of fifteen months during
Which sunspot numbers fluctuate from a
minimum to a, maximum, about the average
value for the year in the eleven -year cycle.
It is important to notice that during this
fifteen -month cycle the best conditions for
reception were found to coincide with sun-
spot minima. From the discussion of the
behaviour of medium waves during the
eleven -year cycle, this inverse relationship
for the fifteen -month cycle is to be expected,
since observations were made on medium-
wave stations only ; it is probable that the
reverse effect would be observed on short
and very long waves.

There is another important terrestrial
phenomenon whose variations follow a cycle
parallel to that of the sun's spottedness, and
that is what is called the earth's magnetic
activity. This refers to changes that occur
in the normally steady magnetic field,
changes which are called magnetic storms
and are detected as violent perturbations of
sensitive magnetic needles on the earth's
,'surface. They are believed to arise, from a
great increase of ionization in the upper
atmosphere, causing large electric currents
to flow which disturb the magnetic field,
but what causes the increased ionization is
not clear. The cycle of magnetic activity
is very closely parallel to that of the sun's
spots and, consequently, a magnetic storm
generally accompanies the appearance of
a sunspot, but they do not necessarily
appear together, and so it is becoming
customary now to describe magnetic storms
as arising from what are vaguely called
M -regions of the sun.
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BY THE PRACTICAL WIRELESS TECHNICAL STAFF
WEARITE A.Y.C. UNIT

Tills is a very neat component designed for
A inclusion in a powerful receiver employing
H.F. stages for the purpose of removing the troubles
caused by fading. It is, of course, an additional
requirement to the normal manual or hand -operated
volume control, but enables the output of the receiver
to he kept at a more or less constant level. It measures
approximately3in. long by 13in. wide and is just over
lin. deep. Six terminals are provided, together with
two small shorting straps. The usual circuit arrange-
ment employing a resistance, condensers and metal
rectifier (or cold valve) is used, and the unit is connected

The Wearite AY.C. Unit.

in the anode circuit of the detector valve. Naturally,
best results are obtained when two good H.F. stages
are fitted, and under correct operating conditions a
'distant station may be received with a constant volume
level irrespective of any fading troubles. The price is
10s. 6d., and the makers are Messrs. Wright and Weaire,
Ltd.

MILLGATE H.T. BATTERY
THE principal feature of the Millgate battery is the

inclusion of a fuse in the actual battery. The
normal negative socket is connected, therefore, to the
first cell of the battery via a screwed socket into which
fits a neat fuse, rated in the model supplied for test at
150 m/A. There is no necessity, therefore, to use special
battery cords, or to include a fuse in the receiver, as
the entire circuit is safeguarded at the source. The
battery supplied for test was rated at 60 volts, and
when received the measured voltage was slightly
in excess of this value. A shelf -life test was arranged,
and the battery was stood by, without any precautions
for protection; etc., for three months'. At the
end of this period the voltage was again measured
and found to be just over 59 volts. In view of the fact
that the position chosen for storage received quite a
large proportion of Airect sunlight during the period
this is very good indeed. A discharge test was
then arranged and the battery was short-circuited
for a few minutes. The results of all our tests confirm
that this is a splendid battery for normal use, and will
be found to give adequate service and protection. The
fuse is, of course, replaceable.

GRAHAM-FARISH "PIP " TRANSFORMER
THIS is probably one of the smallest L.F. trans-

formers we have received for test, although as is
usual with modern wireless components, the size
gives no indication of performance. In spite of its size
this transformer employs quite substantial windings,
the D.C. resistance of the primary being of the order
of 500 ohms. Two ratios are obtainable, 3 to 1 and
5 to 1, and the instrument was tested in a simple two
valver in order to obtain some idea of its quality -giving
properties. We were agreeably surprised at the overall
response, which seemed to extend much farther into
the lower region than one would expect from such
a component. In a three-valver, two of these
transformers were used without ill-effects, and for
all normal requirements, where expense is a con-
sideration we have no hesitation in recommending
the use of this component. The price is 6s. 6d.,
and the makers Graham Farish, Ltd.
FORBAT DOUBLE CHOKE
THERE are a number of circuits where it is de-

sirable to employ a smoothing choke having
two separate windings wound over one core. Some
types of Universal circuit, for instance, work better
with one choke in each mains lead, a common iron
core being included in both chokes. A neat compo-
nent of this type has been received from Eugen Forbat,
and employs a core fin. thick, with the two windings
arranged on a former which is provided with a central

distance piece. The ends of the windings arc brought
out to four terminals mounted on a paxolin strip and
they arc numbered from 1 to 4. The resistance of each
choke is approximately 500 ohms, and the inductance
of each choke is sufficiently large to provide adequate
smoothing at quite high currents. The price is 12s. 6d.

B.R.G. MINOR BINOCULAR CHOKE
AVERY neat and compact H.P. choke of the

binocular type is manufactured by the British
Radiogram Company, and costs 3s. 6d. Two small
ebonite pillars are grooved to accommodate the
windings which are carried out in enamel covered wire,
and terminals are fitted to the tops of the pillars for
connection. A small base of rectangular shape is
provided and the component is mounted on the base-
board with two. wood -screws. The D.C. resistance of
the choke is only 150 ohms, so that it may be safely
included in the anode circuit of a; detector valve which
is used alternatively as an L.F_ valve with a gramo-
phone pick-up, without undue voltage drop taking
place. A larger type of choke is also obtainable
and bears the name Major, at a cost of 4s. ext. It is
built up on similar lines but has a much larger winding
and slightly greater D.C. resistance.

EELEX MODULATED OSCILLATOR
ALTHOUGH primarily designed for testing

purposes, this ingenious oscillator, an illustration
of which appears below, will be found a most useful
piece of apparatus for the amateur. It consists, as
may be seen, of a neat case very much resembling a
portable gramophone. A good clockwork motor
and a pick-up of sound design is fitted, and beneath the
motor -board is arranged the necessary electrical
equipment. This consists of a single valve unit, coils,
etc., arranged to provide a modulated circuit. The
normal method of using the outfit is to connect a 60 -volt
H.T. battery and a 2 -volt accumulator to the requisite
leads and place a gramophone record on the turntable.
WheiP;-...qitched on the unit radiates the music with
quite a good strength over a fair distance. If, therefore,
the tuning scale on the oscillator is adjusted, say, to
250 metres, when the tuning dial of a receiver situated
near to it is also adjusted to 250 metres, the music from
the oscillator will be picked up by- the receiver and
reproduced from the loud -speaker. It thus offers a
novel method of utilizing the radio -gramophone
feature, without the necessity of building a large
radiogram cabinet, and has the added advantage that
needle scratch, etc., is removed in the oscillator.
Furthermore, fQr test purposes, the oscillator may be
adjusted to any frequency over the normal broadcast
band, and the receiver under test then tuned to the
same frequency in order to pick up the radiated oscilla-
tions. It is not necessary, therefore, to wait for a
transmission in older to test some particular receiver.
It is alto-
gether a
most valua-
ble piece of
apparatus.
With valve
complete
the cost is
£215s., and
a De Luxe
model is
available in
oak cabinet
for £6 15s.
The makersare J. J.
Eastick .and
Sons.

Eelex Modulated Oscillator

EASY TERMS
The very latest Radio sets, loudspeakers
and kits supplied on the lowest monthly
terms. Strict privacy, Prompt delivery.

AB carriage paid. Price list free.

New BLUE SPOT 99 PM UNIT with transformer.
I (The finest perm. magnet unit available.) Cash

price 59/0, or 5/.. with order and 11 monthly pay-
ments of If 6.

MIILITPONE CLASS "B CONVERTER with
mire ready for plugging -in to any set. Cast)
price 51/6, or 5/s. with order and 10 monthly pay-

ments of 5/2.
FERRANTI CLASS "B " SPEAKER AMPLIFIER
moving -coil ma with valve. Cash price 44- 4- 0.
or 5/- with order and 11 monthly payruchts of 7/8.

New LISSEN SKYSCRAPER Cook With
ALL -WAVE -4 KIT with price order
valves 112/6 10/ -

As above, but with Cabinet.. 128/- 11/6

New BLUE SPOT f'fi PM
silt transformer .. 32/6 5/- d of 5/ -

New W.B. MICROLODE
PM4A UNIT with trans-
former and special match-
ing switch ..  

New ATLAS MODEL CA25
H.T, ELIMINATOR, output

421- 5/1

59/6 8/ -

RADIOPHONE R A DI OPAK
1-R.1'. Band-pass stage .. 60/- 5/6

Interesting descriptive lcaflel of any c f :kc
above free. To avoid delay viii cssteu:2r:

kindly send first payment mil: order ?

Estd.
'Phone :

T H E National 1.M.

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY
COMPANY- .

11.0AT LANENOBLE STREFFLONDON,E.C.2'

alonfhlp
pok-i,K1111

11 of 10/3
11 of 11/9

11

s..1 Ill

5/43

4
4
4

4

4
4

56 4
4

BATTERY CHARGING
Why incur all the trouble, expense and waste
of time incurred by taking your accumulator
to a service station to be recharged ?
Simply connect a Heayberd Home Charger
to the mains and to your accumulator
which, in a very short time, is working at
full efficiency again. It's cheaper and
better this way and your L.T. battery lasts
much longer,

MODEL A0.2 Battery Charger.
Charges 2, 4 or 6v. at 1 amp.
MODEL AO.3 Battery Charger.
Charges 2, 6 or 12v. at I amp.

35/.
42/6

Cut out this advert. and send with 3d. stamps for
36pp. Handbook, packed with hints and diagrams.

(Stand 39-Manchester Radio Show)

F. C. HEAYBERD & CO.
10, FINSBURY STREET, LONDON, E.C.2.

One minute from Moorgate Station.
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IT was with profound interest that we.
recently took the opportunity of exam-
ining what must surely be the widest

range of moving -coil speakers made by any
British manufacturer. These speakers are
made by the well-known firm of- Messrs.
Epoch Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Exmouth

One of the larger Epoch P.M. moving -coil
speakers, the type "A2 P.M."

Street, London, and vary in type from a
"Super -Dwarf " permanent magnet model
with 5 -ratio transformer and selling at the
attractive price of 23s. 6d. to the large
",Super Cinema " model of the mains
energized pattern listed at £14 10s. for
D.C., or £17 10s. for A.C. The smallest
speaker is of particular interest at the
present time, due to the immense amount
of interest which is being shown in minia-
ture receivers for both car and domestic use.
It has a diaphragm of only 5in. diameter
and yet is well able-to handle as much as
two watts of signal output. Additionally,
it is extremely sensitive for this type of
instrument and will work perfectly on an
input so low as one -quarter of a watt. An
extremely interesting modification of the
" Super -Dwarf " is a dual pair of accurately
matched speakers mounted together on a
small baffle board. This pair gives almost
perfect, response to the complete range of
musical frequencies, and at the price of
£2 7s. represents almost unprecedented
value.
Excellent Magnet System

Other popular speakers in the Epoch
range include the Twentieth Century "
pernianent magnet model at £1 15s., the

Eleven -Inch Super " at £2 5s., the
" Type A2 P.M. " at £3 3s., the " Super

= A MOST INTERESTING RANGE

OF LOUD -SPEAKERS
pOlot 1011141.111m.loart.Mili.I.I10(14=1..mml)iI101110041114141001X

Junior " at £1 10s.- the " B.5 P.M." at
£4 . 4s., and the "Type' D.2.S.P.M." at
£4 1 ls. 6d. All -the latter are of the
permanent magnet type and are fitted
with excellent 9 per cent. cobalt steel
magnets which make them equal to the very
best value in the trade. All can be.
obtained with a special multi -ratio output
transformer by means of which they can
be correctbe matched' to any power 'or
pentode valve, or with a well -designed
Class B transformer ; the price is just the
same, in either- case.

Energized Types
Messrs. Epoch, although they were the

pioneers of permanent magnet moving -
coil speakers and produced the, first efficient
instrument of this kind in Great Britain
(some eight or nine years ago, by the way),
also produce an extensive range of energized
moving coils in patterns which can do

A new speaker of the "midget"type, the
" Super -Dwarf."

justice to signal outputs up to 25 watts.
The energized models are, of course, of
chief value for public address and audi-
torium work, but they are also of/particular
interest to the amateur who requires a
large output of really perfect quality. All
of them can be obtained for either D.C. or
A.C. operation or for usa with an accumu-
lator as field energizer.
A Combination Class "B" Speaker

A really ingenious and beautifully
turned out instrument which Messrs. Epoch

A very neat combination P.M. speaker and
Class B amplifier made by Messrs. Epoch.

have introduced quite recently is the
" Class B Combination Speaker." As the
name implies, this is a combined permanent
magnet speaker and most efficient Class B
amplifier; The complete unit is extremely
compact and of excellent appearance.

It would, of course, be quite impossible.
to give anything like full details of each
type of Epoch speaker which is available,
but the above notes will show very clearly
that there is without question a type for
every conceivable purpose and at a price
which bears no comparison with the
obviously high quality and well -made
instruments.

The names and prices mentioned above
refer tei the actual units which can be fitted
into any cabinet which- might be to hand,
but it is also interesting to note that any

,one can be supplied in a cabinet designed on
the best acoustic principles and made from
selected -timber, beautifully polished.

Matched Pairs for Perfect Reproduction
A further advantage in these days

when perfect reproduction is more nearly
possible than ever before is that nearly all
the smaller speakers can be purchased in
matched and balanced . pairs. The two
units are so chosen that between them they
give a practically"uniform response to notes
of all frequencies from the lowest to the
highest. In view of their low prices these
dual speakers should find a very wide
application in conjunction with modern
efficient receivers.

We can only conclude by saying that any
reader who is considering the purchase of a
new speaker should at least examine the
Epoch range before making a final choice.

SOME weeks. agO I referred to the better
earthing properties some soils had

over others as regards wireless communica-
tion, and I mentioned the work that was
being-done by the National Physical.
Laboratory in this connection. You will
probably remember that the conclusion
was reached that soils consisting of the
most part of clay made better " earths
than those whose chief constituent was
sand, or similar material. On January
19th a paper was read ,before the Royal
Society by Dr. R. L. Smith -Rose of the
N.P.L., in which he described some in-
vestigations on the electrical properties of
soil which have been carried out at the
Laboratory on behalf of the Radio Research
Board of the Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research. The experiments
consisted of the measuring of the electrical
resistance of samples of soil from different
localities under conditions met with in'

Ii THE IMPORTANCE OF A
GOOD EARTH i
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radio communication. The results of the
experiments showed that while dry soil
is a' poor conductor, the conducting power
is increased Eby more than one thousand
times when water is added to bring its
moisture content up to the value commonly,
met with in garden soil. The soil that was
taken from different sites was studied and
it was shown that its properties varied to
a considerable extent, and it is obvious that
a knowledge of these properties is im-
portant in connection with the location of
a wireless transmitting station. At the same
time most broadcast listeners are familiar
with the function which the earth connec-
tion plays in reception. Unless the receiver
is of the portable type, it is essential that

the earth connection should have a low
electrical resistance. The earth plays
another and more important part, however,
in wireless communication, particularly in
the distribution of broadcasting pro-
grammes, for at moderate distances of
up to 50 or 100 miles the waves from the
transmitting station travel along the
earth's surface, and some of their energy
is lost in setting up electrical currents
which have to, overcome the resistance of
the earth. If the earth is a good conductor
this energy loss is reduced to a minimum
and thus the field strength of the waves is
maintained to a considerable distance,
and good reception results. If the ground is
a poor conductor the waves. lose stheir
energy rapidly and poor or indifferent
reception is obtained. It is because the sea.
is a good conductor that signals received over
an all -sea path are much stronger that those
received under similar conditions over luul.
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All letters must be
accompanied by the
name and address
of the sender (not

necessarily for
publication).

TIC L LETTERS fR
4lEADERS

The Editor does not necessarily agree with opinions expressed by his correspondents.

The "iSelectone Three "
Sta,-I have built the " Selectone "

from the particulars published in PRACTICAL
WIRELESS and have had it in operation
for some months. It is a first class job and

am very satisfied with the set ; a few of
- my friends who have heard it were greatly

impressed with its performance. Many
thanks to Mr. Preston and the rest of

-your technical staff. -A. J. OicioNs (Old-
bury).
A Barnsley Reader's Thanks

SIR, -I thank you very much for the
Wireless Encyclopaedia just received. I
consider the book one of the most interest-
ing and helpful that I have ever read, and
it compares with books far more expensive.

had your paper recommended to me
about three months ago; and have enjoyed
reading each number ever since, many of
Your articles being a great help to amateurs
like myself wishing to improve their
knowledge of wireless. Wishing your paper
every success. -G. F. EASTWOOD (Barnsley).

Birthday Congratulations
SIR, -May I take this opportunity to

congratulate you and your staff on the
completion of your first year's work with
PRACTICAL WIRELESS.

The production is worthy of all praise
and a credit to the House of Newnes.-
H. H. THOMSON (Glasgow).

From a Barmouth Reader
SIR, I received " The Wireless Construc-

tor's Encyclopclia " safely, for which
please accept my sincerest thanks. Mr.
F. J. Camm is certainly to be congratulated
for compiling this excellent work, which
has already cleared the air that surrounded
many obscure problems. He 'has also
afforded the beginner a good chance of
getting a sound working knowledge of
wireless by providing him with ample
scope for experimenting, and also with
plenty of diagrams and illustrations to
assist him in making his own components-
R. W. HUGHES (Barmouth). -

" Readers' Service "
duly received your answer to my

inquiry, and have carefully noted all your
,remarks. Since sending my inquiry re
modifications to the original Selectone 3 "
I have noted the resemblance of the '` Auto-

B Three " to my suggested conversion to
Ferrocart tuning, so your recommendation
to that circuit has already been considered.
I would like here to state my appreciation
of the detailed study of my diagram which
has obviously been taken, to say nothing
of 'your very helpful notes on the circuit
values, etc. You can be assured that the
trouble you have taken over what must

be, after all, a hackneyed and unsatisfying
type of query is much appreciated, and
cannot help being a real recommendation
in any discussion on wireless matters with
wireless " fans." I shall make it my
business to mention it at our works. -
C. J. CROSS (Bristol).

A Really Wonderful Volume,
Sut,-I have just received my copy of

the Wireless Constructors' Encyclopaedia"
and wish to express my thanks. It is a
really wonderful volume. With best wishes
for the future of PRACTICAL WIRELESS. -
R. V. LISTER (Heworth).

A Storehouse of Information
have received my copy of the

" Wireless Encyclopaedia " all right, for
which many thanks. It is indeed a store-
house of information. I might add that
Wednesday has become quite an important
day for me, as I eagerly await my copy of
PRACTICAL WIRELESS. Again thanking
you. -J. LA.WSON (Walton).

CUT THIS OUT EACH WEEK

DO YOU KNOW?
-THAT valves are obtainable which operate

i with the full mains voltage (200 to 250 volts)
on the heaters.
-THAT special short-wave systems are being
experimented with in which no present-day
practices are carried out.
-THAT as a result of research (on the above
lines, some novel medical uses have been found
for the short-wave radiations.
-THAT great care should be exercised when
using headphones on a mains -operated receiver.
-THAT the reactance of a condenser varies
with the frequency.
-THAT an H.F. decoupling condenser should
be chosen with the above tact in mind.
-THAT tone control devices only operate on
frequencies which are present -in other words
you cannot put anything back which has
already been lost.
-THAT peak values must always be considered
when deciding upon the rating of a condenser.
-THAT a separate additional tapping may be
fitted to an eliminator by means of a pair of
resistances and a condenser Joined across an
existing tapping point.

NOTICE.
The Editor will be pleased to consider articles of a

practical nature suitable for publication in PRACTICAL
WMELESS. Such articles should be written on one side
of the paper- only, and should contain the name and
address of the sender. Whilst the Editor does not hold
himself responsible for manuscripts, every effort will be
made to return them if a stamped addressed envelope
is enclosed. All correspondence intended for the Editor
should be addressed : The Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELESS,
Geo. Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand,
TV.C.2.

Owing to the rapid progress in, the design of wireless
apparatus and to our efforts to keep. our readers in touch
with the latest developments, we' give no warranty that
apparatus described in our columns is not the subject of
letters -patent.
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PEARL & PEARL

RADIO BARGAINS
The famous Synclu:o Blue Gram°. Motor suitable
for all A.C. 50 cycle mains, low current con-
sumption, no interference with radio sets. Special
purchase. List price 39/6. Hire-purchase terms
for " Practical Wireless " readers 12/- doWn,

No references required.
6 monthly payments of 2/6. Cash 25/-

! ! 4 ONLY ! !
1933 14 guinea model D.C. Tccalernit 3 -valve
all -electric receiver. 2 S.G. Valves and Pentode
outputs, moving -coil speaker. beauti walnut
cabinet, tuning dial marked with pgful 19 6
stations. Special price to clear ".'
K.B. Battery at Pup" includes speaker, valves.
and batteries. Attractive cabinet, automatic

speaker. List price i4/10/0 Z2.3 .6grid bias and sockets for extra

The well-known Lincoln Stewart dual range
shielded coils 200-550 metres. 800, 2112,100 metres. List price, 6/6

Limited number Daptacon pic.c-ups and tone -arms,
specially designed to prevent wear and 611eliminate scratch, reduced pri:e

Famous Lincoln Stewart Permanent Magnet
Moving Coil. Speakers. Special 16/11purchase. List price 47/6.

Limited number of Telsen Major Speaker chassis.
This is a super bargain and is available 3 3
while stock lasts. Usually 10/6

All'goods sent cash!or C.O.D. Carriage paid

PEARL & PEARL
190, Bishopsgate, E.C.2

ELECTRADIX MICROPHONES
If- Units as Illus.

11- V6"117
topnr

.unti."'.111,..1g
1/. or I/6 poet tree with 21u. mica
diaphragm 1-300in. thick. Volume ,-.,n.
trots. Panel or base 6d. Home Radio
No. 11 Mike, 2)In. brims case pendant.
7/8. Ring pedestal desk !tike 1816.
Marconi Hand Mike, 15/-, Levi ire Desk
Mike, 65/-, Pub. Address AMPLIOTI. 15.
Brown*. 560 model, DE. West. Elect..
g14. Microphone Carbon Crannies. In

glass capsule, enough for tour buttons.
Grade No. 1, lid. ; No. I, Medium. 1/- :
No. 3, Floe, 1/6 : Carbon. sand tact -
blocks. 3d. Mouthpieces, corsest or
straight, 10d. Carbon sllapbramo,

5-Lm/m, dd. Panel brackets, pivoted, 5/-. Reed Receiver i la
,tor Amplifier making. 3/-. High -ratio 180.1 Arupitiohr Tram-
hirmers for all makes, 3/B, 5/0, and 7/6.

TRU-VIEW CAMERASCOPES, BROWNS.
double lens, toiding, 2/- Telescopes,cuoka
monocular irlsni R.F. ulth Smile distance
s.ale 71Ln. long. weight 311be 17/11. Naval
Gnu -Sighting TelesCOPee. Internal locus ring.
21in. long, 'ffn. d1 weight ram, magnifica.
tion 8, for short , r1 long raring. cost t23.

Sale, 17/8. Navy Spelling Telescopes, 17 n. x 'fibs- 35/. Pre.mro
Gauges, 1:e0lli , 2/5. Relit- Movements, 5/, E.A.F. Webb
Movement, 118.
The BAITER? SUPERSEDER
makes H.T. trona your L.T. 2 -volt
battery reclined and smoothed.
Gives 3 tappings and lasts in-
definitely. A boon to tinge who
are not, on tbo mains. Reduced
from 13 16s. New and 37/6
Guaranteed

LESDIE CHARGERS
We have 23 models to offer and build special
types ` to special requiretuents. Three
popular sizes are the ACIO0A for 30 cells at
110 Bs. ; the AC106 ter 408 consist En 10s.,
and the Leads. Super Six for 200 cella at
*32 7s. ed. Ask for Charger Leaflet,

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218, UPPER THAMES STREET, LONE

PATENTS & TRAD
KIND'S PATENT AGENCY, LTD.,

Street-, 5.0.4, otter " Advl
Consultations tree. 47 years' re
or 'phone (Central 0682). 13
C.I.M.E., Ilea, Patent Agent, 0,

4
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COSTS NO MORE TEAS ENE HT, nkrtroi
Banishes the continual expense of buying MT, .

batteries, abolishes hum and background disturbancex
creates crystal clarity of Tone and AraaMuggiagnitude

FULL* (IVREA/4%1'ED.
D.C. Model for 2-3 valve sets 20 raja output I30v.,
17/6, post free.
ILLST'D Fold-
er of D.C. &
A.C. Models
FREE. Tradesupplied.
WATKINS,
BROS. & CO.,
542, Mints -
land Road,
London, E,8.

O.C.MOOED

17%

"- FIT THIS
ELECTRIC
(LOCK
TO YOUR ,071
No MAINS NEEDED

We FOR SETTINCIANOs TO L KEEPS CORRECT TINE I
u-Seletta Nes BAIT NO WINDING!

Works off small battery 'lasting 12 months, or can
be plugged into G.B. battery without affecting recep-
tion. Uses practically no current. Fits into hole
3tin. dia. in any panel up to thick. Easy to
ilx-no screws required. Only
aing from front f panel to back
of case. Swiss moovement. Hands
set from front. Nickel plated
bezel. 'Useful addition to any
set.
RIVERSIDE MFG. Co., Ltd.,

-Dept. 21, Crisp Road, COMPLETE WITH BATTERY
Hammersmith, W.6.

Telephone : Riverside 6392, POSTAGE 6 D
Catalogues describing

SERADEX RESISTANCES
'will be sent on receipt of completed
form --
To TREVOR -PEPPER, 575d Moseley Rd.,

Birmingham, 11
Please place the following on your regular

mailing list.

Nime.

Address.   . 

Pr.W.3 09-33

Write for Illustrated
Catalogue of

Radio -Gramo-
phone Cabinets
of exclusive modem
design, made by
craftsmen in highly
figured Oak, Walnut.
or Mahogany, post
free. Cabinets made
to order a speciality.
Maker under licence

of the
HOWE BOX

.BAFFLE
Recomnaended by
the B.B.O. Full
details on request.

GILBERT
Cabinet Maker.

SWINDON. Estimatesfree. Est.1866.

HOW TO HALVE YOUR ILT. BILL
Many thousaitils of listeners in all pavts of the polio*
try have banished the bugbear of postI H.T. by
-,, !installing the wouttegful Sac

I
eclanche

Wet H.T., the permanent, battery t at lasts
Lor years. The Sac eclanthe Battery

consists of a number of higls.capacity cells
in neat glass containers. The cells ate self -
regenerative and any slight current drop is
made up When not in use. Popular Battery,
120 volts, No. 3 cell, 12,500 milliamps. Price,
complete with chemical, etc., £2, cartilage
paid, Send for full particulars. All spares
for Standard Batteries supplied.
THE WET H.T. BATTERY CO., 26 Lisle St.,
London, W.C2. 'Phone : Gerrard 6121

CONVERTING THE PREMIER SUPER
(Continual lionrkge 80)

spring goes to the grid' condenser, that in
contact with the sbortestspring is joined to
the, pick-up terniin' al, and the third goes to
the grid terminal on the detector valve -
holder: It will thus be seen that the switch
must be pushed in for " gram." and pulled
out for " radio."

A More Convenient Position for the R. -G,
Switch

For those who wish to use the gramo-
phone side of the equipment fairly often, it
will seem a little inconvenient to have to
operate the switch through the back of the
cabinet, but the particular position was
chosen from the point of view of efficiency.
At the same time, the switch nail be nib -tinted

The Premier Super fitted into the handsome
and reasonably priced Peto-Scott Adaptagram

Cabinet.

in a more accessible position on the Motor
board if care is taken to keep the connections
to it as short and direet as poSsible. The
leads' should also be screened 'by fitting
lengths -of " Goltone " screening braid over
them. The braid should, of course, be earth
coin iected meani4 of lengths of thin wire
bound Kama them tightly and joined to the
Most convenient earthing Point-the ter-
niinal on top of one of the coil screens.

Gramophone reproduction is particularly
good and ample Voluble is obtainable. A
wide control of volume is possible by means
of the knob fitted to the pick-up, however,
and this enables the sound intensity to be
reduced to a mere whisper if desired.

You will find the " Premier Super," in
either " radio or " radio -gram." form, a
Particularly economical and likeable in-
strument.

RADIO CLUBS
AND SOCIETIES
Club Reports should not exceed 200 words in length
and should be received First Post each Monday
scorning for publication in the following week's issue.

THE CROYDON RADIO SOCIETY
The Society has not been idle during the summer.

as informal meetings have taken place whereat plans
for the ensuing season have been diseuSsed. Indeed,
the Society's tireless chairman, Mr. F. Nightingale,
gave his \comnaittee no rest until his forceful views '
were ventilated. As a result, pro,grammes are nearly
complete, The Session starts on Tuesday, October 3rd,
1933, with a lecture-demonstraIion by the President,
Mr. H. R. Rivers -Moore, B.Sc., on his unique amplifier.
Mystery is attached to it, as three hefty members will
be needed to carry it to the Society's transport vehicle
en route to headquarters. Also, it will guide the
destinies of four giant loud -speakers I Other events
will be a monthly night organized 14 the short-wave
section, and, of course, the Society'S loud -speaker
and gramophone pick-up nights appear in the syllabus
with menabers' detnondtrations Meetings.

Better accommodation is obtained in the new head-
quarters ht St. Peter's Hall, Ledbury Road, South
Croydon. Meetings will be held weekly on Tuesdays.
and PRACTICAL WIRELESS readers are welcome, to
whom a fixture card will gladly be sent by the Hon.
Secretary, E. L. Cumbers, Maycourt, Campdeu Road,
South Croydon.

INTERNATIONAL SHORT WAVE CLUB, LONDON
One of the biggest attractions ever arranged by the

London Chapter was given before a great gathering
of short-wave listeners at the R.A.C,S. Hall, Wands-
worth Road, S.W.8, on Friday, September 15th, when
Mr. P. H. Spagnoletti, B.A., gave a lecture on the
British Empire Broadcasting Station transmitters at
Daventry. Mr. Spagnoletti was the engineer in
charge of the installation of these transmitters and
his lecture was illustrated by slides. His lecture dealt
with every aspect of the transmitters, the lay -out- of
the station, and the aerials, etc. He preceded this
lecture with a short talk on the propagation of short
waves, a subject which always arolises keen interest
at these meetings. The evening closed with an
exhibition of over fifty photographs of the Empire
Station at Daventry.-A. E. Bear, Secretary, 10,
St. Mary's Place, ,Rotherhithe, London, S.E.16.

BURTON-UPON-TRENT'AMATEUR RADIO
SOCIETY
The above Society opened its winter season on

Tuesday, August 5th, at the Wheatsheaf Hotel, Station
Street, :when Mr. F. Youle, B.Sc., gave a lecture on
catkin valves, illustrated by lantern slides. In view
of the fact that this was the first meeting of the season,
the Society was honoured by the presents in the chair
of its President, Councillor W. Hutson, J.P., Mayor
of Burton. Mr, Tonle outlined the various advantages
of the catkin valve. over the more familiar glass valve ;
these Included mechanical strength, freedom from
microphony due to double -ended suspension -of elec-
trodes, cooler running owing to circulation of air round
the- anode, and finally, uniformity of characteristics
due to rigid construction. At the conclusion of the
lecture- various points were rafted by members, and
they were answered in a very lucid manner by Mr.
Youle. The Society holds its meetings on the first
and third Tuesdays of the month at the hbeive address,
and a cordial welcome Is extended to anyone who cares
to come along. .Particulars of 4nembership, and
fixture lists for the season can be obtained on appli-
cation to the Hon. See., W. 'A. Mead (G5YY), 189,
Burton Road, Burton -on -Trent.

SLADE RADIO
A lecture on " Catkins, etc.," was given by Mr. F.

Youle, B.Sc., at the meeting held last week. After
giving details of the various steps In the assembly of
the catkin he Went on to describe the virtues and the
many points of interest. This portion of the lecture
was illustrated by a series of slides, which included an
X-ray photo of a catkin and also the transmitting
valve from which the former was developed. Details
were then given of the new B21 and L21 valves, also
the general working of Class B valves was explained
in detail. The lecture proved to be one of considerable
interest and was thoroughly enjoyed by those present.
Details of the Society and its activities may be obtained
on request from the Hon. Sec., 110, Ifillarles Road,
Gravelly Hill, Birmingham.
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SPECIAL NOTE
We wish to draw the reader's attention to the
fact that the Queries Service is intended only
for the solution of problems or difficulties Ii arising from the construction of receivers
described in our pages,from articles appearing

I in our pages, or on general wireless matters.
We regret that we cannot, for obvious reasons- I

0 (1) Supply circuit diagrams of complete
multi -valve receivers.

1(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of
receivers described in our contem-
poraries.

(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to I
1 (4) Answer queries over the telephone. I

commercial receivers.

I Please note also, that all sketches and drawings
which are sent to us should bear the name I

0 and address of the sender.
AMIII.M.,1411/0.0.M.0.01.11.=.11.1=1.14=111.11011411ENJ011.111.14.1k

REPLACING OLD VALVES
" As a result of my visit to the recent Exhibition I

have decided to replace all my old four -year -old valves
with the latest ones, and I was told on one of the valve
stands that this could be done with practically any set
without any trouble and with a big increase in efficiency.
Before I risk the outlay I should like you to confirm
that I may do this without any risks, and to let me know
whether you advise the change."-Y. S. (Glasgow).

It is certainly true that the majority of receivers
may be vastly improved by replacing the old valves
with those of more recent design, but in some cases
instability will undoubtedly result, due to the inefficient
wiring or layout of the receiver. If, for instance,
your set employs an H.F. stage, it would be advisable
to examine this carefully and make certain that no
screening or alteration of the wiring is necessary. The
detector and L.F. valves are, in most cases, free from
trouble, except in so far as decoupling is concerned.
You must remember that the modern valve is much
more efficient than the older pattern and this may
lead to instability. Each case must, therefore, be
judged on its merit, but it should not be difficult to
stabilise a receiver if it is found that the new valves
introduce any troubles.
CALCULATING RESISTANCE VALUES

" Although I know that you will tell me that Ohm's
law will help me, I should like you to show me how to
use it in the calculation of the decoupling resistances for
my set. I wish to fit the resistances in the anode leads,
and I see that they are obtainable in 1 watt, 2 watt, and
so on. I am not sure, either, how to find the exact
value, and should be glad if you could explain it simply
to me."-W. D. (Willesden, N.W.).

We will assume that the detector valve in a mains
receiver needs decoupling. The H.T.line will no doubt
be of the order of 250 volts, and the detector will pass a
normal current of, say, 1 milliamp. The normal
H.T. is given as 150 volts. We, therefore, have 100
volts excess voltage, which must be dropped through
the decoupling resistance, and accordingly the value of
this resistance is found from the formula

'
It=-I which

is 100 divided by .001. This gives us' 10,000 ohms
The wattage is obtained from the formula W.12 x R.
which gives us .001 x .001 x 10,000, or in other words
.1 watts. From these figurgs we have therefore found
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LET OUR TECHNICAL STAFF SOLVE
YOUR PROBLEMS

the name and address of the sender. Send
your queries to the Editor, PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, Ceo. Newnes, Ltd., 8-11,
Southampton St.. Strand, London, W.C.2.

that we require a 10,000 ohms resistance which may
be of the 1 watt type. The same method of calcula-
tion applies, of course, to, biasing resistances, etc.
HOME-MADE TUNING COR.

" As I am making a neat dual -range tuning coil I
should like to have your opinions regarding the various
methods of aerial coupling which I can include in the
circuit. I do not know which to choose between an
ordinary tapping on the coil, or a loose coupled aerial
coil. Which is most suitable for modern conditions ? "
-L. F. (Holloway).

If you intend to tap the aerial into the coil you must
remember that this tapping will be at the top end of
the coil when you switch over to long waves, and this
will result in decreased selectivity. On the other
hand, a separate aerial coil will enable you to wind a
value of inductance which will give best results from
the selectivity point of view on both bands. In the
first case, a separate tapping will have to lie made in
the long -wave winding, and this will mean that the
switching device will have to be arranged to transfer
the aerial lead from the medium to the long -wave coil,.
and in the second case you will have to use a double
switch so that the long -wave aerial coil may be short-
circuited, as well as the grid coil, when listening on the
medium waves. As regards the actual merits of the
two systems, the tapped coil may prove as good as
the separate coil if the tapping is niade at the correct
position, and a little experiment should enable you to
decide this point to suit your own local conditions.
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CORRESPONDENCE COURSE WANTED
" I have sent you my six months subscription and

hope you will continue on the good lines already started.
Will you please let me know whether there are any
institutions which deal in correspondence courses for
wireless. I wish to get a diploma or a certificate, as I
am in the electrical line and have got a good elementary
knowledge, and would like to proceed for advancement."
-V. P. K. (Aurangabad, Dn., India).

We would advise you to communicate with either
of the following : International Correspondence Schools,
Ltd., Dept. 94, International Buildings, Kingsway,
London, W.C.2, or British Institute of Engineering
Technology, 396, Shakespeare House, 29/31, Oxford.
Street, London, W.

...1.4.1.11 .indto
every query.

, Thepage couponustbe

attachedo
n this

If a postal reply is
desired, a stamped ad-
dressed envelope must
be enclosed. Every
query and drawing
which is sent must bear

DEAF AID
" I am in the unfortunate position of being fairly

deaf, and I find it a trifle difficult at meal times to hear
the conversations which go on around me. 1 can
hear the wireless quite well, as we have a fairly good
set, but I should like to know whether I can make up a
suitable apparatus to help me to Join in the table con-
versations and other normal domestic discussions.
am handy with tools, and have made one or two sets
quite successfully. What can you advise? " -
V. B. N. E. (narrow).

One of the simplest devices would be to purchase
one of the new home microphones, and connect this to
the pick-up terminals of your wireless set. The micro-
phone could be stood on the table and the volume
adjusted to produce good signals from the loud-
speaker, or, alternatively, a pair of headphones could
be fitted in a suitable part of the circuit and worn by
you to avoid inconveniencing others by the magnified
conversations.
TONE -CONTROL AND CLASS B

" I have purchased a Class B unit and have added
this to my set, but am not pleased with the reproduction.
My set is S.G. Detector and Pentode, and I had no
troubles before installing the new unit. How would
you advise me to alter the pitch to sound more natural?
I had no control before, and do not wish to interfere
with the unit, as at present it is only on appro."-G. S.
(Norwich).

It would be quite simple to fit a tone control in the
input side of the Class B unit, and this should give
perfect control over the tone of reproduction. We
would recommend a Bulgin Controlatone, as this
necessitates only two connections and contains both
the condenser and the necessary resistance. These
should be joined to the loud -speaker terminals on your
original receiver, and you will then find that rotation
of the control will vary the tone through quite an
appreciable range.
MEASURING ANODE CURRENT

" I have repeatedly tried to measure the anode
current of my mains variable -mu valve, but without
success. The meter is one of the best, and I have tried
it with a condenser across it and without. In every
case, as soon as the valve begins to heat up, the set
goes into oscillation. I have tried using long leads, and
moving these about, and also short leads, but I cannot
stop the trouble, and, consequently, cannot obtain an
accurate measurement. Can you suggest some way of
doing this, please ? "-D. N. E. (Edgware).

The trouble is very often experienced in making
measurements of the kind you refer to, and, generally
speaking, the only way of overcoming the oscillation is
to short-circuit either the grid or the anode coils. You
will find that this will cure the oscillation, but there
may be some inaccuracies in your reading due to the
variation of bias or other alteration in the circuit, so
that you must first of all examine the circuit wiring
and make certain what will happen when the short-
circuit is introduced. It should only be necessary to
short one inductance, and generally this should be
the one included in the grid circuit.

FREE ADVICE BUREAU
COUPON

This coupon is available until October 7th, 1933,
and must be attached to all letters con-

taining queries.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, 30/9/33.

BRITAIN'S FINEST WALNUT RADIOGRAM CAB
38' high, 22'
wide, 15.)"
d eep.S pea ke r
Compartment
17" x 19" x 14"

YOURS FOR

8/3
1934 ADAPTAGRAM

Direct from Factory to you. NO MIDDLEMAN'S
PROFITS. Built by master craftsmen of
London's Piano -Trade. Real inlaid walnut,
mortised, tenoned, hand French polished. With
motorboard, ready for Set. Room for Speaker and
Batteries. Plain front or vignetted for panels- PETO-SCOTT

DOWN 14" x 7", 16" a 7", 18" x 8". Baffle Board 3/6 extra.

SEND FOR 1934 CABINET CATALOGUEtameRADIO CABINET

As illustrated. Cash or C.O.D. Carrie
2s. ed.

Or 8/3 Deposit and H monthly payment

OAK OR MAHOGANY
Obtainable only direct from i5' elf

77, City Road

45
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ATALOGUES
ECEIVED

To save readers trouble, we undertake to send on
catalogues of any of our advertisers. Merely state, on
a postcard, the names of the firms from whom p5u
require catalogues, and address it to " Catalogue,"
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, Geo. Newnes, Ltd., 8/11,
Southampton St., Strand, London, 1i'.C.2. Where
advertisers make a charge, or require postage, this
should be enclosed with applications for catalogues. No
other correspondence whatsoever should be enclosed.

WAVEMETER COMPONENTS
IN a neat folder issued by Webb Condenser Co., Ltd.,

a range of well -finished condensers and knobs is
given. Included in the list are midget log condensers,
universal log slow- and fast -motion condensers, and.
solid di-electrio two and three -gang condensers.
There are also air -spaced and solid di -electric slow-
motion condensers with ivorine scales, moulded
escutcheon plates and lampholders. Another neat
component, listed at 3s., is a slow-motion disc drive,
having an escutcheon plate with indicating hair -line,
lampholder and bracket, and suitable for panel or
baseboard mounting. The address is 42, Hatton
Garden, London, E.C.1.

THE BOOK OF IGRANIC
N the making of a high-class receiver constructorsI

must accept many of its components on the
reputation of their makers -and Igranic radio com-
ponents need no recommendation to those who know.
Those who do not know would be well advised to obtain
a copy of this handy book, which contains full descrip-
tions and prices of every component likely to be re-
quired for the building of a modern receiver. Par-
- ticulars of the new " Igranicor " coils are, of course,
included, together with screened dual -wave super -het.
coils and the " Igranipak " tuning unit. H.F. chokes,
fixed and variable condensers, slow-motion dials,
transformers for all purposes, wire -wound volume con-
trols and, potentiometers, switches and terminals are
amongst the other components listed. There is also
the Igranic short-wave adaptor which has a wave-
length range of 14.8 to 78 metres, and is available in
two models -for battery and A.C. mains operation.
Copies of this useful handbook can be obtained from
Igranic Electric Co., Ltd., 149, Queen Victoria Street,
London, E.C.

HELLESEN'S BATTERIES

WITH a reputation of over forty years behind them
Hellesen's Batteries are too well known to need

introducing to our readers. In the Hi -Life range of
HA'. batteries prices have been reduced to the lowest
possible level, consistent with a high standard of per-

-formance and long life. In the " Super " Range, a
new patented cell gives greatly increased capacity
while in no way increasing the size or weight of the
batteries. Also listed are a range of Hellesen's dry
cells for flash lamps, bells, cycle lamps and other
purposes. Copies of a folder, containing full par-
ticulars of these batteries can be obtained from
ffellesens Ltd., Hellesen Works. Morden Road, South
Wimbledon, London, S.W.19.

SOVEREIGN COMPONENTS
CONSTRUCTORS desirous of being up to date

* w ith their receivers will find much to interest
them in a new booklet Just issued by the Sovereign
people. Amongst the outstanding items ,in the new
range of Sovereign components is a Permeability tuner,
which gives great selectivity and volume and tunes
over both medium and long waves perfectly. This
compact unit, which is arranged for one -hole panel
fixing, is priced at 15s., complete with slow-motion
tuning -dial; escutcheon and blue print. Another
noteworthy component is an iron -cored coil which sells
at 7s. Gd. In addition, there are condensers of various
,types, dual -range coils, chokes, transformers. resist-

ances; volume controls, and a three-point miniature
toggle -switch, a sturdy little component which will
safely carry 3 amps. At the end of the booklet an
electrical section is given in which are listed such
handy' parts as 5 -amp. two -pin plugs, bayonet adaptors,
bell pushes, ceiling roses and tumbler switches. These
parts, although made of best moulded brown bakelite,
with first quality metal fittings, are particularly low in
price. The. Sovereign electric iron, for ordinary
domestic use, suitable for A.C. or D.C. mains, is also
shown in the booklet, copies of which may be obtained
from Sovereign Products, Ltd., 67, James Street,
Camden Town, N.W.1.

Replies to Broadcast Queries -

It. X. (Port Glasgow): G5AP portable, call. of
G5NW ; E. J. Allen, 8, Westfield Place, 'Dunee,
Angus, Scotland. G6J-Z ; C. Fenton, 18, Hill Top
Road, .Sells,Whitehaven, Cumberland. G5US :
J. Croysdale " Reamsley," Carlton Drive, GatleY,
Cheadle, Cheshire. G21FI: E. R. Radford, 33, White*
hall Park, Tipper Erdlcrwat, N.19. G2NV IL,Littley
" Radiohm,"'Bridgnorth Road, Stourton, Stourbridge,,
Worcestershire. GAY J. E. Cory, " Dallifigton,"'
High Street, Sutton -on -Sea, Lincolnshite. -G6PE
F, J. Popplewell, Hollin Bank," White Lee, Reck,
niondwike, Yorkshire. G6J-G : C. W. Jennings, 150,
LonIgnead Avertoo, Eishopston, Bristol, Glos. G2115
Alderman's Green, Coventry. QOBT : C. A. Jarablin,
121, Queen's Road, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk.
BARBER (Blackpool) : The calls we can trace are
the following : 06IF, M. E. Topsoil, 115, Ha-dieigh
Road, Leigh, Essex ; J. H. Joyce, 9, Camp-
bell Street, London, W.2 ; G6XA, Keith F. Hardie,
66, VIverston Road, Waltharerstow, E.17; G5GR,
L. W. Gardner, 40, Medina Road, Coventry ; G5ID,
P. D. Coates', 85, EnnMmore Street, Burnley, Lancs. ;
G5NR, E. G. Nurse, 1, Cambridge Road, London,
W.6 ; G5RX, S. Newell, 9, Moor View, Rakehead,
Stacksterttls, Bacup, Lancs. ; G5XF, J. Butterwotth,
1088, Manchester Road, Castleton, Rochdale, Lancs.;
G51 -V, H. Beamnont, 14, Halliley Street, Dewsbury,
Yorks ; G2AP, F. Adams, Nesvhouses," Girnigoe
Street, Wick, Caithness, N.B. ; G2CJ, S. .Townsend,
115, Erlham Road, Norwich G2GA, T. -C. Platt,
79, Fieldhead Avenue, Elton, Bury, Lanes. ; F8DS,
J. Lory, 38, Rue Michel-Ange, Paris (16), France ;
F8LA, G. Barba, 140, Avenue du Route. Neuilly-Sur-
Seine, France ; F8PR, Pierre Roy, 48, Rue
Ph-Delasalle, Lyons, France; F8PV, Georges-Vuillemot,
45, Rue de la Recette, Cretell, Seine, France.

ARE MULTI -ELECTRODE VALVES
WORTH WHILE ?
(Continued from page 1)

The low -impedance screened -grid valve
as a detector presents problems of stability
on similar lines to those already touched
upon, and difficulties regarding its coupling
to the following valves.

If resistance coupling is to be used, the
H.T. voltage will have to be somewhat
high, to allow for the voltage drop in the
anode resistance, and the gain of the stage
will be disappointing, as the customary
transformer step-up will be missing.

If a resistance -fed, transformer is used,
some difficulty will be  experienced in
getting a sufficiently high load for satis-
factory working. In the first place, the
impedance of the transformer Must be
very high ; so high, in fact, that there are
only about two suitable transformers on
the market, and as the primary and
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resistance will be in parallel with 'each
other (via the coupling condenser), the
latter will have to be somewhat higher
than' if the 'resistance were used alone,
which means that, extra anode voltage will
be required.

Broadly speaking, a screened -grid valve
is better than a triode, provided that the
obstacles can be overcome, but when
fixing attention on battery receivers only,
a triode detector and L.F. valve would be
more -efficient and less costly.

Many readers may be slightly acquainted
with some of the very new multi -electrode
detectors, such as the double -diode -triode.
and the double.diode-tetrode, but these
constitute three valves in one bulb and are
inter ,ded for automatic volume control.

HOW THE B.B.C. DOES IT
(Continued from page 72)

of the valves, of course, and the cathodes
are connected to the frame of the amplifier
and to the metal panel front.

From the circuit arrangement and com-
ponent values of an amplifier like this we
can learn much in the design of a power
amplifier for ordinary amateur radiogram
use. I have not complicated the de-
scription by giving details of the special
switching arrangement which the engineers
have for listening on the amplifier circuits,
and for the output arrangements. It is
interesting to note that in Broadcasting
House, London, alone there are 31 of these
" A " amplifiers. They are arranged in
racks with the four valves on metal
brackets on the front of the panel and with
the volume control potentiometer project-
ing. The components are
mainly the wire -wound resistances and the
heavier components such as the iron -cored
transformers and chokes.

In addition to these amplifiers there are
the mains operated loud -speaker amplifiers
which are installed in each of the moving -
coil speaker cabinets in the' studios, control
rooms, listening rooms, press -listening room,
and so on. These are complete units, and
in fact are portable, being fitted with
carrying handles. They are two stage
amplifiers with the valves mounted on a
little platform inside the box, and the
couplings, components, iron -cored trans-
formers, and so on, underneath. There is
an on -off switch on the panel, a wire -wound
volume control, and separate jack sockets for
external speakers or listening head -phones.

Although the. B.B.C. engineers use a
large amount of apparatus which is quite
different from that which ordinary listeners
could use, the check receivers, " A "
amplifiers, and loud -speaker amplifiers are
typical of amateur practice. Yes, you can
learn much from the way the B.B.C. does it !

OPENING S
ENGINEERS!

Never before has engineering offered such magni-
ficent chances. With the rise of the depression,
the industry is literally teeming with first-

' class opportunities. Our 250 -page Hand -book,
" ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES," shows
where the opportunities lie, and the easiest way
to prepare for them. The Hand -book gives
details of A.M.1.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.C.E.,

G.P.O., etc. Exams., outlines borne -Study Courses
In all branchel of Civil, Mech., Elec., motor,

Radio, and " Talkie " Engineering,
Building, etc., and explains our unique

Employment Dept. Send for Ws
valuable Hand -took to -day -FREE!

BRITISH INITITIIPE -
OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY,

29% Sha'lex-eare House,
29, OXFORD ST., LONDON W.I.
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Clearly written and fully illustrated.

NEWNES'
HOME MECHANIC

BOOKS

This series covers a wide field and will
prove of the greatest value to everyone
interested in models and how to make
them ; woodwork and other crafts.

ACCUMULATORS
An up-to-date handbook dealing with
every type of accumulator, methods of
charging them at Lome, care and main-
tenance, also explains how to erect a
charging station.

MOTOR CAR UPKEEP AND
OVERHAUL

Information covering the engine, decar-
bonising, valve grinding, the lighting
system, the carburettor, cooling system,
lubrication, springs and shock absorbers,
steering gear, brakes, wheels, axles,
tracing noises, etc., etc.

TOY MAKING FOR AMATEURS
How to make clockwork toys, model
aeroplanes, model locomotives, model
boats, ingenious toys operated by sand,
wooden models and toys, electrical toys,
steam toys, guns, kaleidoscopes, acrobats,
etc.

TWENTY-FIVE TESTED WIRELESS
CIRCUITS

All the sets described have been designed
to meet modern needs. They range from
simple crystal receivers to a seven -valve
super -heterodyne, and all the sets have
been made and tested before inclusion.

SIMPLE ELECTRICAL APPARATUS
An excellent little book for those who
wish to make simple and useful electrical
appliances, such as galvanometers, electric
motors, dynamos and Leyden jars.

MODEL BOAT BUILDING
Contains designs for battleship, speed
boat, paddle steamer and yachts. Excel-
lent models can be built with the simple
directions and diagrams given.

THE HOME WOODWORKER
Clear instructions on how to snake a large
variety of articles in wood, together with
many useful hints on wood -working.

MODEL AEROPLANES AND
AIRSHIPS

Contains full descriptions of easy -to -slake
models of every description that will fly.

THE HANDYMAN'S ENQUIRE
WITHIN

Hundreds of practical ideas and hints of
value to the man who is clever with his
hands.

25 SIMPLE WORKING MODELS
Ingenious and practical designs for electric,
steam and clock -work models.

Im
each

Obtainable at all Netcsagents and Bookstalls,
or by post i;2 each, front George Netotes,,
Ltd., 8-11, Southampton St., Strand, IV .C.2.

MMMMMMMMMM 1.11 ....... MG ......... MRSIE....961.2.1110110CR

Geo. Ne.c,oes, Ltd.

' LISTENERS IN
IS YOUR WIRELESS LICENCE
NUMBER IN THIS LIST ?

IT MAY BE WORTH
£50

Compare your number
and claim your reward

g50 will be paid tAip 21761d1e0r6 of Licence

£25
et10
£5

2
AN 735555
Al 695032
AJ 594889
AJ 894021
AK 829998
AK 36871

£1

will be paid to holders of Licences :
Nos. AQ 308105 AO 511937

will be paid to holders of Licences :

Nos. AP 330777 AN 463896

will be paid to holders of Licences :
AM 606348 AP 027513 AO 832377 AP 219450 AO 734684

will be paid to holders of Licences :
AL 001844 AM 571137 AN 859763 AO 886232 AO 917445 AP 950,:03
AL 561733 AM 029400 AN 492447 AO 796099 AP 140567 AP 947206
AL 478903 AM 487486 AN 384216 AO 521380 AP 331296 AP 864031
AM 867960 AM 934750 AN 112293 AO 350825 AP 505063 AP 008704
AM 707763 AN 093556 AN 434770 AO 802790 AP 692337 AP 326704
AM 168772 AN 238040 AN 538258 AO 416007 AP 721845 AP 125954

AJ 897165 AL
AJ 220437 AL
AJ 169054 AL
AK 538367 AM
AK 293046 AM
AK 985163 AM
AK 008915 AM
AK 404006 AM

will be paid to holders of Licences :

238044 AM 099947 AN 821956 AO 964767 AP 961050 AQ 421175
093124 AM 888534 AN 523316 AO 004879 AP 367904 AQ 570666
36712 AM 606444 AN 529333 AO 370200 AP 008361 AQ 855501

127103 AM 947777 AN 656781 AO 153916 AP 415738 AQ 747359
400206 AN 023473 AN 171528 AO 577736 AP 221475 AQ 129895
697871 AN 263894 AO 33019 AO 458370 AP 672422 AQ 021173
805768 AN 895628 AO 487500 AO 792136 AP 820508 AQ 989779
721221 AN 588732 AO 232532 AP 318221 AP 042666 AQ 625312

ilow This offer applies to licences which are actually in force on Saturday, Eeptender 30, 1933.
Before the awards are paid, -claimants will be asked to undertake a simple publicity service in distributing leaflets to encourage
the sa'e of licences amongst those who at present do not fulfil their obligations by laking out a Post Office Licence lefcre
receiving Iroadcrst programmes. Claims cannot he considered in connection with any Licence the date of issue of which is after
September 28, 1933.

For full particulars for
claiming awards and a com-
plete list of numbers see

ON SALE EVERYWHERE SATURDAY SEPT. 30.
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However expert or amateur you may be, this new
'Igranipak' cannot fail to save you time, trouble and
expense. Igranipak is a complete and compact tuning
unit. Upon its rigid metal chassis are mounted :-screened
coils with built-in wave -change switch, Igranic 3 -gang
condenser with cover, escutcheon and disc drive assembly
with pilot lamp attachment, mains switch, three 5 -pin
valve -holders, grid leak and condenser, engraved terminal
board. Wavelengths covered: 210-
520 m. and 900-2,000 m. Complete with
instructions and simple circuit diagram

5716
if your kcal denier can-
not supply you, please

write to us direct.

RADIO
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Write foi fully illustrated Catalogue No. J. 1277.
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